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IN'I~lODUCTION 

The importance of logging, or the complete task of handling logs 
from standing timber to the sawmill or common carrier, is indicated 
in the enormous annual log output of the Nation. It is estimated 
that between 35,000,000,000 ancl 40,000,000,000 board feet of timber 
is taken out each year in the form of logcsized material. Further
more, the logging end of the operation in this region actually 

1 The" Inland Empire," which is considered as forming a distinct lumbel'ing region, may
be defined for the purposes of this bulletin as including the forested areas in western 
Montana, Idaho north of the Salmon River; eastern Washmgton tributnry to Spokane, and,
the northeastern tii) of Oregon.

=The studies forming the basis of this bulletin were started by Girard in 1919. The col
lection of the bulk of [he field data was made by Girnrd an,l Klobucher. Fullnway, while 
in charge of the office of forest Froducts in the northern Rocky Mountain region, assisted 
materially in the supervision 0 the project and in the revision. of the original report:
covering the results of the studies. BrIldner prepared the final report for publication,
adding to the ori;:in:ll work the results of Inter studies. 

The authors WIsh to acknowledge thcirinilebtedness to :lI1 who have aided iIi any way
the accomplishment of thts work,. particularly to P. Neff, who has helped much in the col
lection of the data and the cbecklng of results; to Clyde Webb. T. Crossley, It. Wlllia;ns.
R. EJlis. J'. E. Keach, A. R. Standiford, R. Woesner. K_ A. KJehm,. O. A. Knapp, H. Regu'es.
nnd I. V • .Anderson, now or formerly Forest Service Officers, for the acti'al collection of 
field' datn;. and to the Anal"Onda Copper Mining Co.~ the Polleys Lumber \;0., Beardsmore 
Lumber Co., Henry Good Logging Co., Whaley Bros. LOgging Co., Smith Br.¥!. Logging Co.,
Baird-Harper Lumber Coo, potlatch, Lumber Co., Bonners li'erry Lumber Co., Deer Park 
Lumber Co.• Rose Lake Lumb(,r Co., P. L. Howe Lumber Co., Dalkena Lumber Co., Ed
wards-Bradford Lumber Co., l\IcGolclrlck Lumb!!r Co., and the J. Neils Lumber Co., for the' 
help IUId cooperation extended in making the studies on their logging operations. 
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involves about half the total actual cost of :production from theStump to the finished product. The best logging methods are accordingly of .first iIp.portance. .
. Logging e:;lgIneering has developed remarkably during. the past

,.lj decade. Ther:~ has never been, however, a time in the history of the,. lumber industry when the need for progress in this field was morepronounced than it is to-day. LDgging in virgIn timber has steadilyprogressed into the less-accessible and lower-quality stands, and thestumpage value has in general become increasingly higher. The big'. consummg centers are at great distances from the principal producing regions. Other materials have made substantial inroads uponlumber markets and competiti()n between lumber-producing regionshas been greatly intensified by overproduction. Requirements forcapital investments and prodnction costs all along the line fromstump to finished product ~1re generally increasing. Industrial progress generally, as well as severe competition within the lumberingfield, now points to the necessity for the lumber industry to followthe lead of other great industries and place its operations on asounde:r hasis.
The task of .selecting the best methocl of operation to insure aprofit involves more considerations in logging than in most industries.Logging is done under operating conditions which vary constantly.Each inilividual chance or logging unit, however small, presents adifferent problem for solution. Further uncertainty is added throughthe influence exerted by the weather and other natural factors.Owing in part at least to this uncertainty, the successful logger ofthe past developed considerable resourcefulness. In his decisions,however, he was guided largely 'by personal experience. The typeof improvements, the kind of equipment, the operating methods, andthe standard of utilization ha.ve quite commonly been adopted uponthe personal recommendation of one man. Records of past experience were seldom if ever kept in such form that the information theycontained coulJ be applied to other operations.
With the gra.dual development of logging engineering in recentyears, the lumber industry has made marked progress in the use ofrecorded experience. Personal knowledge and jUdgment are nowqualified and greatly influenced by actual records of past performance and results. N'evertheless, it is still quite widely helieved thatorganization and management in logging are largely matters ofpersonality and pe.t'sonal judgment. There can be no doubt thatthese factors must continue to be essential in all industry, but incommon with all other lines of endeavor, the planning and conducting of logging operations will become less haphazard anduncertain as basic facts are accumulated and come into use andrule-of-thumb methods are displaced by methods that rest moreupon recorded facts and less upon personal judgment..A. very material step toward the development of systematiclogging methods has been mucIe possible in the "Inland Empire"through a comprehensive investigation of logging output by theForest Service. Records of actual accomplishment have been obtained for the common methods of operation under a uniformclassification of the natural conditions usually encountered. These 
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-:trElcords afford.. a means of accurately and conveniently measuring or 
estimating performance or productivity. In contrast to the usual 
cost data, such records have the advantage of permanent value. 
Being based upon specific conditions, these records are applicable 
to such conditioiis wherever found. Thus, these logging-output 
studies constitute a new and significant departure in the logging~ 

. engineering field. ' 
The primary purposes of this bulletin are to present the results 

of these "Inland Empire" logging-output studies, to analyze the 
effect of the various factors upon output, to explain their use, and 
to demonstrate the practical value of such data. Very definite 
principles and methods are necessarily involved in making logging
ou.tput. studies. A lroowledge of these is essential not only for the 
prop~r conduct of such studies but to permit the most intelligent 
appI!wation of them. For this reason a section of the appendix is 
devdtecl to a discussion of the principles and methods involved. 

Logging-output studies furnish information of permanent value. 
Such data can be converted readily and accurately to a dollar or 
cost basis by the application of current wage scales and costs, and 
~orm, therefore, a reliable means of estimatmg the cost of logging. 
As .\I, result they can be put to practical use in the appraisal of 
stumpage values, in bringing about better logging methods, in the 
intelligent letting of contracts, and in determining sound and 
profitable. utilization standards. 

Output records, in conjunction with a detaHed examination of 
conditions on the ground, afford the means of determining the most 
logical plan of operation and the best means of accurately appraising 
operating costs. A knowledge of these costs, quite as much as of man
ufacturing costs and selling value, is essential to the establishment of 
a proper stumpage value. Output records also enable the operator 
to make a true comparison of the actual merits of the different 
kinds' of improvements, equipment, and methods for each logging 
chance, and thus assure the most efficient and economical operation. 
They make it possible to check the output of men or machines with 
the normal output, so that contracts to meet specific conditions may 
be let u.pon an intelligent basis. 

The profitable cutting size and limit of defect in a stand of timber 
can be determined only from detailed and accurate data such as are 
obtainable in logging-output and milling studies. Through the appli
cation of such cutting limits not only is a mor~ profitable operation 
possible, but the selection cutting resulting therefrom usually leaves 
the area in a more productive state. This is the first step in good 
forestry practice. 

SCOPE AND NATURE OF THE OUTPUT STUDIES 

:C;. The studies of logging output made in the "Inland Empire" 
region by the Forest Service from 1919 to 1928, inclusive, have, 
covered an of the several important timber-type classifications of 
this region for both the wipter and summer logging seasons. The 
bulk of the field data forming the basis for this report was collected 
during the first five years of this period. These data are, SU,pple
mented by further logging-output studies conducted since 1923. A 

<,i 
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number o.f studies co.vering all phases o.f tracto.r lo.gging fro.m stump 
to. .landing in the po.ndero.sa pine type were made in 1928. The 
vo.lume o.f timber handled in the vario.us branches o.f the lo.gging 
o.peratiml co.vered by all o.f those time and output stuilies is as follows: 

li~~~ 	 liQ~~ 
Sawing______________________ 3, 206 Dray hauling________________ 840 
Horse skidding________._______ 7, 483 Sleigh hauling_______________ 2, 146 ' 
Tr!M!torskidding_____________ 4,663 Autotruck hauling____________ 1,441 
Donkey skidding______________ 77::1 Trailing in chutes____________ 1, m7 

_ 	Loading sleigh_______________ 222 ---
Loading Ilutotrucks__.______.__ 765 TotaL_________________ 23,456 

Studies have been limited to sawirtg, skidding, trailing in chutes, 
loading on sleighs and autotrucks, hauling, and slash disposal. All 
o.f thesa steps in the logging operatio.n come between the stump and 
the landing-wliere a large share of the log cost usually occurs and 
furthermo.re where errors of judgment are most likely to prove very 
expensive. Moreo.ver, the factors which appreciably affect the o.ut
put in these phases of the logging o.peration are readily ilistinguished 
and .classified both at the time o.f study and in the subsequent 
a.pplicatioil of the data. 

Operation in some branches of the work, such as railroad and 
flume transportation, is so well standardized that data o.f sufficient 
accuracy are available from cost accounts. Moreover, in these 
branches output depends largely upon independent influences such 
as demand for logs and the output in other branches of the o.peTa
tio.n. The same is true of "tailing down" on landings and cleckinO' 
lo.gs. Output studies in these branches have therefore been excluded. 

No. attempt was made to give any indication of the relative effi
ciency o.f individual workmen, units of organization, o.r equipment. 
This was no.t the object in view. Once an average representing the 
o.utput o.f a number of lmits crews is made available, however it 
beco.mes a good yardstick with which to measure the work o.f o.ther 
men or machines on similar jobs. The variation due to the human 
element in individual crews has not been studied. So. far as pos
sible this influence has been eliminated by securing records fo.r a 
large number of men or crews selected at random. 

In every other respect as well, the aim in these studies has been 
to. obtain information which would be of general use in the region, 
represent average results obtainable, apply to specific conditlOns, 
and be as nearly permanent as possible. 

In the woods, output data were collected only from crews of 
standard size. Only those men whose work directly affected the 
output of the unit organization were considered as part of the 
crew. The work of a large number of unit crews or machines, irre
spective of their relative efficiency, was followed. 

The output data were collected under definite classifications as to 
the natural conditions found on the different areas. Of these con
ditions the species or forest type, size of timber, slope, and season 
of the year exert the greatest influence upon logging output and 
therefore were adopted. as the primary classificatio.n elements. 
Height of trees, stand per acre, windfall and undergro.wth, and 
surface, although recognized in the collectio.n of data as affecting 
output in varying degrees, were considered of minor importance. 

http:furthermo.re
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Dist!J,nce, gross volume, and time were the basic units of measure~ 
ment lllied. Distance, when a factor in output (as in skidding. with 
horses), was always taken as the actual distance along the slope 
undei load and not the horizontal distance. Gross 8cale by the 
Scribner decimal C log rule was used as the unit volume of measure~ 
'ment£oI' all branches of logging, since, if net scale had been used, 
the data would have been applicable only to stands containing the 
same percentage of defect. Where it is desired to determine output 
or cost for any particular stand of timber, the estimRted percentage 
of defect in that stand may be applied to the gross Bcale. 

Only actual working time plus any normal lost time :s included 
in job measurements. For example such time is excluded as that 
lost by a skidding team because of a filled skidway, or that charge
able to any other branch of logging work but skidding itself. 
Actual working tUne includes such time as is lost in resting, minor 
repairs of equipment, or overcoming any other difficulties encoun
tered in actually doing the work-such as hanging up a tree in 
sawing. Where teams were doubled up to skid a large log, the trip 
time was doubled. . 

The hour was adopted as the standardtmit for measuring the labor 
used on the job. The use of the effective hour as a unit, in contrast 
to the day or dollar, avoids the complexitkls which otherwise reslllt 
from constant fluctuations in wa~ '\s and the length of the working 
day as, for instance, where travel from camp to the job is on com~ 
pany time and must be deducted from the standard day before 
effective hours can be arrived at. In using the output data as here 
presented it is necessary only to apply the output per hour to the 
estimated number of effective hours which it is possible to put in on 
the job. 

The refinement justified in time and output studies of any kind 
of work is dependent largely upon the variations found in the 
working conditions. It is of no practical value to determine the 
individual effect on output of factors which can not be controlled. 
The degree of detail necessary to make certain that the data on any 
particular unit crew or piece of equipment represent the average 
performance depends upon how consistent the crews are in their 
work, the nature of the conditions under which the work is done, and 
the range over which the figures must be distributed. More data are 
n8Nlssary when the logs are skidded on the ground by horses than 
when trailed ill chutes, since the improvements in the latter case have 
more nearly standardized working conditions. Undoubtedly the 
greatest variations occrn' in work jnto which the human element 
enters to the greatest degree. A full iliscussion of the refinement 
justified and the amount of information necessary to assure average 
data in these studies is given in the appendix,· 

LOGGING·OUTPUT GRAPHS AND THEIR USE 

The actual output data for the different branches of logging are 
presented in the fOl'm of graphs for all activities except. swamping 
and slash disposal; these are given in tabular form. The studies 
include the following steps in the operation in the order in which they 
are presented: Sawing (including felling and bucking in the 
woods, felling .. limbing and topping, and bucking on the landing) ; 
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skidding (horse, tractor, donkey engine, and big wheel) ; loading 
and unloading; transportation other than skidding (including 
trailing in chutes and hauling on cll'ays, sleighs, and autotrucks) ; 

, and swamping and slash disposal. 

A discussion of the factors affecting output, together with facts 


=p~.rtinent to the understanding' and specific use of the graphs, aecom ) 

parnes each set of data. In order to facilitate the use of the graphs 
in determining operating costs, a number of examples 01' problems 
and their solution are given for each branch of loggirlg studied. 
Output or COG~ can be ~etermined to a finer degree than that indi
cated here by mterpolatlOn between the values shewn. Even where 
existing methods and conditions do not fall within the range of the 
data presented, the inl0rmation here given will often be of value as 
a general guide to, or an indication of, what might be accomplished. 

Certain very definite principles or basic facts about logging must 
be fully understnod bef(:,.re output data of the tYI:Je presented can be 
used effectively. The influence of defect in timber is reflected as a 
uhlform flat reduction in the quantity of output in all ends of the 
logging work. There is no appreciable difference in output between 
defective and sound material on the hasis of gross-scale volume. 
The amount of work involved in hanc1ling two logs of similar size, 
one sound and the other one-half defective, is practically the same. 
'rhe actual net output in the case of the defectIve log would, there
fore, be one-half that of the sound log. 

Breakage reduces sawing output but increases that of all other 
parts of the operation from stump to mill pond, since the greatest 
percentage of breakage occurs in the small-top logs. The elimina
tion of these from the run increases the ttverage Sl.ze of the log cut 
from the stand. 

The size factor which determines output in all branches of the 
operation except sawing is the scale of the log rather than the 
dimensions from which that scale is derived. If two logs, one 20 
feet and the other 12 feet in length, each scale 140 feet, practically 
the same output will be obtained from both. On the .standard 
16-foot length basis,' however, one would run 9 logs and the other 
5% logs per thousand feet board measure. Therefore, by cutting a 
stand of timber which averages 10 logs per thousand into logs 24 
feet long, an output would be obtained approximately the same 
as that from a stand running seven 16-foot logs per thousand. This 
same ratio will not hold in sawing. Cutting 10-10g material into 
24-foot lengths gives lin output far above that for 7-10g material cut 
into 16-foot lengths. 

Overrun is in reality a makeshift used to arrive at fictuallumber 
contents when the scale rule fails to record actual contents, as it 
does most signally in the measurement of small logs. It will be used 
in connection with an attempt to determine the marginal log mate

~} rial which can be profitably handled. 
: " 	 , An accurate timber estimate and a topographic or drai1,lage map 

are essential to the most effective application of the data shown in 
the graphs in evaluating stumpage or determining the best methods 
of operation for a particular logging chance. Thus, after a careful 
examination of the area, the logging engineer with these aids, has 
all the facilities necessary to arrive at very definite conclusions as to 

http:bef(:,.re


ANALYSIS OF LOG PRODUCTION 7 
the best methods and the cost of these methods. This presumes, ofcourse, that the, appraiser has experience, judgment, and initiative,and is :rvilling to put the dl1ta to their best use. 

ANALYSIR OF SAWING-OUTPUT DATA 

The outP.ut data for sa',:ing ~re presented graphically in Figu!es1 to 13, which are summanzed ill Table 1. The out}lut per effectIvehour gross sC91e is based upon ihe work of two men and is determined both by diameter breast high groups and number of logs perthousandboal'd feet of timber f,}ut. A 2-man saw crew IS thestandard crew for either day or contract work. All output CUI'vesare, unless otherwise designated, applicable to jobs where the averagelog is apprmdmately 16 feet in length. This is the approximateaverage length of all short logs cut in this region. 
EFFECT OF NATURAL FACTORS ON SAWING OUTPUT

Natural factors which nffect the sawing output, considered ih theapproximate order of theil' importance, are size of timber, species oftimber,s season of the year, def~ct in timber, and slope, windfall,and undergTowth.
Sawing output up to certain sizes is influenced to a greater degreeby the diameter of the timber than by any of the other natural factors affecting it. This influeuce is evident in every set of data whereoutput js given according to size. In general, there is a fairly rapidincrease in the output pel' saw crew pel' hour for each 2-inch dIameterincrease in the size of the trees cut, from the smallest trees on whichdata were obtained up to those 30 to 40 inches in diameter breasthigh.4 Somewhere within these diameter limits, depending on thespecies cut, a point is reached where for several diameter sizes th~output of the crew does not increase as the size of the timber increases. From this point on, as still larger trees are cut, tht) outputper hour gradually falls off. This does not follow, however, withlogs of unusual length. (Fig. 13.)
The curve in Figure 1 shows the output per crew (working on aday basis) per hour for western white pille to be 470 bOal'd feet for12-inch trees (diameter breast high), 940 board feet for 20-inch trees,and 1,210 board feet for 28-inch trees. The l1Ht."·dmum output percrew per hour under the condition as described on the graph (1,270feet board measure) was reached in sawiug trees 34 to 36 inchesdiameter breast high. Logs from western white pine trees of thesesizes would run from three and oue-half to three logs per thousand.From this point 011, the output of the saw crew decreased as the sizeof the trees cut increased. The curve shows an output per saw crewper hour of 1,200 board feet for the 44-inch tree, the largest diametergroup for which data were obtained. Practically the same output 

aThe commercially importnnt tree species referred to in this hnlletin arc:
Botanical name Accepted common name Trade nlUDePinu8 monUcola D. DOD ____ ,_________________ Western whitc piue___________________ Idaho white pine.Pinru ponderosa TJ!lws__________________ "____ ,, Pondorosn pine______________ ..________ Ponderosa pine.Larix occidentalis NutL ____ ,, _________________ Western larch_______ ,, _________________ Larch.P8etUiotsuga taxi/alia (LnM.) Britt,,___________ DOllghlS fir_________ ,, __________________ Dougl!lS fir.Picea enuelmannii Engelm____________________ Engelmann spruce ____________________ Spruce.Abiu,orandis LlndL _________________________ Lowland white flr_____________________ White fir.T8ugU MterophllUa (Raf.) Sarg________________ Western hemlock,,____________________ Hemlock.Thuja plicata D. Don____________..__________ Western rcd cedar,,____________________ Cedar••D., b. h.=dlnmetcr, 'breast high, or 4H feet above ground, me!lSured outside (including) bark. 

" 
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T ABLE I.-Index to sawing gralJhs 00 

Surface conditions 
Fig. StandNo. Forest typo Slope Species Senson Method Labor ~ 

per aero QSnowBrush Windfall Surfaeu depth III 
!2l 
H 
Q

Per cen: M.II.b.m. Inches 
Western white Pineo! 1()"20 ! Wlnter____ ! Mcdlum __________ 1Medlum__ 1Smooth__ _ 20 IFelling and bUCking_I Day.~ '-~:~J~~~_~!~~~_~~~~=I agjg Western wbite pine 25 ___ do_______ Light to medium __ Llght________do_______ 0-40 _____ do____________ : __ Oontraot. ~ 


and white fir, to 

larch, Douglas fir, g

cedar.

3 I _____ do______________ -' 3()"50 1 Western white pine 25 I___ do_______ 1_____ do____________.1 ___ do_______ 1___ do_______ 12--]5 I_____do______________ _ ,~Three contract 
type. crews.()..30 Ponderosa plne______ 8-12 Summer __ LISht. _______________do __________do ___ • ,. _____________ do_______________ Day and contract. ~ '.::;:

0-30 Douglas fir__________ 1()"12 ___do____________do________________ do_________ do___________________ do______ ••______ _~ 6 1_~_~~3~~~~~~~~~====== ()..30 Lurch _________________________ Wlnter____ Light to medlum _____do__________ do_______ 18 _____do_______________ Contract. !2lLarch, Douglas fir __ _ Day.
7 Ponderosa plne _____ _ ()"30 _____ do_______________ 10-12 Summer __ Llght. _______________do__________do____________________do______________ _ CJ:>Contract.()"1.1 Engelmann spruce __ .._________do_______ Medlum_____________ do__________do___________________.do______________ _ ,A8 ,':Engelmann spruce __ _ Do. <:n 


and balsam fir. ~<:n 
 ' \~91 Western white pine_I _________ Western white pine __________ Winter____ -_______ •___________ ----________ ---_________________ Ducking or landing __ no. 
J: 

10 _____do_______________ 15-50 Western whlto plno ]5 I___do______ .! Medlum ________.! Medlunl_.I Smooth __ .! 30-40 1 Folllng and topplng_ Do_ fl ';c" 
and white fir. 

" 

-,and whlto fir, rnlarch, Ilnd Doug
las fir. t:::! 


11 IPonderosa Plne ______ 1 15-50 IPonderosa Plno ______1 10 ISummer- -1-----dO-------------I' LlghL ____I___ dO_______I________ I_____dO______________ _ Do. t;!
12 _____do_____________________________ do_____________ .. _____________ do_____________________________________.. ___ •________________ Bucking on lamUng_ Do. ~ 
13 _____do_______________ 20-45 _____ do_______________ 10 ___ do_______ Llght. ____________ Llght. ____ Smooth ___________ Felling, 11mblng, Do. !"3 

and bucking Into 
long logs. 0 

I:rj 

:> 
4l 
~ 
Q 

g 
I-:l 

~ 

;{ 
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-I::--

V - -:/ SLOPC ___ OTO 30 PERCENT 
V BRUSH______.___ MEDIUM 

WI NDFALL ______ MEDI UM 
SURFACE ________SMOOTH 

/ 
SNOWOEPTH ____ 20INCHES 
CULL ________14 PER CENT 
TYPE __ WESTERN WHITr. PINE -

V
/ 

V 
5TAND PER ACRE _IOTO 20 M fT. 
SCALE- ____ SCRIBN r.R DEC. C 

400 / 1 

B 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 
DIAMETER 8REAST HIGH (INCHES) 

24 19 14 12 10 9 7 6 5 4.5 4 3.5 3 3 2.B 2.5 2.5 
LOGS PER M rEET B.M. 

FIGURE 1.-Sawing output (felling and bucking) In western white pine; day labor. Basis,
262 .M feet, 205 trees. Data collected December, lO19, and January, 1920 ., 

fEET 
B.M. 

1 
I W~ITE _IpINE 

fWHITE fiR 
.1800 

7"'
/ 


_ LARCH 

t:- L !§'OO"GCA~ 
.7< ~cJ:;-/ 0 

'" 

V1 
SLOPE ___ 30 TO SO PER CENT 
BRUSH ____.L.IGHT-MEDIUM 
WINDFALL ________L.IGHT 

J~~ 
SNOW OEPTH_OT040INCHES •~VI SURFACE ______SMOOTH 

600 

b%8(V STAN D PER ACRE: _ 25 M fEET 
SCAL.E __ SCRIBNER DEC. C 
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was obtained by the crew when sawing 28-inch trees. The day-work 
sawing curV6'ln Figure 4 shows that in ponderosa pine the maximum 
output per saw crew per hour was obtained when trees 36 to 38 inches 
diameter breast high were felled and bucked into logs. In Douglas 
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FIGURE D.-Sawing output (bucldng on landing for donkey skidding) in western white pine
and white fir, contract labor. Basis, 125 M feet. Datu cOllected January-February.
1921 

fir the maximum output of the saw crew per hour (fig. 5) was 
reached in cutting 32-inch trees; in western larch (fig. 7) in 36~inph 
trees. . 

The relatively low output of a saw crew operating in small timber 
is in great part due to the extra number of trees which must be :felled 
and bucked in order to obtain a scale equal to that resulting where 
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udvance of skidding to changing line, etc. BasIs, 300 111 feet. Datu collected January
February, 1021 

larger trees are cut. Sawyers cutting western white pine trees which 
average 14 inches diameter breast high and run four and one-half 
logs to the tree would have to fall and buck four such trees to obtain 
an output of approximately 1,000 board fect gross log scale. Approx
imately the same could be obtained by felling and bucking one 25-inch 
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7-log tree. .A. large percentage of the total.time C6llSUJIled in the 
sawingoparation is sJ?e~t iJ? going fro!ll tree to tree, br:ushing out 
around the tree,and Slzmg It up, and ill the actual felling. Some 

. '" 	 effective tn'nc is lost in the short rest period which often follows the 
completion of the felling and buckinguup of each tree. The time 
thus lost is much less per thousand for large timber than. for small 
timber. . 
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FIGUnE 13.-Sawing output (fcIl!ng, bucking, and I!mblng thrctl RidcR for tractor skidding)
in ponderosa pine, contract labor. Bnsis, 182 M feet. Datu co!lectcd October, 1928 

In actual surface to be sawed in felling, the four 14-ineh trees 
would require 1.3 times as much labor as the one 25-inch tree. In 
the bucking operation, however, although there would be approxi
mately 18 cuts to be made in the 14-inch trees as compared with but 
7 in the 25-inch tree, the actual surface to be sawed would be less. 

The decrease in output with an increase in size of the trees above 
32 to 36 inches diameter breast high (depending on the species) 
can be attributed in part to three factors-the length of the standard 
saw used, the additional physical effort necessary to pull the saw, 
and the increased breakage. The length of the stanaard saw com
monly used ill cutting the relatively small-sized timber of the" In
land Empire" is 5V2 to 6 feet. This and the 7-foot saw are well 
adapted to the size or timber normally found. It is possible that 
a longer· saw is needed for more efficient work in timber 36 inches 
and over in diameter. It has been noted that where exceedingly 
large cuts are being made the 6-foot saw can be operated to advan
taue by only one of the sawyers. 

'Large timber, because of its excessive weight and height, breaks 
and Eiplits mor{j readily when felled, and the breaks are usually 
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farther down in the tree than in smaller timber. In bucking the 
tree into logs, these breaks must be sawed out, and this means from 
one to several extra cutsof large diameter for the saw crew. Large 
trees often partly bury themselves in the ground when felled, thus 
adding to the difficulty of bucking .. them into logs. There are no 
other obvious reasons for the decreased output beyond a certain 
diameter, which is approximately the Same for all species. 

The species of timber being cut has a considerable influence upon 
the output that the sa,w crew will obtain. The hardness and tough
ness of the wood, the quantity of pitch which it contains, and the 
ch.aracter and thickness of the bark are all factors which influ;·.hce 
saWing,. To these may be added the characteristic shape of the 
tree butt and bole, and the OCClU'rence and character of the branches. 
'rouglmess of wood fiber is another cause of difficulty, requiring that 
saws be kept in better'shape and that more actual power be used to 
saw through a given thickness. The wood of Rocky Mountain 
Douglas :fir is quite l1ard and therefore more difficult to saw than 
that of the pines. The corldike bark of Douglas fir is lliore difficult 
to saw through, because of 'both structure and thickness, than is 
the relatively thin woody bark of the western white pine or yrhite 
fir. The stringy, fibrous bark of the western red cedar strips off 
and clogs the saw teeth. Tree species that are often swell butted, 
such as western larch and cedar, require a thicker cut in felling than 
do even-boled trees of the same diameter. 80me species of trees 
clean themselves of branches much more readily than do others, 
and as a result less swamping is required. 

The effect of species characteristics upon the output may be 
ascertained by a study of Figures 1 to 8. The sawing output pel' crew 
per hour in western white pine for 9-log per thousand timber (fig. 1) 
is 1,025 board feet gross scale. That is 125 board feet more than 
is obtained by a saw crew cutting in 9-log per thousand western 
larch. (Fig. 6.) The sawing of both species was done under prac
tically the same ~onditions, on a day basis during the winter season. 
The difference ill out,put is 110 doubt due, to some extent, to the 
greater thiclrness of the larch bark and to the characteristic swell 
butt of tlus species. In the larger larch trees, long butting is ofte!,' 
required; this necessitat.es an ~'l::tra cut in bucking. 

Figure 2 shows the output per hour for different-sized trees 
obtained. by a contract crew cutting the several associated species 
in the white pine type. Out.put per crew per hour for 22-inch trees 
is 1,250 board feet in western white pine. and white fir, 1,135 board 
feet in western larch, 1,085 board feet in Douglas fir, and 935 board 
feet in western red cedar. Thus the difference. in output between 
'western white pine and western larch obtained by the contract crew 
is 115 board feet per hour ill 9-10g per thousand timber, about the 
same difference as was shown in the output obtained by crews work
inl)" on a day basis. 
~he difference in output in summer and winter work, expressed in 

terms of men and equipment required, is much less noticeable ill 
sawing than in skidding or chuting. Seasonal changes influence 
~awing in only t,,:o respects-fr~ez~g of timber and depth of sno:w, 
,In themselves varlUbles. Frost 1Il tunber may be so slIght that Its 
:effect is not discern able in the output; it may, on the other hand, 

http:necessitat.es
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be· sufficient to cut down output as much as 50 per cent. The' same 
ma.y be said of the depth of snow. It does not hinder the wOJ,'k to 
an appreciable de~ree until it reaches a depth which makes its 
removal necessary ill order to get down to the proper stump height 
in felling. These seasonal changes may take place by imperceptible 
degrees and will be reflected in output in a similar manner. 
The average effect of frozen timber and deep snow \which may be 
anticipated in the "Inland Empire" region will not vary appre
ciab.ly from the average represented by the curves bas~d on ,vinter 
saWIng. 

Defect in timber may result in either an increase or decrease in 
gross-scale sawing output. In certain stages of decay, wood acts as 
a serious impediment to the cutting speed of a saw, and gross output 
i'3 materially decreased. This decrease is, howe\'er, about offset by 
the greater spe<:d possible in sawing hollow trees 01: those containing 
dry rot, where the work is not obstructed. 

Variables which llave a minor effect on the output of the saw crew 
under average conditions in this region are slope, undergrowth, and 
windfall. Slope above 60 per cent, heavy brush, 3;nd windfall 
would of course greatly decrease the output. A certam degree of 
slope will add to the ease Wjt}l which the felling operation may be 
performed, especially where the cutting of low stumps is required, 
but this aclvantage is generally offset by increased difficulties in 
bucking. After sawing starts, the surface soon becomes littered 
with felled trees and any interference from the brush and windfall 
js practically removed. Density of brush and degree of windfall are 
mentioned in the description of each sttwing curve merely as indica
tive of the character of the stand. 

In applying the sawingdn.tn, to a pnrticular job, the gross-scale 
output must be reduced by the estimated amount of breakage. 
Allowance for the probable percentage of breakage should be made 
during the preliminary examinatIon of the logging chance. 

OUTPUT BY DAY AND CONTRACT LABOR COMPARED 

In addition to the natlll'al factors which influence the sawblg 
output, an important factor is the basis upon which the saw crew is 
paid. In this region sawing is clone both by day labor and by 
contract. 
It is a well-estabUshed fact that a man working on a. piece or 

contract basis will attain a greater output per effective hour than if 
paid by the day to do the same job. Payment on the basis of the 
actual work performed is an incentive to greater 'achievement. 
Under the contract system, intelligently administered, personal abil
ity, efficiency and hard work are rewarded. During the latter 
part of the Wodd War amI for several years following it, practically 
all parts of the logging opemtion were let on a contract basis. 
Payments were made for the number of thousand feet of logs sawed, 
skidded, chuted, loacled, or hauled, or at a contract rate per thousand 
or rod for chutes or roads constructed. The rate per thousanrl feet 
board measure or other unit was ~enerally basecl upon what was 
considered a fair outpllt per effectLve unit of time for an average 
worker or crew working 011 a duy basis. 

158823°--33----2 
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T~ea~vantages of this system were, however, oft~n lost by faul~y 
applIcatIon. Accurate. records of past performance and results, If 
a,vailable at ali, were seldom kept in. sufficient detail to permit their 
use in determining a fair cost for any particular job. The differ
ence in efficiency as between two individual workmen or two unit 
crews was not always given due consideration. The rate set in 
ma,uy cases was not based upon a fair output for an average crew. 
In. far too many cases improper emphasis was placed upon ,/;,he net 
daily earnings of the man or crew, and hard work and personal 
effiCiency were penalized. The lack of accurate information upon 
which to base the contract mte resulted in considerable bickering 
and disagreement between the logging operator and his contractors. 
Lack of confidence in the cost records available or in his own per
sonal. judgment often caused the logging operator to change the 
contract rate a ·number of times when letting new contracts before 
the entire job has been completed. For a time contract logging fell 
into disrepute, and a number of logging outfits returned to the old 
method of operating on a day basis of pay. In late years there has 
been a gradual return tp the contract method, especially in those 
bran<?he.s of ~helogging operati<.>n ~here the factors effecti~g out:[?ut 
are limIted m number and their mfluence can be determmed With 
comparative ease 

Approxinwtely 90 per cent of the sawing in this region is now 
being done on a contract basis, and payments are made eIther by the 
log or per thousand feet log scale. The output curves on all sawing 
graphs but Figures 1, 4, and 6 (and one curve on fig. 4) are based on 
contract work. 

In Figure 3, in which the output for each of three different con
tract saw crews working under the same conditions is represented by 
a curve, it will be noted that there is a considerable difference in 
output between what m!Ly be classed as poor, average, and good saw 
crews. The size of the timber has a direct bearing upon these 
differences. 

In felling and bucking trees averaging 14 inches diameter breast 
high the poor and the average saw crew differed but 90 board feet 
in output per effective hour. The difference is 140 board feet in 
sawing 24-inch trees and 420 board feet when the crews are cutting 
36-inch trees. The same geneml increase, though more gradual, 
is found in the output differences between the average and good saw 
crews at the same diameter sizes. It is obvious that the larger the 
tree the more ability and technic are demanded of each member of 
the saw crew in fellmg it and the more important it is that the saw
yers be accustomed to working together as a crew. 

A comparison of the output obtained under day and contract 
work is shown in Figure 4 for ponderosa pine. The curves represent 
the output per crew per hour in boarel feet at each 2-inch diameter 
class from 10 inches to 48 inches, and the corresponding log per 
thousancl groups. According to the curves, the contract crew 
obtains a greater output per hour by 300 board feet when sawing 
20-log per thousand ponderosa pine than does the day crew. As 
the timber increases in size the difference in output between the two 
crews also increases. The contract crew attains 500 board feet more 
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output. per hour in sawing 9-10g per thousand timber an:d 620 board 
feet more in 6-10g per thousand timber. . ,: 

HOW TO COMPUTE SAWING COSTS 

The methods of using the graphs shown in Figures 1 to 13 is sim
pie. and practical. To apply them to a specific stand of timber 
or unit of a logging chance the procedure is as follo~g: -;:: 

(1) Compute the average number of logs per thousand for the 
unit. Timber estimates are usually worked up in a manner to show 
the number of 16-foot logs per thousand by forties or natural log
ging units. In the ordinary stand. of timber it is unnecessary to 
consider diameter classes separately. However, in stands, for exam
ple, having a large percentage of the volume in 14 and 16 inch trees 
and the remainder in 36 to 40 inch trees, separate consideration 
must be given to each group. In order to make the sawing data as 
easy of application as possible, output is, as a rule given on the basis 
of both diameter and lo~ per thousand. It has been determined in 
these studies that a varIation in height in the same diameter class 
does not materially affect the scale of the average log. Unless other
wise indicated in the descriptive caption of the graph, the data are 
applicable only where the average log length is approximately 16 
feet. . 

(2) Determine the gross output per crew per hour for this com
puted size of timber from the graph which best fits the specific stand 
and operating conditions. Selection of the proper sawing graph 
to use to fit the specific chance requires much less experience than 
in other branches of the logging operation. There is but one kind of 
equipment with which to do the work in sawing. Slope, brush, and 
widdfall have less effect. Distance from timber to landing needs no 
consideration. Reference to Table 1 will assist in the selection of 
the proper graph. 

(3) Obtain the gross daily output by mUltiplying the gross out
put per hour by the number of hours which will actually be put in 
on the job each day. 

(4) Obtain the net daily output by reducing the above figure by 
the estimated percentage of defect and breakage. The allowance 
for probable percentage of defect, breakage, and cull should be 
determined on the ground durinO' the examination of the logging 
chance. The percentage of such deductions must be left entirely to 
the judgment of the man making the examination. 

(5) Find the net cost of sawing per thousand by dividing the daily 
cost of the saw crew by the net daily output. A convenient form 
of saw-crew costs is shown in Table 13. 

The two following examples are given to illustrate the proper 
use of the sawing graphs; 

EXAMPLE A 

To, find t4e cost per thousand of sawing western white pine for the 
size of the timber and particular conditions: 

The stand is of the white~pine type and will run 20,000 board feet 
per acre. The average western white pine tree in the stand is ap
proximately 22. inches diameter breast high, and the timber will run 
9 logs per thousand feet board measure. It is estimated as being 
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about '[per cent defective. The clope will average about 30 per 
cent, and the brush may be considered medium in density and SIZe. 
The sav.ing is to be done in the winter, and it is estimated that there 
will be abou~2 ;eet o~ snow on the ~roUIl!l at ~h.e time. ~he 
loss for breakage III fellmg may be conslder:ed neglIgIble. SaWIng 

.	will be done on a day basis, and it is planned tb have the crews put 
~.8 effective hours per day on the job. The cost of the saw creW 
per effective day is figured at $9. This includes cost :of files, oils, 
and a proportionate charge foi' time of the filer. 

, To find the sawing cost per thous!lnd from the output data, pro
. cood as follows: 

Selecting E'igure 1 as best fitting the specific stand and operating 
conditions, read the gross output per saw crew per effective hour for 
j)-log per thousand timber, 0,1' 1,02~ feet board measure. The gross 
daily output per saw crew would then be taight times 1,025 feet 
board measure, or 8;200 feet board measw.:e. To obtain the net 
daily output, reduce the gross daily output the estimated '[ per cent 
of defect (8,200 feet board measure reduced '[ per cent ",quaIs 7,626 
feet board measure). To find the net cost per thousand, divide the 
daily cost of saw crew ($9) by this net daily output, obtaining $1.18 
as cost of sawing per thousan·d. 

gXAl[PLg n 

To find the cost per thousand of sawing ponderosa pine III a 
specific stand of timber: 

The stand is of the ponderosa pine type running 10 to 12 thousand 
feet per acre and will fall into two ~1istinctive size classes. Seventy 
per cent of the volume of the stand IS made up of large mature trees 
36 to 44 inches diameter breast high or 2.2 logs per thousand feet 
board measure. These trees are estimated to be 5 per cent defective. 
The loss from breakage in felling is estimated to be 3 per cent. 
The remainder, or 30 per cent or the volume of the stand, are young 
small trees 16 to 18 inches diameter breast high that should average 
14. logs per thousand. This class of timber is practically sound, and 
the loss from breakage in felling is negligible. Thp. slope averages 
15 per cent and the brush is classified as light. The sawing is to 
be done on a day basis, during the summer season. The sawyers 
are expected to put in eight h~urs per day on the job, anel the total 
cost of the saw crew per effective day is figured at $8.70. 

To find the sawing cost per thousand from the output data pro
cee"Cl as follows: 

Because of the wiele variations in size of the timber, separate 
consideration must be given to the two size classes in figuring the 
sawin~ cost. Figure 4: (day-labor curve) is selected for use as it 
best fits the specific stand and operating conditions given in the 
example. According to the day-labor curve, the 2.2-log per thou
sand shows a gI'oss output per saw crew per effective hour of 1,275 
feet board measure. The gross output per effective hour for the 14:
log per thousand timber is given as 185 feet board measure. The 
gross daily output per saw crcw would be eight times the gross out
put per effective hour, 1,275 ft. b.m. X 8, or 10,200 feet board meas
ure, for the large trees, and 185 ft. b.m. X 8, or 6,280 feet board 
measure, for the small trees. 
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Reducing the gross daily output of the large. trees by the estimat€d 
amolmt of defect (5 per cent) and breakage loss (3 per cent) gives 
a net daily output of 9,384 feet board measure. For the small 
sound trees no reduction need be made. 
/-"W.hi3"::net cost of sawing. per thousand is then $8.70+9,384, or 

,f~~.J:927 per thousand, for th~: large trees, and $8.70+6,280, or $1.385 
",. per thousand, for the small \irees. 

To find the weighted average cost of sawing per thousand in the 
stand, take 70 per cent (volume of large trees in the stand) of the 
cost of sawing the large trees and 30 per c('nt (volume of small trees 
in the stand) of the cost of sawing the smpll trees and add the 
results. 

70 per cent of $0.927 ___________________________________ $0.6489 
30 per cent of $1.385 ______________________ ._____________ .4.155 

Sawing cost per thousnnd________________________ 1.0644 

ANALYSIS OF SKIDDING-OUTPUT DATA 

The output data, for the several methods of skidding most com
monly employed in the "Inland Empire" region are given in 
graphic form as follows: Horse skidding in Figures 14 to 26, tractor 
skidding in Figures 27 to 32, donkey (ground-line) skidding in 
Figures 33 to 35, and big-wheel skidding in Figure 36. These 
graphs are sumnulTized in Table 2. . 

In contract skidding with horses the unit crew on which the out
put figures are based consists' of the team and teamster and a 
swamper 5' who may also help in making up the. trail of logs. Team 
and t.eamster is the standard unit in day work, although in some cases 
one-half the time of a chaineI' or dogger is included. Where the 
logging is all on a day basis the swamplllg is done as a separate job 
and usually is complet€d prior to skidding. All output curves for 
horse. skidding are, unless otherwise designated, applicable to jobs 
where the average log cut is approximately 16 feet in length. This 
is the approximate average length of all short logs cut in this 
region. 

Estimates for skidding with tractors ordinarily assume the. use of 
a lo-ton machine with a crew of either one or two men besides the 
driver. Where the timber is skidded in tree lengths, a tractor unit 
crew uSllally consists of a choker setter and a swam per in addition 
to the. driver. Any necessary swamping is done in conjunction 
with the skidding and is usually limited to brushing out aroun9. the 
felled trees so that the choker can be set speedily and without difli,. 
culty~ Where the timber is skidded in long-log lengths, a t€am 
and. teamster are used to bunch the logs in the woods; these then 
become part of the unit crew. The swampers, one or two in number, 
work with the bunching team and teamster. 

• For definitions of loggIng tenn'S see glossary. p. SII. 
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TABLE 2.-/ndez to skidding ~. 
l:;,j 

HORSE SKIDDING 

:FIg· 
ure 
No. 

Forest type Siopel Stand I 
p".r acre Season Organization and equipment Labor 

Brush 

Surfae<) conditions 

Windfallj Surf:lce I ISize of 
.Snow timber 

'nepth 

~ 
0
p:t' 
2l a 

14 

15 
16 
17 

Western white pine.. 

•••••do••••.•______ • __ 
_____ do_____ •______ •__ 
. ____do_____ •______ •__ 

Per unt 
0-15 

15-30 
30-50 
30-50 

Mfl. b. m. 
10-20 

10-20 
10-20 

25 

Winter_.__ 1 chainer per team; tongs, Day______ Medium _____ • ____ lI:edlum__ Smooth_______________ 
chains, and dogs useci. ___ do___________ do____•______ ••______________do:__________do_______•_______do_ .. _________ do_____ ,__________ 

___00___________do________________________ •__ do__________.do_______ •_______do___________ do________________ 
___ do______ 'ream, teamster, and swampcr; Contract__ Light to medlum._ Llght_______ • __ do________________ 

Inchu jLoga/j\£
10-30 3-26+ 

10-30 
10-30 
24-40 

3-25 
3-25 
3-17 

~, 
I;d 
c:t..,. 
~ 

p 

18 Ponderosa plne______ 0-15 15 Summer_ _ 
tongs and dogs used. 

Team and teamster; tongs anei Day______ Llght ________________do______ Firm and smooth__________.. _ 3-25 ~ 
19 
20 

21 

_____ do_____ •_________ 
_____do_____ •_________ 

_____ do_______________ 

15-30 
30-50 

0-15 

15 
15 

10 

chains. 

:::~~:::::: -i-ch~yner·Per-2-ieams;·toiigs· :::~~:::::: -Lliii~loiomediiiiii:~ :::~~:::::: :::::~~:::::::::::::::: ::::::::1 3-t~ 
and chains. 

3:-25Winter.... 1 chalner per team; tongs and _._do_. ____ Medlum__________I___dO ___________do________________ 10-20 

CI> 
til 
til 
~ l, 

22 
_____ do_______________ 

23 
_____ do_______________ 

: 1-~:~h~~~~:~~~~~1 
26 _____00___________ •__ 

15-30 

15-30 

0-15 

( 
H5 

1 
'0-15 

10 

15 

10 

10 

chains. 
___ )0 _____ • Team and teamster; tongs •• _do. __ ••••____ do_______________do___________do________________ 10-20 I 3-26+ 

and chains. I__.do______ 1 chainer per 2 teams; ton~s __ .do______ Llght_____________ None_____ Smooth_______________ 10-20 
and chains, small trees m 

3-17 

whole lengths. 
3-17 

chains. . 
summer__ 1 Team and teamster; tongs and 1---dO------I-----dO------------ Llght. ____ Firm and smooth----

l 
--------

Wlnter_.__ 1 chainer per 2 teams; tongs ___ do______ Medium_____________do______ Medlum______________ 10-20 3-26+ 

___ do_________ ~~30~~~~~·_____________________ do___________ do__________.  ___do___________ do________________ 10-20 I 3-26+ 

~ 
!'Il 
~ 
t1d 
,i't! 
~ 
0 
I\Ij 

",t, 
," 
.\~ 
.:;! 
,; 
1:~ 

;'J 

:3 

:~; 

TRACTOR SKIDDING ~ ~~ 

27 Ponderosa Plne___ ._. 

28 _._••do__ ._._______ •__ 

29 •____do_______________ 
30 _____do_______________ 

31 I' ____ do_______________ 

0-15 

15-30 

0-15 
15-30 

0-15 

15 

20 

15 
15 

10 

Summer__ 3 men 
l 

l(}-ton tractor, wholl\ Day______ Medlum __________ Llght_____ ,· Smooth________ • ____________ ._ 
tree engths. 

___ do______ • 2 men, l(}-ton tractor, whole _..do__ •____ Llght_______________.dO______ "j___ ._dO__••_______________ •____ _ 

Wlnter___ • ___ ~~~~~:~~t_~~.____ •_____ ••________ do__ •____ Medlum__________ ...do____________do________________ ('l 
___ do_______ 3 men, l(}-ton tractor, whole ___ do__ •• _._ • ____do______ •_______..do__________ ._do••__ •__ ._.__ : ____ 6-18 

tree lengths.Summer__ 4 men and buncH team, l(}-ton ___ do__ .____ Dense________________ do____________do_______________________ ._ 

,1-17 

3-12 

1-17 
S~12 

3-26+ 

a 
~ 
c:t 
~ 

- .1 

tractor, 24 to 40 (oat logs. 

/J 



-, 


do·32 '~.___ __···_·_······1 '0-15 1 10 '...dO•.•••.•,4 ~:~t~~~sg:tc~o~am, 10-ton , ••• dO······l···dO••••••••••••• ' •.•dO······l···dO•••••• :_ •••••••-r......1 3-12 

DONKEY SKIDDING (11 RY 14 INCH DONKEy) 

331 Western white pine.I , 0-20 I 30 IWinter•••. 16 men; ground line •••••••••••1 Contract.. Light to medium.. Light to IMedium•••••.••_••••• 30-40 
34 •••••do ••••• _._....... 0-20 
 30 •••do..••••• 17 men; ground line •..•.•.•••_, ••• do...•••.•••.••do•.•.••••.•.•••••~a~~~~~ .....do•••••••••.••••••. 30-4035 .••••do•••••••••._.... '20,20 8 •.•do••••__• }'5 men; ground hne·••· •••••..I...uo....... Light to heavy.... Light to •••.•do.•••.•..••••••••• 
 .~0--40

beavY. 

BIG·WHEEL SKIDDING 

~~onderosa Pine._ •••• 1(I) 1-·········1 SUlnm~~15men, 2 sets wheels, 8 horses·~~1 Day···:l Light••. ·········.1 JAg~t. ····1 Medium•••..•.•••.•.•I....~~l 
I Downhill unless otherwise noted. , Uphill. , Ground frezen. 'Level. 

3-12 

3-175.5 

>~ 

21 
8 ~ 

11.1 

til 
0 
I:Ij 

t"' 
0 
e<:l 

;g 
0 
I:j 
q 
0 

~ 
21 

~ 
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\ SLOPE: _____ a TO 15 PER CENT 
3500 

!\ 
SNOW DEPTH __10 TO 30 INCHI:S 
BRUSH ___________ MEDIUM 
WINDFALI. ________ MEDIUM 

~ 3000 	 SURFACE _________ SMOOTH 
.~ STAN 0 PER ACRE _10 TO 20 M fT. 

SCALE __ sCRIBfJER DEC. C GROSS~ \ \Il; 2500 	 TONG5.CHAINS, AND DOGS USED -= 
ON!: CHAINER PER TEAM 

~ 
~ 

~ 

2000 ~~~I 
I-.. 

~ 1500 
 ~ '" [:::~S LOG~ 

1=-' 

\ "" r-: -r-~ 	
--: ~ ~ ~ ~ --f--. 

~ 1000 s TO 12 

t: -----I -~ 	 13 TO i7 ..........
"" r--f-
500 	 IB TO 25-= 

26+ 

D t 

a 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 
SKIDDING OISTANC!: (HUNDREO rECT) " 

FIGURE 14.-Horse·skldding output, in western white pine type, little slope. Day labor, 
winter work. Bnsis: no M feet, 3,851 trips. Data collected wInter, 1019, 1920, 1921, 
and 1922 

FEEi 	 I I :B.M. 

" 	 SLOPE••••• 15 TO 30 PER CENT 
5NOW DEPTH •• 10 TO 30 INCHES -= ~3000 BRUSH. _•• __ • ____ MEOllJM 

~ WINDFALL •• _. ____ MEDIUM ~ 

'\. SURFACE. __ • _____ SMOOTH ~ 

~ 2500 STAN 0 PER ACRE ..IO TO 20 M F1: 
5CI'.:'E _____ SCRIBNER DEC.C -= ~ 

:": TONGS,CHAiNS,AND DOGS US!:OI:! 2000 ONE CHAINER PER TEAM -: 
~ ~ 
Q; "" '" ~ r---.....
I-.. 1500 
 ............. ~ lOGTIMBcR
itf;; 1=.'"'" 
::, t'...........r-- r--~TJ8 
<;) 1000 -...; t-- 9TO 121'--:__ ~ I=

13 TO 17~ 
I:l 500 -	 i8 TO 25 

I=

o 

o 2 3456789 10 

SKIDDING DISTANCE (HUNDRE:D FE:E:T) " 
FIGURE 1a.-Horse·skldding' output, in westem white plue type, moderate slope. . Day

lubor, wInter work. 1111818: l)'i6 M fcct, 3,456 trIps. Dutu collected winter, 19l!!, 1920,
1921, and 1022 
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fEtT 
B.M. 

SLOPE ____ 30 TO 50 PER CENT 
3000 SNOW DEPTH __ IO TO 30 INCHES 

g; 	 BRUSH ___________ MEDIUM -: 

WINDfALL ________ MEDIUM~ 
SURfACE _________SMOOTH .: ~ 2500 

Q; 	 STAND PER ACRE __IOTO 20 M fT. 
!; 	 SCALE ______SCRIBNER DEC. C 

§2000 TONGS,CHAiNS, AllD DOGS USED .:: 
ONE CHAINER PER TEAM "
~ 

II; 1'-.....;-
I.. 1500 E"1"-." "~ ~ 	 ~6' (OG 
~ ~ '"~?"O e .J.!..MBtR 
v 1000 
I/) r:. __i'---~--~ ..:'

~1'O'7~ i-- 
v 500 

181',25 	 .: 

o o 	 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 II 
SKIDDING DISTANCE (HUNDRED fEET) 

FIGURE 10.-11orsc-sklilding output, In western white pine type, steep slope. Day labor,
winter work. Basis: tiOS M feet, 1,010 trips. Data collected winter, 1010, 1020. 1021, 
and 1022 

FEET 
SLOPE.____ 30 TO 50 PER CENT ~B.M'.to: 
SNOW DEPTH __ Z4 TO 40 INCHESII: 
BRUSH ________LlGHT-MEDIUM .;; 

'l; WINDFALL _____________LIGHT 
~Z500 1 

\[5 SUR FACE__________SMOOTH 

STAND PERACRE__ 25M FEET~ 2000 
~ 	 SCALE_____SCRIBNER DEC.C 

~ CRE.\r\l..:rEAM.TEAMSTER AND 
\ ~ 5WAMPER.DOGSANDTONGS USED ~ 1500 

II; ,."~~SI.O~ 1000 

~ ........r:::::~BER 9.,.. 12 - 1--/31'0/7~ 500 

skidding Ilnd swamping, winter work. Hasls: ti1ti M feet. Data colleete<l winter. 1921 

I:) 

" 
~ 

2 4 6 
SKIDDING 

B 
D

10 
ISTANCE 

12 14 16 18 
(HUNDRED FEET) 

zz 

FIGUIIE 17. .....:Uorse-skl<ldlng output, In western white pine type, steep slope. Contrnct 
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FEET 
8.M 5LOPE:_"___ O TO 15 PER CENTEo BRUSH____ -- ________L�GHT 

. ~3000 WINDFALL ___________UGHT 

~ SURFACE___FIRM AND SMOOTH 
!C STAND PER ACRE __ IS M FEET'\
Ie lSOO 	 'SCALE. ______ SCRIBNER DEC.C 

TONGS AND CHAINS USED~ -.;. ~\ '1\~2000 

~ 
I( 	 ~,\~\

\:;.1500 

~ 
0t~~ 
~ 1000 " 7"B~o .s tOG ............ 
 ~
~ ~~
~
fE

I§ 500 
'-..( 141 
i~r 

r-:::~
!-o-. 

~-- ~ : 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 15 18 2.0 22 

SKIDDING DISTANCE: (HUNDRED fEE.T) 

FIGURE 18.-Horse-sldddlng OUtput, in ponderosa piue type, little slope. Day labor, sum. 
mer work. Basis: 750 M feet 

FEETr-'--r-.--r-.--r-r-.--.-'--.-.--r-~-r-r-.r-r-'I--r-~~: 

B.M. . \ 	 SLOPE:___ .I5 TO 30 PER CENT ~ 
\BRUS H_______________~LIGHT 

35DOI=-..l\o---I--_II_--+--+--I_--l WI NDFALL.____________ LIGHT .::; 
SURFACE __ FIRM AND SMOOTH .: 
STAND PER ACRE: ___15 M FEE:T 

~3000 SCALE _____ SCRIBNER DEC.C ~ 
!l! TONGS AND CHAINS USED 

~ 2500 \ 1\ 
.::;~ \ \~ 

I': ~ 
~2000~--~~~~---4----+---I----~----I----r----t----t--~ 

~ ''''\ \ I\.,~)OO--!---I---J.--f--,--+---+--l----'l':
~ E' I'\.. ...~ & 'l; .s <Oc 7"/ 

::JIDDO ........... I........... ~~~~
"~L 
~ E-.......... __ ". ~~/i2 -.....~I---_ 


~ I 17 I--500 1=---l---="'to--.!S8 ro 25 _ 

.::; 

I°0~J...-~2-L...-4~~-6~...L~B~~~1~0~-~12~L-714~~~1~6~L...~16~L...~2tD~~2~ 
SKIDDING DISTANCE (HUNDRED FEET) 

FIGURE 19. Horse-skidding output, In ponderosll pine type, moderate slone. Dny labor, 
summer work. Bnsls: 198 M feet, 030 trips. Average scnle per trip 213 feet. Data 
colIected summer, 11119 
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SLOPE _____ 30 TO 50 PERCENT 
BRUSI1______LIGHT TO MEDIUM 
WINDFALL ___________ LlGHT 

SURF'ACE__.FIRt.1 AND SMOOTH 
STAND PER ACRE___ 15 M FEET 
SCALc:______SCRIBNER DEC. C • 

TONGS AND CHAiNS USEe 
ONE CHAINER PER 1W0 TEAMS 
SWAM PI NG AHEID OF SKIDDING 

2 4 6 '8 10 12 14 16 16 
SKIDDING DISTANCE (HUNDRED FEET) 

FIGURE 20.-Hor'ie·skidding output, in ponderosa pine type. steep slope. Day labor, 
summer work. Basis; 491 M feet, 1,803 trips. Datl!. collected ;ruly and AUgUBt 

fEET 
a.M. 	 SLOPE _____ 0 TO 15 PERCENT:~ SNOW OEPTH •• IO TO 20 INCHES 
3500 BRUSH •••• ____ •• _MEDIUM 

WI N DFALL. ______ ••LlGHT 
SURFACE FIRM ANO SMOOTH~ 

\ 
STAND PER ACRE._ID M FEET 
SCALE •• __ .SCRIBNER DEC.C . 

*!I: 3000 
\ 

~ TONGS AND CHAINS USED,ONE 
CHAINER PER TEAM c~2500 


~ 
 r\~~ 2000 

" ~"0:~ 1500R 

~ ~'r':~J'.....6),: s '-0G.l:l 1000 	 ~RI:) 

~ ~ ~ l',~'12 t--f--
.......137: 17 I- 

~OO '...... f- 18 T,25 
.o 
o 	 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 

SKIDOINC; OISTANCE (HUNDREO FEET) 

FIGUnPi. 21.-Hol'se·skifldlng output, in ponderosa pine type~ little slope. Day labor, winter 
work. Bllsls: 337 M feet. 1.500 trips. (Curves extenoed. beyond 1,200 feet distance.)
Datil collected December, January. and February .....;~ 

-' 

e .••:fI" 
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SLOPL ___ .IS T030P~CENT 
SNOW DEPTH __ IO TO 20 INCHES 
GROUND______ fROZEN SOLID 
BRUSH ___________ MEDIUM 
WINDfALL _________LIGHT 

SURFACE __ FIRM AND SMOOTH 
STAND PER ACRE__IOM FEET 
SCALE____ SCRI BN ER DEC.C 
TONGS AND CHAINS USED 

2 4 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
DISTANCE (HUNDRED fE:ET) 

FIGURE 22.-Horse-sklddlng output, in ponderosn pine type, moderate slope. Day labor,
wintel· work. Basis: 234 M feet. 1,100 trips. (Average scale per trip 213 feet.)
Data' collected December, january. aud l~ebrllary 

FEET ,-
SLOPE._______ IS TO 30 PER CENT: 
SNOW DEPTH____IO TO 20 INCHES 

B.M 

BRUSH______ -------- LIGHT 
WINDFALL_____________NONE : 
SURFACE____________ SMOOTH 

3500 

F \ 
STAND PERACRE ___~15 M FEET ~~3000 SCALE_______SCRIBNER DEC.C: 

TONGS AND CHAINS USED ..: 
ONE CHAINER PER TWO TEAMS~2S00f\ \ 

SMALL TREES SKIDDED IN WHOLE 
LENGTHS;LARGE TREES BUCf{ED INTO~ ~. f\'R LENGTHS TO MEET CAPACITYOF TEAM 

~ 2000 NOTE: WORK DONE UNDER"- IDEAL WINTER CONDITIONS 
... 

~ 
"~'\ '" ~ ~ :500 ..... '" 
" F.

'i· ~ 
~ ,1000 

~ ~ 

........... 

~~ ~I ~ 5 lOG T/AitSEA 

~708 . 
........r-...::~ ~0/7 

..: 
: 
: 

500 

'

o --1 
o 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 

SKIDDING DISTANCE (HUNDRED FEET) 

FIGUIIE 23.-HQrsc-sklddiDg output, ill poliderosl1- pine type, modemte SlollC. Day 111-00t', 
winter work. The work WIlS done UDder Idefll winter conditions. Bas s: 2G8 M teet. 
G09 trlP8. Dlltl1- collected Jllullllry lIud Februury . 
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fEET 
8.M . "" SLOPE _______ 0 TO IS PER CENT 

BRUSH AND WINDFALL __ LIGHT -:1>-3000 
.~ SURFACE- __ FIRM AND SMOOTH 


~ 
 SCALE. ______ SCRIBNER DEe.C -:\ TONGS AND CHAINS USED ~2500 
q: 	 "" 

~ ~ \
~2000 

~ \ \~~. 1500 
E <0 

" 
~ <S' G' 

.>0 i>-It~ 1000 "-~~ 

~ E- .........
\::) ............. O/~ t'- 
~ 500 
~~---t-- 

1<17"0 i7

o I 	 I 
o 	 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22. 

SKIDDING DISTANCE (HUNDRED FEE.T) 

FIGUltEl 24.-EIorse-skW<ling output, in larch-Douglas fir type, little slope. Day labor. 
summer work. Basis: 107 111 feet, 1,100 trips. Duta collected September, 1920 

SLOPE _____ 0 TO 15 f'ER CE.NT 

SNOW DEPTH __ IO TO 20 INCHES 
BRUSH ____________ MEDIUM 
WINDFALL ___________ LIGHT 

II: SURFACE __________ MEDIUM 
~3000 STAND PER ACRE __ 10 M FEET 

SCALE ______ SCRIBNER DEC.C 
~ TONGS AND CHAINS USED 
~ 2500E--'\j---t'\--i- --1---\---1 ONE CHAINER PER TWO TEAMS 

~. 

l!!
It 2000 

~ 

~ ISOOE-'~-t-_.-!--~+ 

e: 
~ 
It) 

It) 


I~ 
.~ 

26+ 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
5KIDDING DISTANCE. (HUNDRED fEET) 

FIGURE 25.-IIorse-skldding output, in Inrch-Douglns fir type, little slope. Day labor. 
winter work under Ideal operntlng conditions 111 1921 nl1(l awrage In 1922. Basis: 
1,204 M feet, 0,089 trips. Data collected Jnnuary and February, 1021 and 1922 
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~EE~-r~""'r-~-r~-;r.-~.--r~--r-.--r-r-'--r-.--r-'--~ 

BM. 
SLOPE •••••• a TO IS PER CENT 
SNOW DEPTH •••IO,.O 20 INCHES 
BRUSH. ___ •• _. ___ ._MEDIUM 

'll: WINDFALL ______ •• __••LIGHT 

~3000b---~--~~--4---_4----+----1 SURfACE •• ______ •••_ MEDIUM 

STAND PER ACRE. •• IO M FEET 
~ 
!l 

SCALE._. __ ••SCRIBNER DEC.C 
TONGS AND CHAINS USED 

~2S00~~~~~----4----4----+----4 

!5 
ONE CHAINER PER TWO ,.EAMS 

'"' ;~2000~---+-"~~~~+----4----~----+----'-----r----.-----r----3 
0.: 

S 
~ 1500E---~~--~~--+-~~ 
;::, 
o 
~ IOOO~~~~_4~~+_~~ 

~ 

2. 	 :> 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
SKIDDING DISTANCE (HUNDRED FEET) 

FIGURE 26.--Horse-skldding output, In Inrch.Douglas fir type, little slope, uphill. Day
lnhor wlrter work under Idelll cOlldltlon~. finsls: lll2 1>1 feet, I,GGG logs. Dutil col·tlecteu January and Februllrl", Ill:!2 
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FIOURE 27.-TractQr·sklddlng output, In ponderosa pine type, little slope. Dul' Ilthor. 

Summer work. Bllsls: 7tH M feet, 534 trips. DuttL cOllectecl lJl!!1 lind Ill:!!! 
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I'EET I 
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FIGUItE 28.-Trnctot·-slddellng output, In ponderosa Blne type, moderate slope. Dab labor;
~8!fl.mer work. nasis: 8UO 111 fect, 3U3 trips. ata collected September and ctoher, 
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l!'IGUnE 29.-~'rnctor-5kldelfng output, In (londcrosn pine typc! HUle slope. Day labor. 
Winter work. nusls: 1,035 M fect, 1,074 trips. Data collected dnnuury and February,1023 
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FIOUllH aO.-Trnctor-skl<ldill~ output, in ponderosa pine type. moderute slope. Duy labor. 
~~k3ter work_ llusis: 782 M feet, !!UO trIJl~. D:lta collected li'cbruury nnd lIurcb, 
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FJ(JUIlH 31.-Trllctor-sklddillg (llltJlUt, in pOlldl'ro~n l)iut! tYJle, Ilttll' slope. Day lnbor. 
Summer work. nusia: 30:.! M feet, G20 trips. DutIL collccted August lI11d September, 
1021. 
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FlGuruJ 32.-Trllctor-sklddlng output, In ponderoRIl pine type, little slope, u}lbill. DIlY 
labor. BllsIs: 230 M feet, 210 trips, Data collected November, Ill.l1 
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FIGURI!l 33.-Donkey-sklddlng (ground-line) output, III western white pille type, little to 
talr slope, uphill. Contract I/lbor, winter work. B/lsls: 204 M feet, 1211 ~"!ps. Data 
collected January and February, 1021 
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FEET 
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FIGURE 34.-Donker.-sklddlng (ground-line) output, in western white pine type, little to 
Inir slope, downlull. Contrnct lubor, winter work. Dasis: 435 M feet, 284 trips. Dlltn 
collected Jllnuary und February. Hl21 
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FIGURE 35.-Donkey-sklddlng (gl'Ound.I1nel output, in wcste"n white pine type. easy
slope up, 1111(1 down, nl~o nlong stel'p ..II e hili. Contrnct lnbor. winter wot·k. Dnsls: 
74 M feet, 45 trips. Dntn collected .1unuury nnu b'ebrunry, 1020 
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The unit organization for ground-line donkey skidding includes, 
besides the engine crew 1 choker setters, and whistle punk, the landing 
saw crews and the loadmg crew. Sixteen men compose the ordinary 
crew. The timber is skidded in tree lengths and bucked into short or 
double-length logs at the landing. Skidding by this method is 
usually on a contract basis. 

In big-wheel skidding the unit crew consists of 5 men with 2 sets 
of wheels and 8 horses. The 5 men include 2 teamsters, 2 loaders, and 
a landing man. Individual loads are bunched in the wheel roads by 
independent crews consisting of team, teamster, and a chaineI' or 
cant-hook man . 

... rEET 
~ B.M 
:to 	 SLOPE________________NONE 


BRUSH _____________ LIGHT
~3000 
WINDFALL ___________ LIGHT 
SURFACE __________SMOOTH~ ~ AVERAGE LOAD 750 FEET 
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li!2600 	 B.M. " 
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U) ERS,AND I LANDING MAN 

II: 

<0(;'~ 	 ~ 
f... 1800 	 -'>;r 	 :11~ 

~~ 
;:, 
h 

'400 	 I'-..0 

~ 
1E 	 'I' 
I!l 1000 	 r--I'-: 

o 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 
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FlGllnFl 3(l.-Big-whC<l1.R"i(lcllng output, in pOlJ(lCl'o~n pine type, all level ground. DIlY 
luho':, SUlIllll('r WOI·". A.\'eruge time !leI' t1'ip I'equ!l'cd for londing, unloading", und
delays. !I,S IIlfIlUt(~S 

For each of the several methods studied the output data have been 
segregated by sllch natural factors as forest type, stand per acre, 
size of timber, slope, surface, windf:tll and brush, and season of the 
year. Pay basis (day or contract). the maIm-up of the crew, and the 
amount of footage upon which the data are based nre likewise stated 
in the legend of each grapb or on the gl'aph itself. 

EFFECT OF NATURAL FACTORS ON SKIDDING 

The size of the timber, the distance from the landing, the slope, 
and the operating season very definitely affect the output in aU 
methods of log tl'ltnsportation. Some ·result in a lnrger, others in a 
smaller, output. A change in one of these i!actors nm}' modify the 
influence of the others. 'l'he effect of such reactions is important. A 
thorough study of each set of skidding data is recommended. A 
brief auulysishere, however, of a n·· ....iber of the different skidding 
graphs will be made to emphasize the effect of these different factors 
upon the output. In order to help in the discnssion the output pel' 
effective hour has been read from a full set euch of horse and tractor 
skidding graphs and is presented in Table 3. 
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TABLE S.-Skidding output per tealn per effective hour (gr088 scale), by degreo 
ot slope a1l4 size of timber, ponderosa IJine, 100rk on day bam 

HORSE SKIDDING I 

Skld- ,I Slope (H5 per cent Slope 15-30 per cent Slope 30-50 per rout 

ding t 
dis- Operating season 3-5 ~12118-25 3-5 9-12 18-25 3-5 ~12 18-25 

_(_fee_t_>_'-______I_per_M_I._per_1<_I per M per M per M per ?vI per ?vI per M per M~ 

Ed. ft. Ed. ft. Ed. It Ed. ft. Ed. ft. Ed. ft. Ed. ft. Ed. ft. Ed. (t. 

1,525 910 3,510 1,800 800 3,040 1,615 690 

100 !~~::..__========== ~: ~ i: ~ ~~ t~ 1: ~~ ~~ --2,"750- --i;34O- -----600 
1,325 635 2, 865 1,360 780 _______________________ _

200 ~u::::!::..__========== ~~ 
400 Summer___________ 1,400 :J ira 1':mWlnter_____________ 1,450 ~~ ~~ __~:~~_____~~_ ___~~ 
600 {summer___________

WInter_____________ 
1,010 
1,125 

670700 400330 1,3liO1,775 720750 300450 1,300 690 335 _______________________ _ 

800 {summer----------Winter_____________ 800965 
525585 290310 1,0401,375 500615 300370 I, 100 585 280 _______________________ _ 

1 000 {Summer___________ 
, Winter_____________ 

665
860 

430520 220280 8451,090 480550 260325 965 520 260 _______________________ _ 
1 200 {Summere__________ 
, Wlnter____________ 

575 
775 

370470 175260 730960 425515 250300 885 470 240 ________________________ 

1 600 , isummer-----------WJnter____________ 410655 
270375 125200 600700 360440 250230 785 430 220 _______________________ _ 

1 800 
, 

Summer___________ 
'" Inter_____________ 

350 
600 

225320 115175 565735 330400 250200 750 410 210 ._______________________ 

TRACTOR SKIDDING' 

5,775 ________________________________ 
Wlnter____________ 4,975 _______________________________ _ 

200 {Summer___________ 5,625 ________10,025 12, 550 
8,900 12. 3505,400 _______ _ 


400 {Summer__________ 5,000 _______ 
 5,075 ________________________________ 
Winter___________ _ 4,350 ____________________________--__ 8,750 11,000 

7,875 10,8504,725 ________ 3,950 ________________________________800 {Summer__________ _ 6,350 3,875 7,900"Tinter___________ _ 3,825 ________6,300 8,375
1 200 {Summer___________ 3, 050 ________4,875 6,075, Wlnter____________ 3,300 _______ _5,275 6,5502,500 _______ _ i~ :=::==:: ==::=::= =:::::=: =:::::=:

4,000 5,0001 600 {summer---------- , Winter____________ _ 
4,600 5,3002, 650 -------- 2,650 _______________________________ _
3,400 ~ ~~ ========2 000 {Summer----------- 2, 150 ------- 4,350 2,175 ======== ======== ======== _, Winter_____________ 4,000 4,6502, 500 --------_ 


, Winter_____________ 2,200 _______ _ 

2 400 {summer__________ _ 1,850 _______2,900 825 2, 475 ----____ ---_____ -------- ------_ 

3,525 4,200 2, 075 -----___________ -------- ------- I,575 ________
3 000 {Summer----------- 2,350 3'3,200 1 2, 200 -------- - _______ -------- ------- , Wlnter____________ 1,875 ________ 1,925 _______________________________ _ _ 2,950 3,625 

I From IIgs. 18, 19, 20, 21, nnd 22. 

, From IIgs. 27, 28, 29, and 30. 


SIZE OF TllIlBER 

The effect of the size of the timber llpon output is evident in every 
set of skidding data; size exerts a real influence upon this phase of 
the logging cost. It is often the case that up to a certain limit just so 
many pieces, irrespective of size, can be handled per day. The fol
lowing example will show the direct effect of size of timber upon 
skidding output: 

Summer skidding with horses in the ponderosa pine tYllc on 0 to 
15 per cent slopes shows the output (Table 3, column 3, data from 
Figure 18) in 3 to 5 log per thousand timber skidded a distance of 
100 feet to be three times as much as in 18 to 25 log timber. The 
reason is obvious. Let it be supposed that the team can handle but 
one of the large logs efficicntly per trip. The average log in the 3 
to 5 log run will scale approximately 250 board feet. To get the same 
scale per trip in the small 18 to 25 log timber, 5 logs would have to be 
bunched and chained or dogged together. Not much, if any, more 
time would be needed to hook on to a large log than to one of the 
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small ones; the hooking-on time may therefore be said to be five times 
as 'great for small logs as for large. The 5-10g trail would obviously 
represent a larger bulk than the 1-log trail; but it also represents 
a considerably greater weight. Owing to their greater percentage 
of sapwood, small logs weigh more per board or cubic foot than do 
large ones. Green westA'rn white pine logs, running 3 to '7 to thl' 
thousand, for instance, weigh only 6,000 pounds per tliousand feet, as 
compared with 7,500 pOullds for 8 to 15 log timber. However, it is 
bulk rather than weight that limits the scale of each load. The trip 
time from the woods to the landing should if anything favor the big
ger timber. 

In general, therefore, a smaller output as the size of the material 
decreases may be attributed to the greater amount of time required 
to make up and unhook the load and to the smaller board-foot volume 
that can be taken as the bulk of the load increases. The greatest 
relative difference in output will naturally occur where bulk is the 
greatest limiting factor in transportation, as with donkey, tractor, 
and big-wheel skidding. The smallest difference exists in methods 
where either the tractive or supporting power, rather than bulk, is 
the limitin&, !actor, as with autotl'uck, wagon, sleigh, or dray haul, 
(md horse sJridding on the ground. With the tractor, and to a still 
greater extent with the donkey en~ine, a limit in the number of pieces 
which can be skidded per load IS reached in the smaller material 
before the weight has an appreciable effect. A greater difference 
is therefore found in most cases between the out'put for small and 
large timber in tractor skidding than in horse skidclin~: The same 
relation exists between donkey skidding and tractor sKidding. 
It is apparent from the forecroing cliscussion that skidding output 

decreases rapidly as the size of the timber decreases. The cost per 
thousand for small timber is, therefore, much greater than that for 
large timber when skidding is carried on under the same conditions 
and by the same method. This is common Imowledge and in itself 
is of value to the operator only in figurinO' the difference in cost 
per thousand of skidding different-size timber. Such information 
is, however, necessary in making appraisalc:;, estimatinO' job costs, 
and setting the price for contract work. Furthermore, this decrease 
in output of smaller timber is greater in donkey and tractor skid
ding than in horse skic1cling. 1tfore advantage, therefore, is gained 
by the use of the first two methods in the large).' timber only. This 
in an important findinO', for it enables the operator or logging 
engineer to select the methOd and equipment that will assure the most 
economical operation for a given size of timber. 

SKIlJDr"O DISTA"OE 

As the actual distance over which the logs or trees must be moved 
from stump to landing increases, the output, of course, decreases. 
This is to be noted in every method of transportation discussed 
subsequently. It may be logically assumed that it takes the same 
amount of time to make up a load or trail in the woods and unhook 
it at the landing at a c1istance 100 feet back as, say, 1,600 feet back, 
since the seale or the number of the logs. in the load is not usuallv 
reduced as the c1istance from the landing increases. The output 
must then vary in almost direct propol,tion to the time it takes to 
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move the load hetween the stump and the landing. The variation 
v is ~eatest,.however, in horse skidding, for the animals must ~ rested 
at increasingly frequent intervals as the distance over whIch the 
load must be hauled increases. To illustrate, the horse-skidding 
output per team per hour in 3 to 5 log timber (Table 3) when the 
landing is 200 feet away is 5.3'1' times the output when it is 1,600 
feet away; with tractors under the same conditions the output is but 
2.51 times as much. . 

On level ground the difference in output between (lifferent sizes 
of material varies to a considerable degree according to the distance 
that the material is moved. The greatest advantage of handling 
large logs rather than small logs is found in the shorter skidding 
or hauling distances. As the distances increases, this difference de
creases. A thorough understanding of the effect upon output of 
distance alone all(l of distance in combination with the. other factors 
is important. Distance, unlike size of timber and percentage of 
slope, can be changed to advantage by the proper spacing of minor 
transportation improvements. It should be noted that on level 
~ound the effect of distance in decreasing output is more marked 
ill large than in small timber. That is to say, the already relatively 
lower output in skidding small logs, evident over short hauls, does 

. not decrease with dist.'tnce in the same proportion that the output 
of large logs decreases. 

SLOPE 

The difference in output between large logs and small logs that 
is evident on level ground increases considerably with increase in 
slope, in varying degree according to the method of skidding. With 
dOIikey skidding, autotruck or sleigh hauling, and donkey or tractor 
trailing in chutes, transporting logs on slopes has but little advantage 
over transportation on nearly level ground. In fact, anything over 
a very moderate slope causes a reduction in output for some of these 

. methOds, since more time may be required to return empty and no 
increase in speed of travel or size of load may result from having 
slope with the traffic. This would be particularly tme with small 
material. On the other hand, in some of the largest timber in this 
region a moderate slope is of some advantage under the methods 
just mentioned. 

Slope causes the greatest differences ill output of various sizes 
with such methods as horse or tractor skidding and horse trailing. 
The table of outputs (Table 3) shows, with but one exception, that 
the output in 3 to 5 log per thousand timber is ,greater on 15 to 30 
per cent slopes than on 0 to 15 per cent slopes, !Or both horses and 
tractors, at all distances and during both operating seasons. The 
same is true ill 9 to 12 log timber when skidded with horses, but ill 
tractor. skidding in the winter a greater output in this size timber 
is obtarned on the gentle slopes than on tIle steeper slopes. In very 
small timber the influence which slope 'has upon output is varied 
to a considerable degree by the distance over which the logs must be 
hauled . 

.On slopes of .45 to ~O per cent, horses skid, per trip, about the 
same number of logs, except in large timber. The output ratio be
tween sizes is here almost directly in proportion to the difference ill 
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scale between two average logs of these sizes, particularly for the 
shorter distances. For the longer distances a greater difference exists 
between the outputs of large and small timber than on level ~round. 
Thus it may be seen that slope favors large material at all dIstances 
but particularly at the greater distances. The advantage is greater 
also where horses are used for skidding. The number of logs which 

" may be horse skidded per trip on a 45 to GO per cent slope is usually 
limited only by the number of trail dogs which the team can take 
back up the hill. 

After a certain percentage of slope is reached, the ratio of output 
between different-sized timber remains practically constant. This 
is the percentage of slope at which the most favorable operation 
starts. It comes earliest under skidding methods where tonnage is 
a factor, as in hauling by autotruck; next under methods in which 
slope is of no material advantage, as in donkey skidding; third, in 
tractor skidding or horse trailing in chutes, which arc most effective 
over slopes of 20 to 30 per cent; an(l last in horse skidding over 
slopes of about 45 to GO per cent. All such ideal slope conditions 
are for summer weather. 

In summing up the effects of slope it may be said that since slope 
favors large timber at all distanc€s but particularly at the greater 
distances, the intervals between secondary transportation routes in 
large timber may thus be greater 011 steep slopes than on level 
ground. 

OPEl~ATING SEASON 

The l'ciation between skidding output and the various natural 
factors has so far been considered mainly as it prevails in average 
Slllnmer weather. On frozen ground and snow, these relationships 
change to· 1t very nlfl,rked degree. Frozen ground coveI:(~d with 
snow favors output most on level ground, in large timber, and 
with long hauls. These are the conditions under which tractive 
power counts most. Thus horse skidding, being the most limited 
by lack of power, would have relatively the greatest increase in 
output in the winter senson. Thi5 is clearly illustrated later in 
Table 6. 

Winter work on level ground requires on an average about the 
same tractive power as summer work on15 to 30 per cent slopes. The 
advantage offered by winter work diminishes continually as size 
of timber or distance decreases and as slope increases. A point in 
the combination of these other factors is finally reached beyond 
which winter conditions not only prove to be a disadvantage but 
make the cost of the work prohibitive. 

Constant fluctuations in weather conditions result in a goo(l deal 
of variation in output from day to day. Changing depth of snow 
is one of the principal causes. Output dabt based on different 
depths of snow can neither be obtained nor applied. An average 
of the various depths under which the work is commonly done 
must therefore be considered. 

Until snow exceeds a depth of 18 or 20 inches, it does not per
ceptibly cut down skidding output, provided the trees have been 
felled on top of the snow. Beyond this depth, especially if the 
snow is packed or crusted, more or less time is lost in breaking trails 
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and ¢hoking. logs~ The proportion of time lost in these operations 
is in inverse ratio to the skiddin~ distance and size ot timber. Ad
ditional . time required for settmg chokers is approximately the 
same for each piece, irrespective of size-the fewer logs per thousand 
feet the less time per thousand is lost in setting chokers. Also, the 
shorter the trip the greater the proportion of the trip time used in 
choking and in breaking a trail through unbroken snow. Usually 
accumulation is gradual; snow seldom falls in such quantities during 
one night as to affect appreciably a going operation. Breaking 
through the snow on each trip from one log to the next is practically 
the only inc()nveni~nce causeel by a cover of 2 feet. 

Briefly, in winter on frozen ground and snow, a greater propor
tional skidding output is obtained in large timber and with long 
hauls. Advantage should be taken of seasonal cOnditions. Level 
areas of large timber at greatest distance from improved transpor
tation can be set aside for winter work. A material saving may 
thus be realized both in moving logs from stump to landing and in 
the construction of improvements. Since a comparatively longer 
skidding distance is praCtical in winter, such improvements as chutes 
and railroad spurs can in many cases be dispensed witb. by skid
ding certain areas in winter rat!ler than in summer. 

HOW TO COMPUTE SKIDDING COSTS 

Output data for skidding are easily and accurately applied. 
Their use in determinine; the cost of sludding on a particular logging 
unit requires the followmg steps: 

(1) Calculate the average skidding distance for each component 
pal:t of the unit. This calculation must take into consideration 
slope, distance between skidways, direct surface distance from tree 
to skidway as compared with the actual surface distance followed 
in skidding, and uniformity of timber distribution over the area 
with relation to distance from the landing points. As a rule, skid
ways are built at intervals of 200 to 400 feet· along the transportation 
route. The actual skidding distance from point to point ranges from 
15 to 30 per cent more than the direct distance with an average of 
about 20 per cent. Consequently the average skidding distance for 
an area having a uniform distribution of stand may be obtained by 
taking 60 per cent of the greatest average direct distance from stump 
to route of transportation. The biggest trees and largest yields pel' 
acre are usually on the lower slopes and bottoms. Such unequal 
distribution of the timber stand affects the average skidding distance. 
The following example is given to illustrate the method used to com
pensate for this influence. . 

To find the average skidding distance for a maximum sludding 
distance of 1,200 feet, with 60 per cent of the timber lying within 
the fii'st 600 feet, first take 60 per cent of 600 feet, or 360 feet, for 
the GOO-foot strip. Within the second part of the strip, also 600 feet 
wide, the average sludding distance woulel be 60 per cent of 600 feet, 
as in the first paort, or 360. But these logs must also traverse the 
first or closest half of the, area, which has a direct width of 600 feet, 
or aD actual average skidding distance of 720 feet (20 per cent more 
than the direct distance). Adding the 720 feet necessary to traverse 
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the first part and the 360 feet for the second gives a total average 
skidding distance withiij, .the second part o~ 1,080 feet. , 
If 60 per cent of the jplmber must be skidded 360 feet and' 40 pm:: 

cent 1,080 feet, then: (360 X 0.60) + (1,080 X 0.40) = 648 feet, 
the actual average skidding distance for the area. 

(2) Compute the average number of logs per thousand for each 
subdivision or skidding unit. Where trees or double-length logs 
are handled in tractor or donkey operations, the logs per thousand 
should be determined in terms of the number of 16-foot logs per 
thousand, irrespect.ive of the length into which the timber may be 
bucked. 

(3) Determine for each skidding unit the gross output per hour 
for the average skidding distance from the proper logs-per-thousand 
curve which best fits the specific, operating conditions. Reference 
to Table 2 will assist in this selection. 

(4) Obtain the gross daily output by multiplying the gross out
put per hour by the number of effective hours pel' day. Effective 
hours per day are the measure of time actually put in on the job 
each day, depending on the distance to work and the standardlongth 
of the working day. On the basis of an 8-hom day, effective time 
usually ranges from 7 to 7'%, hours. 

(5) Obtain the net daily output by reducing the above figure by
the estimated percentage of defect. 

(6) Find the net cost of skidding per thousand feet by divicling 
the daily cost of the unit skidcling crew by the net daily output. 
Skidding-crew cost records are illustrated by Tables 14, 15, 18, and 
19. 

The following examples are given to illustrate the proper use of 
the graphs: 

EXAJ>1PLE A 

To find the cost per thousand of skidding with horses with a speci
fied size and species of t,imber and COl1ClitlOns of operation: 

In a stand of ponderosa pine running 15,000 feet board measure 
per acre, the timber averages between six and eight logs per thou
sand and is estimated as 5 per cent defective. Brush and windfall 
over the area are light, but the slope is about 40 pel' cent. The 
average skidding dist.ance is 600 feet. It is planned to log the area 
in the summer. Work will be done on a day basis of pay, and the 
men will be expected to put in eight hours per day on the job. The 

~ area will be swamped before skidding. 
To find the skidding cost per thousand proceed as follows: 
According to the horse-skidding graph in Figure 20, select€d as 

best fitting the given st.and and operating conditions, 6 to 8 log 
timber shows the gross output per team per effective honr over an 
average distance of 600 feet to be 1,000 board feet, making the gross 
daily output per t.eam 8,000 feet board measure. Reducing this 
gross daily output by the estimated 5 per cent defect yields a net 
daily output of 7,600 feet board measure. To find the net cost of 
skidding per thousand divide t,he daily cost of the skidding crew 
which in this case includes a team Ilnd teamster and half time of 
a dogger (Table 18) by the net daily output (7,600 feet board 
measure). The result is a net skiddillg cost of $1.27 pel' thousand. 



. EXAMPLE n 

...... To·fIDd the cost per thousand of skidding with tractors with 
\.f;lpecified size and species of t~ber!tn~ conditions of operation: . 
. IIi a stand of ponderosa pmerunnmg 15,000 feet board measure 

'to the acre, in moderately heavy brush and on moderately level 
.•.. ground (the slope in no place being more than 15 per cent) large 

timber averaging four logs per thousand, with 15. per cent. defect, 
.is to be skidded in tree lengths by a unit crew of tractor and driver, 
.chokerma:u, .and swamper" putting in nine hours a day on the job. 

The logging will be done dur·ipg the summer. The average skidding 
" ·distance is 1,600 feet. ..... 
.' .... To fIDd the skidding cost per thousand, consult the tractor

skidding graph in Figure 27 {selected as best fitting the specific 
. stand and operating conditions): Here, 4 . .log timber has a gross 
'()utput per tractor per effective hour of 4,000 feet board measure, 

or 36,000 feet for a 9-hour day. Reducing this ~ross daily output 
by the estimated 15 per cent defect yields 30,600 feet board measure 
as the net daily output. 

Crew costs are as follows: 
Cost 

pel' hOllr 
Tractor and driver (Table 19) ____________________________ $3.77 
Choker man (Table 16) ; average rate $4.15 per 8-hour day__ .52 
Swamper (TalJle 16) juverage rate $3.40 per 8-hour duy____ .42 

Totul____________________________________ : _________ 4.71 

Crew cost for a 9-hour day thus equals $42.39. This cost divided 
by the net daily output of 30,600 feet board measure gives a net cost 
of skidding per thousand of $1.39. 

ANALYSIS OF LOADING AND UNLOADING OUTPUT DATA 

Graphs for loading and unloading output are summarized in 
Table 4. Figure 37 shows two curves representing sleigh-loading 
output per crew per hour in feet board measure, gross-scale, by 
log-per-thousand sizes, of two different crews-one a 5-mp.I1 crew 
with horse jammer, the other a 4-man crew using a crosshaui. Fig
ure 38 gives the output per crew per hour of loading auto trucks, 
and also the unloading output. In both Figures 37 and 38 the load
ing output is based on the actual loading time. Loading-output 
data in order to be of practical and permanent value must be based 
only upon actuaWloading t:ime. The organization of the crew, the 
method of handling employed, and the type of loader used must be 
recorded with each se.t of data. 
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'TABLE 4.-Ina'e:c to loading and unloading graphs and iransportatior, otherc than s'kidding 

LOADING AND UNLOADING 

Fig· 

ure Method Orgnnizotion ond equipment Size Forest type Slope
timber Weather conditions No. Labor I Senson ./ 

Logs per 
IhnllsqndLoading sleighs. __ .. __ •____ ._ Per cent37 norse jnmmerj n'lWJD. crosshnul, 3-22 Wc,~tern white pine· Day__ Winter •••• 4men. lurch·fir.as I,oudlng and unloading auto· End horse·jammer loading, Ii·man 2-20 __-- ------ ------------------ -------- _._do Summer..tf!Jcks. man crcw, 2 cant·llOok men un· 

loading. 

TRANSPORTll.TION 

39 Draylng and skidding, horses_ (I) •.••_............._....____ ...... 

40 Dray haul_••••.••__.•••••••• 3 drnys; lauding crew, 3 men Dnd 10 IPonderosa Pine __ •··•·..1 0 I Dny --I Winter..../ (I).


3-1~ Western Wh~tc pine..... 0-15 ...do •.•••do...__. Weather and snow conditions Ideal. tenmB. 
41 Chule trailing, tfluns _____ ••• Chntes; 3 to 0 leallls depending on 1-1. Ponderosa plne ...___•__ • 0-10 ___ do.._ SummeL. Average.

distnnce. 

42 .....do............._..............do................""., '"'''' 6-25 ____ .<10 __.. ____ .,.. __ '. __ 
 o-Hi __ .<10... Wlnter.. __ Temperature below freezing; conditions 

ideal. .43 Chute trailing, tractors .....__ Chute, lO·ton tmctor .............. 1-12 ____.!lo•••• __ ._. _________ 
 0-10 __.do... Summer.. Average.44 Sleigh hnu!.. ..........____... <1 horses per sied; 4 und 5sieds hnui· 10 Lorch·Douglns fir....___ . , 0·15 
 . __do... "'Inter.__ • Weather an<1 snow conditions ideal. 
3-17 , 0-12 __ .do_.. 

ing.
45 •••••do....................... 2 horses per sled; ronds lworly can· ____.do••.•_____________• . __do______ 


structed. 
 Temperature slightly below freezing; 
46 Autotruck honL ••••••••••__. 5·ton truck, no tmiler; plunk roud; 3-12 Western white pine •.__ __.do__ . too warm for good sleighing. 

' 0-0 Summer.. Average.3 trucks huuling. . 

47 •••••do....................... 7,li·ton truck, no tmiler • __........ 0.5 Ponderosa plne. ________ (3) 
 _.do... Winter.__. Oood winter weather. 48 •••••do....................... 7,li·ton truck, no truiler; road wet 3-17 •____do __ • ________ •_____ . 
 0-0 __ .do... Summer••nnd soft. 

I See chnrt. 
, Downhill. 

36 per cent uphlll for 600 feet then 0-15 per cent down. 
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EFFEct OF VARIOUS FACTORS UPON OUTPUT 


In the loading of logs llpon sleighs, auto. trucks, and railro.ad cars 
the organizatio.n o.f the crew, the metho.d emplo.yed, and the equip
ment in use will largely determine the efficiency of the crew and are 
therefo.re o.f first importance. The lo.catio.n and character o.f the 
skidways in relatio.n to. the cro.sshaul, ho.rse jammer, o.r po.wer lo.ader 
are impo.rtant facto.rs in increasing o.utput.. Any difference in o.ut
put per unit o.f time as between two. identicallo.ading crews handling 
the same sized lo.~s under the same co.nditio.ns and metho.ds and using 
the same type o.t lo.ader will depend upo.n the time lo.st in waiting 
fo.r lo.gs or trucks o.r sleighs. The Co.st o.f loading in this regio.n is 
perhaps affected mo.re by such lo.st time than by any o.ther factor. 
Maximum o.utput per ho.ur o.r per day can be o.btained o.nly by hav
ing available at aU times eno.ugh lo.gs to. lo.ad and sufficient empty 
trucks o.r sleighs upo.n which to. lo.ad them. 

The o.utput per effective ho.ur based o.n actual lo.ading time fo.r a 
given lo.ading crew will be influenced appreciably o.uly by the size 
o.f the timber; length and fo.rm o.f the lo.gs may, ho.wever, affect it 
slightly. A co.nsiderable percentage of very lo.ng o.r very sho.rt lo.gs 
mixed with the usual run o.f 12, 14, and 16 fo.o.t lo.gs· will tend to. 
lessen the o.utput because o.f the greater difficulty o.f handling such 
lo.gs. The same is true where the run includes a number o.f ro.ugh, 
kno.tty, much-tapered, o.r cro.o.ked lo.gs. 

Tho.ugh it takes less time to. lo.ad small lo.gs than large o.nes, the 
output is no.t at all in propo.rtio.n to. the scale. That is, a lo.g scaling 
50 bo.ard feet can no.t be lo.aded in half the time that it takes to. 
load a· lo.g co.ntaining 100 bo.ard reet. Acco.rding to. the lo.ading curve 
in Figure 38, the approximate time necessary to. lo.ad a 20-per tho.u
sand lo.g is 43 seco.nds. The curve sho.ws that it takes 55 seco.nds 
to. lo.ad .Qne. 10-per-tho.usand lo.g. This means that 1,000 feet bo.ard 
measure o.f the larger lo.gs can be lo.aded in appro.ximately two.
thirds o.f the time required for the smaller logs. 

The three lo.ading curves in Figures 37 and 38 all clearly empha
size this effect. o.f size o.f timber upo.n o.utput. All three curves sho.w 
a gradual increase in o.utput fro.m the smallest lo.gs to. the 12-10.g
per-tho.usand size _gro.up. Logs up to 12 per tho.usand may be 
classed as small. Where each lo.g is lo.aded separately with ho.o.ks 
the o.utput is necessarily lo.w. This o.utput may be increased by 
lo.ading several lo.gs toOgether in lo.o.ped chains. Beyo.nd the 12-]o.g
per-thousand size gro.up, the o.utput per crew per effective ho.ur 
increases rapidly as the size o.f the timber increases, up to the largest 
lo.gs. Medium to. fairly large lo.gs seem to. be best suited fo.r lo.ad
ing with ho.rse jammer o.r cro.sshaul. The o.utput increases mo.re 
slo.wly as the timber increases in size from five lo.gs per tho.usand. 
With po.wer lo.aders, rapid increase in o.utput wo.uld co.ntinue to 
a much larger lo.g size. 

The curves in Figure 37 compare the output o.btained by two. 
different,sized lo.ading crews llSing different metho.ds and equip
ment. The output o.otained by the 4-man crew lo.ading logs with 
a .cro.sshaul averages 575 feet bo.ard measure less per effective hour 
fo.r lo.gs running between 22 and 12 lo.gs per tho.usand than that 
obtained by the 5-man crew using a ho.rse jammer. As the timber 
increases in size beyo.nd the 12-lo.g-per-thousand gro.up the di:ffer

http:metho.ds
http:metho.ds
http:co.nditio.ns
http:facto.rs
http:therefo.re
http:railro.ad
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ence in output oQtained by the t~~'~rews diminishes until 5-1og-per

. thousand timber is reached, where the output per crew is the same. 

It is evident frpm the curves that in 10adWg logs smaller tbr;;n five 

logs per thousand on sleighs, a greater output per effective hour 

based on actual loading time can be obtained rrQm a 5-rilan crew 

with a horse jammer than from a 4~man ere.... loading with a 

crosshaul. 

The loading output per.effective hour for 4-man crews in 16, 10, 
and 5- log per thousand timber is, respectively, 4:500, 5,900, and 
8,325 feet board measure, as compared with 5,100, 6,300, and 8,325 
feerv for 5-man crews. J"ust what factors or group of factors are 
reSponsible for this increased output by the 5-man crew in the 
smaller sizes of timber was not definitely determined by these 
studies. The additional man on the crew, the M·rangement of the 
loading works, or the efficiency of the crew and loader may all 
influence the output. It is evident, however, that the size of the 
timber eXerts a considerable influence on the output.. If this were 
not so, an equal increase in output over that of the 4-man crew 
would be obtained by the 5-man crew, regardless of the size of the 
timber. 

The output per effective hour of a 2-man crew unloading auto
trucks (fig. 38) is influenced principally by such factors as size of 
timber, location of sleigh or truck landing in reference to pond, river, 
or yard into which the logs are to be unloaded, and the relation of 
actual unloading time to the time lost in waiting fur loads to arrive. 
Proper facilities for unloading should be set up. The time lost by 
unloading crews in waiting for loaded trucks or sleds can be regu
lated by limiting the number of such crews until the time lost is 
negligible. The size of the timber will, therefore, exert the greatest 
influence upon output. 
It will be noted that there is a very mpid increase in output as 

the size of the timber increases, particularly in the size groups 
between 10 and 5 logs per thousand. This shows that the larger 
and heavier the logs the easier it is to unload them. Once the key 
log of the load is set free by the cant-hook men, the remainder of 
the logs above the bottom tier usually roll off or their own weight, 
if the landings are properly constructed. Small logs which fit more 
tightly on the load often have to be rolled off singly. There is a 
limit, of course, to the size and weight of logs thnt can be handled 
advantageously by the unloading crew, especially if the heavy logs 
l1.re loaded on the bottom of the truck or sled. This is shown by the. 
fact that the output for 2-10g-per-thousand timber dropped 200 feet 
board measure per crew per hour below that for logs running 3 logs 
per thousand. 

HOW TO COMPUTE LOADING AND UNLOADING COSTS 

The use or the output data to determine the cost per thousand of 
loading and unloading logs requires the following steps: 

(1) Compute the average number of logs per thousand that are 
to be loaded or unloaded. 

(2) Determine the gross output per hour for this computed size 
of timber from the graph which fits the specific operating conditions, 
methods, and equipment. 
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'(3) Obtain the net output per hour of loading or unloading by 
redtlcing the above figure by the estimated percentage of defect. 

(4) Find the net cost of loading or unloading per thousand by 
dividing the hourly cost of the loading or unloading crew by the net 

'. . hourly output. 
EXAMPLE A 

Compare the cost per thousand of loading sleighs with a 4-man 
crew using a crosshaul and a 5-man crew using an end horse-jammer: 

The timber runs 10 logs per thousand ancl is estimated to be 7 per 
cent defective. The job is so organized that there is practically no 
time lost in waiting for either logs or sleighs. 

According to the horse-jammer curve of Figure 37, the gross 
output of 10-log timber per effective hour of a 5-man crew using 
the end horse-jammer is 6,300 feet board measure. The crosshaul 
curve shows the output per effective hour of the 4-man crew using 
a crosshaul to be 5,900 feet board measure gross scale. These figures 
are then reduced by 7 per cent for defects to 5,859 and 5,487 feet 
boarel measure net hourly output, respectively. Average hourly 
cost pel' unit 5-man crew (from Table 19) is $2.83. If this is divided 
by the net hourly output for the horse-jammer crew (5,859 feet) 
the result is 48 cents per thousand, the cost of loading. The hourly 
cost of a 4-man loading crew (one less cant-hook man than the 
5-man crew) is $2.37, which divided by the net hourly output of 
5,487 feet equals 43 cents pel' thousand, cost of loading. 

EXAJ'.[PI.El B 

'ro find the cost pel' thousand of unloading autotrucks with a crew 
of two men employed on a day basis: 

The timber runs 10 logs to the thousand and is'l per cent defec
tive. On the unloading curve (fig. 38) the gross output per crew 
per effective hour for 10-log timber is 10,250 feet, and the net hourly 
output (reduced for defect) is 9,53~ feet board measure. Table 15 
gives the average wage of a cant-hook man as $3.70 for an 8-hour 
day. The crew cost would be $7.40 a day or 92 cents an hour. This 
sum divided by the net hourly output equals 9.6 cents per thousand 
for unloading ulltotrucks. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA FOR TRANSPORTATION OTHER THAN 
SKIDDING 

In other methods of log transportation such as trailing in chutes, 
and dray, sleigh, and autotruck haul the general procedure is so 
similar both in obtaining and in applying the data mat these 
methods can well be discussed together. The results of the studies 
are given in Figures 39 to 48. 

Team alld teamster constitute the unit crew for dray hauling and 
ordinarily for trailing in chutes with horses. In tractor trailing 
in chutes a 10-ton machine and a driver constitute a unit. The 
unit organization for sleigh hauling is a teamster and two or four 
horses. In antotruck hauling there is the driver with a. truck of 5 or 
7% ton capacity. Details of organization are given on ea.ch graph. 
Output is bused on logs-per-thousancl groups, corresponding in prac

http:EXAJ'.[PI.El
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tically all cases to the grouping used in skidding. The unit scale 
per load is also shown in most cases. 
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FIGURE 42.-Cbnte-traiIlng output with teams, In ponderosa pine type. Winter work. 
Day labor. Low temperature made chuting conditions Ideal. Basis: 1,265 feet 
hoard measure, 705 trips. Data collected December, 1921 
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FIGURE 43.-Chute-tralling output with tractor. in ponderosa pine type. Summer work. 
Day labor. Chute was well con,-.tructed, with easy curves. Two teams making up
trails at skidway and two discharging lit landing. Only distance covered by tractor 
exclusive of teams, Included. Basis: 506 1>1 feet board measure, 105 trips. Data 
collected .1une, 1923 
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FIGUaE ~4.-Slelgh-hanl output, with four horses per sled; wcuther and snow conditions 
very favorable, with temperntu\'U contlnunlly below fr~ezlnJ{. Bllsls: 1.996 1\[ feet bOllrd 
measure, 317 trips. Dato collected Jllnullry-l~ebrllury, 1922 
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FIGURE 4r..-Slel~h-haul output. with two horses per sled. Ronds were poorly constructed, 
temperature slightly below freezing-too warm for good sleighing. Basis: 150 M feet 
boaru measure, 07 trips. Data collected January-li'ebruary, 1921 
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FlGunE 4G.-Output. for alltotruck hU1I1 with 5-ton trllck without trailer, plunk road. Size 
of loud limited to ubollt 1,500 feet lly condition of road. Basis: 104 M feet board 
nteasure, 549 logs, 88 trips. Datu collected July, 1922 
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FIGUREl 47.-output for nutotruck hnul with 7lf.,-ton truck without trnller, dirt rond, winter 
work. l'ructlcnlly no grading or swnmping required for ronds. Temperature below 
freezing with grouud frozen solid. Trucks nverage 3 miles per gnlion of gnsoline.
Bnsls: OO!) III feet bonrd measure, 0,413 logs, 330 trips. Dnta collected Janunry
Februnry, 1!)22 
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FIGUREl 48.-0utput for uutotruck huul with 7lf.,-ton truck without trailer, dirt rond, wet 
nnd soft, Bummer work. llasls: 608 M feet, bonnl ll1cusure. 202 trips_ Dutu collected 
Mny. 1023 
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EFFECT OF NATURAL FACTORS UPON OUTPUT 

The natural factors-size of timber, distance, slope, and operating 
seasons-which affect skidding output influence the output in all 
other methods of log ti'anspol'tation j and the basic facts or principles 
of logging brought] out in the discussion of skidding apply likewise 
to trailing in chutes und hauling on drays, sleighs, and autotrucks. 

The output obtained by trailing logs in chutes or hauling them 
on drays, autotrucks, or sleighs decreases rapidly as the size of the 
timber decreases. The following examples will be sufficient to show 
the effect of size on timber output: 

The output per dray per hour obtained in hauling a distance of 
],000 feet is found (fig. 40) to be 2,100 feet board measure gross scale 
for 3 to 5 log per thousand timber, 1,700 feet board measure gross 
scale for 6 to 8 log per thousand timber, und1,250 feet board measure 
gross scale for 9 to 12 log per thousand timber. 

Trailing in chutes (fig. 43) registers an output per tractor per 
hour in trailing logs a distance. of 1 mile as follows: 4,400 feet board 
measure gross scale in 3 to 5 log per thousand timber j 3,350 feet 
board measure gross scale in 6 to 8 log per thousand timber j and 
1,750 feet board measure gross scale in 9 to 12 log pel' thousand 
timber. 

The output per truck per hour obtained in trucking a distance of 
4 miles is found (fig. 46) to be 1,150 feet board measure gross scale 
in 3 to 5 log per thousand timber j 1,000 feet board measure gross 
scale in 6 to 8 log pel' thousand timber j and 875 feet board measure 
gross scale in 9 to 12 log per thousand t.imber. 

As in skidding, it is practically impossible, with the supporting 
and tractive power available, to haul or trail the same scale per 
load in small logs as in the very large timber. Often only just so 
many pieces, irrespective of size, can be handled on each load or in 
each trail. In order to obtain the same scale per load in the small 
9 to 12 log per thousancl timber as in the average load 01' trail of 
the larger 3 to 5 log size, it woulcl be necessary, according to the 
data given in Figures 40, 43, and 46, to handle the following number 
of logs: Dray haul, 8 of the small logs to 3 of the larger logs j trail
ing in chutes with h'actor, 53 of the small logs to 20 of the larger 
logs j and autotruck haul, nearly three times as many of the small 
logs as of the larger ones. 

In hauling, bulk rather than weight is the limiting factor, and 
the limited capacity of the dray, autotruck, or sleigh would preclude 
the handling of enough small logs to equal the scale of larger logs 
that could be carried. However, as shown in the discussion of skid
ding, even if the capacity of the transporting equipment were ample 
to handle the increased number of small logs, a point would soon 
be reached where the greater weight of the smaller timber would 
be too great for the tractive power available. This would be par
ticularly true in trailing logs in chutes with horses; ample room is 
available in any chute to handle a trail of logs of almost any length, 
but there is a limit to the weight of logs in the trail that the team 
can start. Even with tractor trailing, small logs are more costly 
to transport. 
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Log chutes are usually designed to handle the larger logs of the 
tun. Small logs do not ride. in the .chute so well and ar.e more apt 
to tumpout, shove past the log in front, or buckle from pressure 
behinc;l. For these reasons a trail composed of a number of small 
logs mixed. with some very large ones, or of too many small logs, 
isclifficult and costly to handle. , 

In hauling, distance also greatly increases the loss in output of 
small as compared with large timber. The. gross output per hour 
for all sizes of timber decreases as the distance it must be trans
ported increases; regardless of the scale per load, fewer trips are 
made per hour or per clay. With fewer loads per day added to a 
lower scale per load, the decrease in output per hour for small timber 
is more rapid for each increase in distance than it is for large tim
ber. As an example, the gross output per hour for 9 to 12 log timber 
dray hauled (fig. 40) a distance of 2,000 feet is less than half the 
output per hour that can be obtained when draying logs of the same 
size a distance of but 500 feet. In 3 to 5 logs per thousand timber 
the gross output per hour at 2,000 feet is 60 per cent of that at 
500 feet. 

Slope is an important factor in all transportation. The method 
and equipment to be used in transpOlting logs are dependent upon 
the percentage of slope. The slopes practicable for trailing in 
chutes and hauling with drays, autotrucks, and sleighs are gentler 
than those for skidding. Slope causes the greatest difference in out
put of various sizes of timber in draying and horse trailing, favoring 
large material at all distances. However, when a certain percentage 
of slope is reached the relation in output between different-sized 
timber remains practically constant. 'nns point comes earliest in 
those methods, such as hauling by autotruck, where a definitely lim
ited capacity makes tonnage a factor. 

In certain types of transportation the season of the year and 
weather conditions are of particular importance. Though sleigh 
hauling demands a snow or ice sm'face, constant fluctuations in 
weather conditions result in a good deal of variation in output from 
day to day. Ideal weather and snow depth will allow a greater 
output in dray hauling than average conditions. Figures 41 and 42 
illustrate effectively the output varIation due to change in operating 
seasons and weather conelitions. The trailing recordeel in Figure 41 
was done in summer; that in Figue 42 was done in January anel 
February with the temperature continually below freezing, making 
chuting conditions ideal. In both cases the chutes were well con
structed, and other conditions were practically the same. The out
put for summer chuting per team per hour in 6 to 8 log per thousand 
timber was 1,150 feet board measure gross scale trailed a distance 
of 2,000 feet~ 800 feet board measure at 3,000 feet, 525 feet board 
measure at 4,000 feet, and 350 feet board measure for the 5,000
foot distance. Output per team per hour in winter chuting for 
the same size of timber and over the same distances reaches 3,500 
feet board measure, 2,325 feet board measure, 1,650 feet board 
measure, and 1,225 feet board measure, respectively. 

'Vhere transportation is effected by wheeled vehicles, seasonal 
~nfluences .are .genera}ly negligible. In some c~ses the roadbed is 
1mproved In wmter, III others It becomes more dIfficult. 



<. .• HOW TO COMPUTE TRANSPORTATION COST 

. There is so· little difference in the steps necessary in the specific 
application of the hauling data under the various methods of hauling 
that one ·set ·of instructions will suffice. 

(1) Calculate the average draying, chuting, sleigh-haul, br auto
trnck~haul distance for the specific chance. In the examination of 
the logging area the method of minor log transportation will have 
been decided upon and the length and location of dray, sleigh, and 
autotruck roads and chutes tentatively determined. 

(2) Compute the average number of logs per thousand. 
(3) Determine the gross output per hour for the average distance 

hauled or chuted from the proper logs per thousand curve on the 
graph which fits the specific method under consideration. Reference 
to Table 4 will assist in this· selection. 

(4) Obtain gross daily output by multiplying the gross output per 
hour by the number of effective hours per clay. 

(5) Obtain the net daily output by reducing the above-mentioned 
figure by the estimated percentage of defect. 

(6) Find the net cost of hauling or chuting per thousand feet 
by dividing the daily cost of the unit crew by the net daily output. 
Types of unit-cost records applicable to those branches of the opera
tion are shown in Tables 14, 15, 16, and 21. 

EXAMPLE A 

To find the C08t per tlwu.sand of dmy hauling in the. white pine 
type: 

This chance (in the white pine type) is considered ideal for dray 
haul. Weather and snowfall in this particular district can usually 
be depended upon to afford good conditions for the use of drays. 
The slope is slight, averaging between 5 and 10 per cent. The aver
age hauling distance is estimated at 1,000 feet. The logs will run 
9 to 12 per thousand feet board measure. The timber is estim~ted 
as being 10 per cent defective. Eight effective hours on the job 
will constitute a day's work. 

The cost is then estimated as follows: 
The 9 to 12 log per thousand curve in Figure 40 shows the gross 

output per dray per hour for such timber hauled a distance of 
1,000 feet to be 1,260 feet board measure. This makes the gross 
daily output 10,080 feet board measure, and the net daily output 
(10 per cent reduction) 9,072 feet board measure. 

Average costs per unit crew are as follows: 
Cost of team and teamster (Table 13) per effective day________________ $8.00 
One-third of the average cost per effective day of woods-loading crew 

capable of loading three drays (top loader, $4.15; send-up man, $3.70; 
crosshaul team and teamster, $8)__________________________________ 5.28 

Daily cost of unit crew_________________________________________ 13.28 

This amount divided by the net daily output gives $1.46 as the 
cost per thousand of dray haul. 

EXAMPLE B 

Tofirk7, the e08t per tlw't{8and of trailing pond-e1'08a pine log8 in 
·a chute with teams: 

Chuting is to be done in the summer, in well-constructed chutes 
with easy curves. The average distance over which logs must be 
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'tr~il~d in the chute ,is compi\ted as 3,600 feet. The timber will rUll 
··.s1x 'to ...eight l~gs per. theousailo1 and is estimat~d ~t beiu$ 5. per cent 

defectlve. ". It IS planned' to havG the men put m eIght ellectIve hours 
oli the job. 

. The· 6 to. 8 log per thousand curve in Figure 41 gives the gross 
outputperieam per hour for 6 to 8 log timber trailed an average 
distance of 3,600 feet as 625 feet board measure. The graph shows 

,that the number of teams used in trailing this distance would be 
six. This number includes the jig team. For the 8-hour day the 
gross daily output is then 5,000 feet board measure, and the net <daily 
output (5 per cent reduction) 4,750 feet board measure. 

A vtlrage costs pel' unit crew are as follows: 
Cost of team and teamster (Table 13, 1929) --r------------------------- $7.30
One-fvurth cost of jig. team and teamster ($7.30 per day) ______________ 1. 82 
One-fifth cost of two men greasing chutes ($3.30 per day each) ________ 1.32 

Daiiy cost of unit crew _________________________________________ 10.44 

This amount divided by the net daily output=$2.20, the cost per 
thousand of trailing in chutes with teams, exclusive of the cost of 
chute grease. 

EXAMPLE 0 

To find the cost per thousand of autotruck haul: 
The distance is 3 miles over a good dirt road, 'the grade (6 per cent 

or less) being all downhill. Four 7%-ton trucks without trailers 
will be used on the job. It is estimated that a 5-man loading crew 
with· a horse jammer will keep the four trucks going Two landing 
men will be needed. The timber is ponderosa p~Jle running six to 
eight logs per thousand and 3% per cent defective. Eight effective 
hours on the job will constitute a day's work. 

The six to eight log per thousand curve in FiO'ure 48 gives the 
daily output per truck per hour for a distance of 3 miles as 1,400 
feet board mjjasure, or 11,200 for an 8-hour day. The net daily out
put is then 10,808 feet. The unit cost pe.r effective day of auto truck
haul crew, as given in Table 20, is $24.70. Dividing this by 10,808 feet 
board measure (!let daily output) giyes $2.29 as the cost per thousand 
autotruck haul. 

ANALYSIS OF SWAMPING AND SLASH-DISPOSAL DATA 

The output in swamping and slash disposal is mucll more difficult 
to dass~fy than that in any other branch of logging work. 

Tht; brush itself can not be measured by methods that would be 
practicable in application. One thousand feet board measure of tim
ber cut is used as the unit of measuring performance, but it does not 
express accurately the amount of brush handled. The quantity of 
brush or slash per thousand feet of timber cut varies greatly, not 
only.among different species but even within the sume species.' This 
difference results from variations in undp,rgrowth, stand density, 
tree heigrti>,and many other factors which can not be dassified in 
output studies. ACl!ordingly these phasts of logging must be treated 
on a different and more general basis. 

One man is taken as a unit. in swamping and sbsh disposal, or 
in fact on any job in which each laborer works independently. In 

http:output=$2.20
http:r-------------------------$7.30
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. contract horse skidding a· working unit includes teamster and 
swamper, the teamster often assisting in swamping. Under day
work, swampers are 110t included in the crew, as swamping is usually 
done in advance of the skidding. Under present practice in tractor 
skidding one swamper may be included to work with the crew. Out
put and cost are influenced by the same factors in both slash disposal 
and swamping, and generally in the same manner. 

The data contained in Table 5 were obtained from slash-disposal 
jobs in the white pine type of northern Idaho. Work in all cases 
was done during the summer season. The information on which 
the table is based is insufficient to justify more than very general 
conclusions. .As previously indicated, this is probably all that could 
be expected from any amount of data on these operations. 

EFFECT OF NATURAL FACTORS UPON OUTPUT 

The natural factors which are chiefly instrumental in causing a 
wide variation in swamping and slash-disposal output are size and 
height of timber, stand per acre, composition of species, breakage, 
cull, and defect, utilization of tops, timber left uncut, and season 
of the year. 

Size of timber undoubtedly is one of the more important single 
influences upon output in both jobs. Compare a 4-1og tree, 18 
inches in diameter, scaling 280 board feet, with a 6-log tree. 40 inches 
in diameter which contains 2,800 board feet. The former has prob
ably fully one-third as much slash in the top as the latter. This 
means that one-third liS much work in limbingancl slash disposal 
is charged against the 280 feet of volume in one case as is charged 
ag~ inst ten times that volwlle in the second. 

Height of timber is also an inlportant factor. Tall timber has 
much less slash per thousand feet. The limbs are smaller and can 
be handled much more easily than the long limbs from short, scrubby 
timber. 

Stand per acre affects both swamping and slash disposal, but 
not in the same manner. In a very heavy stand the cost per thousand 
of swamping may be greatcr than in a light stand, but usually that 
of slash disposal is less. The influence of stand per acre is brought 
out in Table 5, though rather indefinitely, by plot 2, where density 
is the only condition differing materially from those on the com
parable plots. The large output of 1,390 board feet per hour on 
plot 2 is, in all probability, clue to denseness of stand. A greater 
percentage of the brush must be handled by the swampers than in 
light stands. Often it is necessary to fell trees crosswise and on 
top of one another, which makes ,swamping more difficult than when 
all thnber lies flat on the surface. Ou the other hand, there is less 
brush for disposal pCI' thousand feet of timber cut, and a· smaller 
percentage must be moved in piling. A larger proportion than usual 
must be piled by the swampers to clear the skid trails, It feature of 
the work tha.t sometimes renresents 60 to 80 per cent of the total 
cost of swamping. This would be the case in scattered stands of 
white pine where heavy windfall and dense clumps of hemlock and 
white fir saplings occur. In such stands slash-disposal co,sts would 
also be increased, but not to the same extent as swamping costs. 
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Windfall has little effect on slash disposal except where windfall 
is so heavy that it becomes difficult to find clear spaces where the 
shish may be piled. This necessitates carrying the slash and accord
ingly reduces the output. This effect is illustrated by plot 4 in Table 
5, where windfall was exceptionally heavy. The output of 630 board 
feet per effective hour on this plot is much lower than that on all 
other plots where slash was first piled and then burned (Nos. 1, 2, 
3,5, and 6), although other factors on this plot would tend to produce 
an average or above-average output. 

Composition of stand has an important influence on the output or 
cost of swamping and slash disposal. Pure to almost pure stands of 
western white pine can be handled much more cheal)ly than stands 
containing considerable cedar, white fir, hemlock, and spruce. The 
same is true of a pure ponderosa pine type, as compared with pon
derosa pine in mh.1;ure with considerable Douglas fir. Species such 
as hemlock, white fir, and Douglas fir, which are quite tolerant of 
shade and capable of good growth under their own shade and that 
of other species, do not prune their trunks of their lower branches 
but retain them in a green growhlg statc throughout most of the 
life of the tree. Western white pine, on the other hand, can not 
endure much ·shade. Its shaded branches die off rapidly, and the 
tree 'usually clean,s itself for a considerable distance above the 
ground. Outside of such generalities, it is impossible to determine 
definitely the effect that the various percentages of different species t 

in the many different combinations that occur in this region may 
have on output. 

Breakage occurs largely in the tops and therefore reduces the 
cost of swamping but increases that of slash disposal. 'Work which 
would otherwise have been done in swamping is added to the other 
operation. Cull and defect increase the cost per thousand of both 
swamping and slash disposal by reducing the net scale against which 
tot8'.l cost is chargeable. 

Poor utilization of tops has an effect similar to breakage. With 
close utilization swampers must trim more brush per thousand feet 
handled and slash-disposal men correspondingly less. 

The qunntity of timber left uncut is an important factor, but one 
which is difficult to classify or to appraise with regard to its effect 
on output. Standing trees often increase the cost per thousand feet 
of slash disposal for the timber removed. This cost, however, may 
still be much lower than where all species are cut to the smallest 
merchantable size. Aq an example, in a ponderosa pine type contain
ing 30 per cent Douglas fir the cost per thousand feet of slash dis
posal is increased if the fir is left standin~, since a considerable pro
portion of the Douglas fir limbs are Irnocll::ed off in felling the pine. 
In order to protect from brush-burning fires the timber left stand
ing after a selection cutting, the slash must be removed from around 
the bases of these trees and piled at a safe distance from them. This 
additional labor adds slightly to the cost of slash disposal. 

Snow greatly increases the cost of swamping when it reaches a 
c' depth of more than 1 foot. The cost of slash disposal in the deep 

snow is prohibitive.
In Table 5 the output under two different methods of slash dis

posal has been compared. In the progressive method of disposal, 
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(plots 7. and 8) the brush was burned as piled. In the other method 
(plots 1 to 6) the brush was first piled and later burned as a sepa
rate job. The table shows that under the progressive method the 
output is only about one-half that of the average for piling alone, 
in spite of the fact that the progressive method was employed in 
larger timber where output should be favored. For burning brush 
previously piled, the output per man averages about 10,000 per 
hour. Thus it may be seen that little change would occur in the 
present relative output between the two methods if the output for 
piling: alone were to be reduced by the time spent later in burning 
the plIes. 

Steep slopes may become a handicap to the progressive method of 
slash disposal. The heat and smoke from the fire make piling in 
close from above very disagreeable. Day laborers in pal'ticular will 
carry the brush along the sidehills or place it on the fire from below 
rather than work from above. This, of course, increases the cost. In 
contrast to this, where piling and burning operations are carried on 
separately the bulJrl of the brush is thrown downhill without incon
venience to the worker. Progressive burnin~ by contract crews is, 
however, often the cheapest and most satistactory n.lethod of dis
posal. One great disadvantage is the shortness of the season in 
which the slash may be disposed of efficiently by progressive burning. 

No further conclusions can be dmwn with any degree of certainty. 
The data presented, however, indicate in a general way what may 
be accomplished in the white pine type tmder similar general concli
tions. They also serve as specific illustrations of some factors in
fluencing output in swamping and slash disposal. 

HOW TO COMPUTE SLASH-DISPOSAL COSTS 

Use of the output data given in Table 5 is limited to the deter
mination of the cost per thousand feet of slash disposal in the 
western (Idaho) white pine timber type. It will not be possible 
to select a plot that coincides in every respect with the specific 
operation to be studied, but the data presented will serve as a basis 
upon which to figure average costs. After selecting the plot which 
most closely approximates the area to be logged, note the output 
per man per effective hour, as given in board foet, gross log scale. 
This, mUltiplied by the number of effective working hours and re
duced by the est.imatecl percentage or defect, will give the net daily 
output. The cost per thousa1lCl feet is that found by dividing the 
labor cost by the net daily output. 

The following example will 1llustrate the method of application. 

EXAl{PI.E 

To find the cost per thousand of slash disposal in a heavy western 
white pine stand: 

The timber, which is 50 per cent western white pine, 45 per cent 
white fir and Douglas fir, and 5 per cent cedar and hemlock, runs 
40,000 feet board measure to the acre. The wbite pine will run 13 
logs per thousand, the white fir and Douglas fir 8 logs, and the cedar 
and hemlock 12 logs. The timber (all species) will average 5 per 
f'':!nt defective. The undergrowth is light, and there. is only an 

" d.verage amount of windfall on the ground. Because of the slope, 
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which is approximately 45 per cent, the brush will first be piled and 
later burned. The brush-crew men will be expected to put in eight 
effective hours on the job. 

Plot 2 most closely represents the conditions given. The output 
per man per effective hour is 1,390 board feet gross scale of brush 
piled, or 11,120 board feet in gross daily output. Reduction of 5 
per cent for defect leaves 10,564 board feet net daily output. The 
cost per day of swamper or brush pileI' (Table 18) being $3.40, the 
cost per thousand of piling brush is $0.322. 

For burning brush previously piled, the output per man per 
hour averages 10,000 feet. This is a good figure for this region. 
With the labor cost at $3.40 per day this comes to 4 cents per thou
sand. Total piling and burning cost is thus 36 cents per thousand. 

APPLICATION OF OUTPUT DATA TO OPERATING 

PROBLEMS 


Logging-output data can be used to grea.t advantage both in 
planning and executing logging operations. Such data serve as a 
basis for a definite and accurate comparison of the relative advan
tages of the several methods of skidding and minor transportation, 
for an estimate of the effect of the location of minor improvements 
upon the cost of these methods, and for the consideration of other 
phases of the operation between the stump and the landing. SOUfi(l, 
decisions on such points make possible the selection of the most 
economical and suitable system of major transportation. Too often 
the type of major transportation is considered and adopted with
out adequate consideration of its effect on the cost from stump to 
landing. When a detailed analysis of the whole problem has been 
made, certain characteristics of the area may warrant the adoption 
of minor improvements and certain methods of sawin.e_and skidding 
which in themselves are so economical as to justiIy a means of 
primary transportation that would otherwise appear unwarranted. 
Such use of output data could be discussed at great length but can 
probably best be emphasized by illustrations of the actual application 
of the data to specific operating problems. 

Tables 6 and '( aiford a comparison between skidding with horses 
and 10-ton track-lnying tractol's in the ponderosa, pine type. There 
is shown the proper spacing of improvements and the most feasible 
methods of skidding for different stand, slope, weather, and con
struction-cost conditions. In all, lG different operating and stand 
conditions arc covered. For each condition a comparative combined 
cost per thousand feet of railroad constructjon and skidding by 
horses and by tractor is given for the range of distances ordinarily 
encountered. Beginning with the 0 to 15 per cent slope classifica
tion, output and cost are shown for two sepu.rate log groups, with 
two different stand volumes find under both summer and winter con
ditions. The same comparisons are then presented for a slope 
classification of 15 to 30 pel' cent. Similar comparison;.; may be 
made from the output charts for many other operating problems 
upon different slopes, for different sizes of timber, etc., whenever 
doubt exists as to the most feasible operating method. From such 
data it is not difficult to determine the most economical methods or 
combination of methods. 
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TABLE 6.-A comparison of skidding with horses and track-laying tractors, on 0 to 15 per cent slopes, with railroad cost of $2,000 per niile. 0:: 

~ 

SUMMER SEASON 

Average nctual skidding 
distance (reet) I 

60••.•.•••.•••••••_•••••••• 
120 ._ •••••••_.___• _.••.•••• 
180._•••••_.•••••••__ '" .•• 
240........_•.__._._•••.•_. 
300.__• _., ••_••_,••_•••__.• 
360........._•• __•.•' ____•• 
420.___•.•_••••_______ •••__ 
480._.__................... 
540....._......__.......... 
600._._................._.. 
660•.••""'" _.••••••••• __ 
720._....___.........__•••• 
7e1l..........._...._...._•• 
&to..........__............ 
900••______................ 
060........................ 
1,020••••••____ .• __..._.._. 
1,0ell...........___...__... 
1,140••_..............._••• 
1,200•••• __ ......__•__••__• 

SkWding witll track·laying tractor 3 Skidding with horses 3 

l{nilrond cost, 
by stand per 

I o to 12 logs Cost Includlnll rnilrolld ncre :I 3 to 5 logs o to 12 logs Cost including railroad 3 to 5 logs 
per ?1 per 111 construction' per l\[ perM construction' 

I:1 to 5 logs o to 12 logs 3 to 5 logs 9 to 12 logs 

Cost Cost 
per l\1 per l\l 

Cost Cost 
per l\I per M 

10M 20 ?1 Output Output , Output Outputper l\[ perM perM per l\I 
10101 I 20M10 l\{ 20M 101l[ 2Ol\[ 10M 2Ol\[ 

--  --  --  --  -----  --  --  -----  -----  --  -----  --  -- 
Dol/aTS DoliaTS FI.b.m. DollaT., FI.b.m. DollaTS Dollt/TS Dollar. Dollars Dol/aTs FI.b.m. Dol/aTs FI.b.m. Dol/aTS DOI/CTS Dol/aT' DollaT' ])ol/aT~ 

S.25 4.12 10,700 0.54 0,100 0.9~ 8.70 4.60 0.10 5.00 2,900 0.40 1,030 0.7·' 8.65 4.52 8.09 4.80 
4.12 2.00 10,460 .55 5,880 

1:8; I ·1.07 2.61 5.09 3.03 2,685 .45 1,4S5 ,R1 4.57 2.51 4.93 2.87 
2. i5 1.38 10,100 .57 5,680 3.32 1.05 3.76 2.311 2,320 .52 1,3:{5 .01 3.27 1.00 3.00 2.29 
2.00 1.03 0,730 .59 5,550 I.IJ.I 2.05 1.02 3.10 2.07 1,000 .61 1,105 1.01 2.0i 1.04 3.07 2.(H 
1.65 .82 9,350 .61 5,300 1.08 2.26 1.43 2.73 1. 00 1,735 .70 I,Di5 1.13 2.35 1.52 2.78 1.05 
1.38 .69 8.050 .0·' 5,100 1.12 2.02 1.33 2.50 1.81 .1,520 .80 905 1. 25 2.18 1.49 2.03 I.DJ 
1.18 .50 S, [roO .07 ·1,000 1.17 1.85 1.20 2.35 1.70 1,340 .00 870 1.30 2.08 1.40 2.57 1.08 
1.03 .52 8,150 .70 4,740 1.21 1.73 1. 22 2.24 1.73 1,200 1. 01 790 1.53 2.04 1.53 £.56 2.05 
.02 .-to 7,770 .74 -1,570 1.25 .I. 66 1.20 2.1; 1.71 I,O<JO 1.11 725 1. 67 2.03 1. 57 2.59 2.13 
.82 .41 7,400 .77 4,400 1.30 1.59 1.18 2.12 1.71 1,010 1.20 070 1.81 2.02 1.61 2.03 2.22 
.75 .38 7,060 .81 ·j,220 1.36 .1.56 1.19 2.11 1.74 0·10 1. 29 620 1.95 2.04 I. 67 2.70 2.33 
.69 .34 6,720 .85 4,O~0 1.40 1.54 1.10 £:0.9 1.74 880 1. 37 575 2.10 2.00 1.71 2.70 2.4-1 
.63 .32 6,400 .00 3,000 1.47 1.53 1.22 2.10 1. 70 825 1.47 540 2.2-1 2.10 1. 70 2.87 2.56 
.59 .30 6,130 .03 3.770 1. 52 1. fie 1.23 2.11 1.82 780 1.55 510 2.37 2.14 I.S5 2.06 2.67 
.55 .28 5,800 .07 3,610 1.50 1.52 1.25 2.14 I.S7 7'&5 1.05 4S0 2.52 2.20 I. 93 3.07 2.80 
.52 .26 5,030 1.02 3,500 1.6-1 1.51 I. 28 2.16 1. 90 700 1. 73 456 2.60 2.25 I. 00 3.21 2.05 
.48 .2·1 5,400 1.00 3,370 1.70 1.55 1.30 2.18 1. 04 605 1.82 430 2.81 2.30 2.00 3.20 3.05 
.·16 .23 5,200 1.10 3,240 1. 77 1. 56 1. 33 2.23 2.00 030 1.92 410 2.05 2.38 2.15 3.41 3.18 
.43 .22 5,030 1.14 3,140 1.82 1.57 1.30 2.25 2.04 600 2.02 390 3.10 2.45 2.24 3.53 3.32 
.41 .201 4,870 1.18 3,040 1.89 1. 59 1.3S 2.30 2.00 575 2.10 370 3.27 2.51 2.30 3.68 3.47 
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WINTER SEASON 

60_________________________ 

120________________________ 8.21i 4.12 9,740 0.59 5,900 0.97 8.84 .\. 71 9.22 5.09 3,565 0.34 1,695 0.71 8.59 4,46 8.90 4.83
4.12 2.00 9,400 .61 5,650 1.01180_.___________ •__________ 4.73 2.07 5.13 3.07 3,040 .40 1,525 .79 4,52 2.46 4.91 2.85
240______________•_________ 2.75 1.35 9,090 .63 5,400 1.06 3.38 2.01 3.81 2.44 2,435 .50 1,3<0 .88 3.25 1.88 3.63 2.26
300 _______________________ 2.00 1.03 8,780 .65 5,200 1.10 2. 'i1 1.68 3.16 2.13 2,030 .60 1,225 .99 2.66 1.6.3 3.05 2.02
300________________________ 1.65 .82 8,420 .08 5,000 1. 15 2.33 1. 50 2.80 1.97 1,750 .69 1,100 1.10 2.34 1. 51 2.75 1.92
40."0_______________________ 1.35 .69 8,100 ,il 4,820 1.19 2.00 1.40 2.57 1.88 1,540 .79 1.22001i 2.17 1.48 2.60 1.91
480________________________ 1.18 .59 7,800 .73 4,660 1. 2.1 1.91 1.32 2.41 I.B2 1,395 .87 900 1.34 2.05 /,411 2.52 1.93
540______________ •_________ 1.03 .52 7,520 .76 4,500 1.27 1.79 1.28 2.30 1. 79 1,280 .95 B15 1.48 I.U8 1.47 £.51 2..00
600________________________ .92 .46 7,250 .79 4,380 1.31 I.il 1. 25 2.23 1.77 1,195 1. 01 750 1.61 1. 93 1.47 2.53 2.07
660________________________ .82 .41 7,000 .82 4,250 1.31i 1.0,1 1.23 2.17 1.76 1,125 1.08 700 1.73 1.90 1.49 2.55 2.14
720________________________ .75 .35 6,760 .85 4,120 1.39 1.60 1.23 2.14 1.77 1,070 1.1a 650 1.86 1.88 1.51 2.61 2.24
780________________________ .69 .34 6,,'>10 .88 4,010 1.43 1. ,17 1.£2 2.12 1. 77 1,015 1.19 620 1. 95 I.SS 1. 53 2.64 2.29
840_________________ •_____• .63 .32 6,320 .91 3,900 1.47 1. 5-1 1.23 2.10 1.79 970 1.25 500 2.05 1.BS 1.57 2.68 2.37
900________________________ .59 .30 6,140 .03 3,800 1.51 1.52 1.23 2.10 I.Bl 935 1.29 560 2.16 1.88 1.59 2.75 2.46
960________________________ .55 .28 5,980 .90 3,710 1.54 1.51 1. 24 lI.O.9 1.82 1.34900 540 2.24 1.89 1.62 2.79 2.52
1,020_____________________• .52 .26 5,800 .99 3,620 1.58 1.51 1.25 2.10 1.84 870 1.39 525 2.30 1.91 1.65 2.82 2.56
1,080______________________ .49 .24 5,650 1.01 3,550 1.61 1,~9 1.25 2.00 1.85 S45 1.43 510 2.37 1.91 1.67 2.86 2.61 ~ 1,140______________________ .46 .23 5,520 1.0t 3,-180 1.65 1.50 1.2i 2.11 1.88 820 1,48 495 2.44 1.9-\ 1.71 2, \lO 2.67
1,200___________• ____ • _____ .43 .221 5,400 1.06 3,400 1.69 1. -10 1.28 2.12 1.91 795 1.52 480 2.52 1.95 1.74 2.95 2.74 Ul 

.41 .20 5,280 1.09 3,320 1.73 1.50 1.29 2.1-1 1.93 7i5 1. 56 470 2.58 1. 97 1.76 2.99 2.78 o 
.I:;J 

I A..erage actual skidding distance i, hnIC the maximum nctun1 dlstancc, or 60 per cenl. of the maximum direct distance from stump to railroad. t-I , Twicema.~lmum direct skidding distance is taken as distance between spurs since skidding on these slopes will be from botb sides of spur. Costs vary directly with area served onnd stand per acre. Cj) 
1 Output (taken from figs. 18, 21, 27, and 29) is per hour at average skidding distance (60 per cent of maximum direct) and costs are per tbousand feet board measure. Cost Is fig.

ured b>- di \'Iding crew cost by output per elTective bour for ench distnnce, Crew costs arc flb'llred from cost tubles given In appendix.
• Flb'l11'es in italic indicate the actual skidding distance at which nil Cuctors combina to produce tbe lowest total cost, ~ 
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TABLE 'i.-A comparison of skidaing 1vith l1C!r8C8 ana tmck·layinu tractor8, on 15 to 80 par cellt slopos, 1vith 1'ailroad co<~t of $8,000por ~ mile 

SUMMER SEASOX 

&3 
Skidding with track·laying tractor I Skidding with horses 3 ~, 

Railroad cost 
by stand per 2l 

3 to 5 logs 9 to12 logs Cost Inclnding railroad 3 to 5 logs 9 to 12 logs Cost inclnding railroad .... 
aero • 0

perM per l\[ con~truction I perM perM construction I 


A\"ernge actunl skidding I ~ 

distance (feet) I t:d3 to 5 logs 9 to 12 logs 3 to 5 logs 9 to 12 logs 

I I dI per l\l per l\f per l\I perM
Cost ('ost t"' 

10 l\I I 20 l\[ IOutput I P~~~[ Output P~~~l Output per 1\1 Output per M ~ 
10 l\l 20 l\I 101\1 20M 10 :t,I 20M 10M 20M Jo3 

--- ------------ ----------------------- --- ~ 
60._••• _••_••••••••_. __ •••• 24.75 12. 38 13.400 0.43 6.300 0.91 25.18 12.81 25.66 13.29 3.770 0.32 1.965 0.62 25.07 12. 70 25.37 13.00 CJ> 
120••••••_. __ •••••••••••••• 12.38 0.19 13.000 .<14 O.OSO . g., 12.82 0.63 13.32 i.13 3.375 .36 1,740 .70 12. i4 6.55 13. OS 6.89 CJ1 

ISO•••••••••.•••••_•• _••••_ 8.25 4.12 12.640 .45 5.850 .OS 8.70 4.57 9.23 5.10 2,075 .41 1.535 .79 8.66 4.53 9.04 4.01 CJ1 
~ 

240•••••••••••••••••••••.•• 6.19 3.10 12.240 .·17 5,620 1.02 0.66 3.57 7.21 4.12 2.020 .46 1.355 .89 0.65 a.56 7.08 3.99 
300.__ ••••••• _•••"'" ••••• 4.95 2.48 11,800 .49 5,400 1..06 5.44 2.97 6.01 3.54 2.310 .52 1.200 1.01 5.47 3.00 5.96 3.49 
360••_••••_ • __•••••• _•• _. __ 4.12 2.06 11,350 .50 5,200 1.10 4.02 2.56 5~22 3.16 2,050 .59 1,000 1.14 4. il 2.65 5.26 3.20 S \~ 
420••• _.....____ ••••••••••• 3.04 L 77 10,860 .53 5,000 1.15 4.07 2.30 4.69 2.02 1.830 .66 950 1.27 4.20 2.43 4.81 3.04 'W.4SO••••••••••_•• __ ..._••". 3.99 1.54 10,300 .56 4,800 1.19 3.65 2.10 4.28 2.73 1.645 .H S60 1.41 3.83 2.28 4.50 2.95 
040••__........__ • ____ ..... 2.75 1.38 9.600 .60 4,620 1.24 3.35 1.98 3.99 2.62 1,4SO .82 7SO 1.55 3.57 2.20 4.30 2.93 \:j
600...____••______...... __ • 2.48 1.24 9,300 .62 4,460 1.28 3.10 1.86 3.76 2.52 1,350 .90 720 1.68 3.38 2.14 4.16 1.92 toj
660___• ___ • ______ •••• ___ ••• 2. 25 1.12 8.SSO .65 4,300 1.33 2.90 1.77 3.58 2.45 1,240 .98 660 1.83 3.23 2.10 4.08 2.95 "'d
720..________ .. ___.._••• __ • 2.06 1.03 8.450 .6S 4,140 1.38 2.7-1 1.71 3.4-1 2.41 1.150 1.05 620 1. 95 3.11 e OS 4.01 2.90 f37SO_____________ • ___ "'_' __ 1.00 .95 8.040 .71 4,000 1.43 2.61 1.66 3.33 2.38 1,065 1.14 575 2.10 3.04 2.99 4.00 3.0 
840________•• _••.••.•••_. __ 1.77 .88 7,660 .75 3.S00 1.48 2.52 1.63 3.25 2.36 995 1.22 545 2.22 2.99 2.10 3.99 3.10 0 

900•••••_•••••••••_••__ •• __ 1,65 .82 7.340 .78 3.740 1.53 2.43 1.60 3.18 S.85 930 1.30 520 2.33 2.95 2.12 5.08 3.15 I'%j 

'1, ~'
960.._________________..... 1.55 .7S ;,000 .82 3,610 1.59 2.37 1.60 3.14 2.37 875 1.38 495 2.44 2.93 2.16 3.99 3.22 :.1,020.____• __ •___••_••••••• 1.46 .73 0,700 .86 3,520 1.63 2.32 1.59 3.09 2.36 830 1.46 475 2.55 2.92 2.19 4.01 3.28 
1.080. __ ...........__ ...... 1.38 .69 6,480 .SS 3,420 1.6S 2.26 1.57 3.00 2.37 iS5 1.54 455 2.66 2.92 2.23 4.04 3.35 ~ 

1,140.... ______......... __• 1.30 .65 6,220 .02 3.360 1. i1 2.22 1.57 3.01 2.36 755 1.60 440 2.75 2.00 2.25 4.05 3.40 ....

1,200•• ________________ •__• 1.24 .62 6.020 .95 3.280 1.75 2. 19 1.57 2.99 2.37 730 1.66 425 2.85 S.90 2.28 4.99 3.47 0 

1.18 .59 5.840 .98 3.200 !.i9 2.16 1.57 2.97 2.38 ~--- ... -...-,.-----..- -------.. ----.- .. - ------- -------- ~------- .. ---.... -
1.12 1.01 1.82 1.57 2.38 _ggg:::::::::::::::::::::: .56 5,680 3.140 2.13 2.94 -------- .., .. ------ ----- ._- ....----- ---- ..- ... - --,------ -------- --------

1,3SO____...........__ ..... 1.08 .54 5,510 1.04 3,OSO I.SO 2.12 1.58 2.94 2.41) -------- ..... ------ - ...._---- ... ------- .. - ..- ..... -- ------ ... - ..-- ..---- -------- ~ 

1.440••• __ • __• __ •• __•••• __• 1.03 .52 5,360 1.07 3.010 1.90 2.10 1.59 2.93 2.42 -- ........ --- -_ ..----- -------- -------- .... ------ ------..- .. _... -- ... -- ------ ..
1.500. _________________••__ .99 .50 5,220 1.10 2,960 1.94 2.99 1.60 i.OS 2.44 .... - ....--- ---- .... _- --,-.--- .... --,.----- ... ----_ .. - ..... ------ .. ---- ..-- ...------ .. ~ 

toj
1.560•••-- ---....--.--"--- . 95 .48 5.100 1.12 2.07 1.60 -----_ ..- -------- ---- ... -~- ....... _---- -------- -------- ......-_ ..-- -------- ....... _---- -- ..------

_ .... _--.92 .46 4,960 1.16 -------- .. ------- 2. OS 1.62 .. --- ..--- ........ _.. -- ... ... - .....---- .. ------- -------- ......_-_ .... .. -_ .. ...... - .. ....----- - ...... ---- .. _ 

...._~:g;g:::=:=:::::::=:::::::: .88 .44 4.860 1.18 -- ..---_... .. _------ 2.06 1.62 -------- ----_ ....... -------- -------- .. - ......-.... .. __ .... -----..... - ... --- .. --- -------- ------ ..

1,740••_____.....____•_____ .85 .42 4, i60 1.20 • __..... - ............... £.05 1.62 -..-- .. --- ..---- ..... - ... - ....---- -_ ... _---- ------.- -------- -_ ... ----- -------- -- .. ----- -------



WIN'l'ER SgASON 

60•••••__• __ " ............ _ 24.75 12. 38 1 13, 500 
 0.42 5,400 1.06 2.;.17 .12.80 2.';.81 13.44 3, :100 0.:!7 1,600 0.72 25.12 12.75 25.47 13..... 120............_••••••••••• 
 12.3S 6.19 12,980 .44 5,200 1.10 12.82 6.03 13.48 7.20 :1,110 .39 1,550 .78 12.77 6.58 13.16 6."!l ISO•••••••••••••••••.•••••• 8.25 4.12 12,480 ..16rn 5,020 1.14 8.71 4.58 9.39 5.20 2,930 .41 1,410 .86 8.66 4.53 0.11 4.
00 240.... '" ••_•••_•••••••••• 6.19,,, 3.10 12,000 .48 4,850 1.18 6.67 3.58 7.37 4.28 2,750 .44 1,275 .95 6.63 3.54 7.1-1 4.300..._•••••• ___._••••••••• 4.95 2.48 1J,550 .50 4, OSO 1.22 5.45 2.9S 6.17 3.70 2,580 .47 1,155 1.05 5.42 2.95 6.00 3."" 360........_............... .1. 12 2.06 11,140 ..51 4, [>00 1.27 4.63 2.57 5.39 3.33 2,410 .50 1,050 1.15 4,62 2.50 5.27 3.420........................ 

co 
r 3.51 I. 77 10,740 .53 ~,310 1.33 4.07 2.30 4.87 3.10 2,240 .5-1 950 1.27 4.08 2.31 4.81 3.480•••••••••••••••••••••••. 3.09 1.51 10.3rlO .55 4,150 1.38

i 

3.64 2.09 4.47 2.02 2,075 .58 875 1.38 3.67 2.12 4.47 2.
510........................ 2.75 1.38 9,960 
 .58 3,900 1.44 3.33 1. 06 4. 1D 2.82 1,920 .63 BOO 1.51 3.38 2.0\ 4.26 2.600..........__ ............ 
 2.48 1. 24 9,600 .60 3,840 1.40 3.08 1.84 3.97 2.73 1,775 .OS 750 1.61 3.16 1.02 4.09 I.660........................ 2.25 1.12 9,240 .62 3,080 1.56 2.87 1.74 3.81 2.68 
 1,640 .74 706 1.73 2.99 1. 86 3.98 2.<'1 720........................ 2.06 
 1.03 8,880 .65 3,540 1.62 2. i1 1.68 3.68 2.65 1,520 .SO 665 1.82 2.86 1.83 3.88 2.780........................ 1,90 .95 8,520 .67 3,400 1.60 
 2.57 1.62 3.59 £.64 1,410 .80 63e 1.02 2.76 1.81 3.82 2.840........................ 1.77 .88 8,200 ,70 3,250 1.76 2.47 1.58 3.53 2.64 1,315 .92 
 605 2.00 2.60 1.80 3.77 2. ~ 000.__ .................... 
 1. 65 .82 7,880 .n 3, .150 1.82 2.38 1.55 3.47 2.11-1 1,230 .98 585 2.07 2.63 1. SO 3.72 2. to

960............... _........ 1.55 .78 7,580 .76 3,050 1.88 
 2.31 1.54 3.43 2. 66 1.160 1.04 570 2.12 2.59 1.82 3.67 2.1,020...................... 1.46 .73 7,300 .78 2,960 1.9-1 2.24 1. 51 3.40 2.07 1,100 ~ 
1.10 555 2.18 2.56 1. 8.1 3.64 2.1,080................._.... 
 1.38 .60 7,020 .82 2,880 1.99 2.20 1.51 3.37 rn2.6S 1,050 1.15 540 2.24 2.53 1. 84 3.62 2. .....1,140...................... 1.30 .65 6,760 .85 2.05
2. BOO 2.15 1.50 3.35 2.70 1,000 1. 21 525 2.30 2.51 1.86 3.60 2. Ul
1,200•• _......._. " __"" "/ 1.24 .62 6,500 .88 2, ;20 2.11 2.12 1.50 3.35 2.73 066 1.26 
 515 2.35 2.50 1.88 3.59 2.1,260. "" __ ' __ '"......... 1.18 .59 6,280 .91 2,660 2.15 2.09 1.50 3.33 2. i4 o
930 1.30 500 2.42 2.48 1.89 3.60 3.1,320••____ ••__ •.•_........ 
 1.12 .56 6,060 .05 2,600 2.20 "'J2.07 1.51 3.32 2.76 000 1.34 400 2.47 2.46 1.00 3.69 3.1. 08 .51 5,860 .98 2,5.,0 2.25 2.06 1.52 3.33 2.70 875 1. 38 480 2.52 2.46 1.02 3.60 3.i:~g:: :::::::~:::::::::::: 1.03 .52 .,,700 1.01 2,500 2.20 2.tH 1.53 3.32 ti2.81 850 1. 42 470 2.57 2.45 1.94 3.60 3. 001,500...................... .90 .50 5,540 1.03 2,460 o
2.33 2.02 1. 53 3.32 2.83 835 1.45 . .. ------ .-.......... 2.44 1. 9.1 .. _............ .............
1,560•••••".,,,,,.__ , •••.• • 95 .48 5,400 1.06 2,420 2.37 2.01 1.54 3.32 2.85 815 __ M_ .. __ "1.48 . .... - ..- .... - .. _- ...... 

~ 

- 2.48 I.llH ........-1,620...................... 
 . 92 .46 5,300 1. OS 2,390 2.40 2.00 1.54 3.32 2.86 705 1.52 2.4-1 1. 98 " 
-~ ~-,.-l,fOSO................ __ ..... . 88 .·14 5,180 1.11 2,3;0 """''1'''' • .......... ... .... ;g
2.42 1.90 1. 55 3.30 2.86 775 1.56 · .......... --f ............... 2.44 2.00 .. --_ ........ ...... - .....
1,740...................... • 85 •42 5,090 1. 13 2,340 2.45 1.98 1.55 3.30 2.87 755 o
1.60 ....... '1' ....... 2.45 2. 02 .. -...... --_ ..... -.~I,BOO...................... 
 • 82 .41 5,000 1.15 2, 310 2. 48 1.D7 1. 56 8.80 2.80 740 1.64 2.·16 2. 05 t:l..··..·r..····· .......-~ ... " -- .. -.

---
q 

, A vernge nctunl skidding distance is hllif the maximum nctllnl distnnce, or rIO per cent of the mnxlmum direct distnnce from stump to milrolld. 

, l-oinximuU! direct. skidding distance is hlken 35 distnnce between spurs since on tbese slopes skidding Is frolll one side of slope only. Costs vnry directly with nrell served and 
stnnd per ncre. • ~ 
1 Output (taken from figs. 10,22, 28 nnd 30) is per hour lit nvemge 3kldding dlsttlnce (60 per cent of mllxilllum direct) and costs per thousand feet bOllrd mellsure. Cost. Is fig. Z 

lIred by (lividin~ crew cost by output per e/TecLive hour for etleb disttlnee. Crew costs tire figured from cost. tnbles given In nppendlx.
• ... lgures in italic indicate the aclual skidding distance nt which nll factors combine to produce the lowest total cost. 

~ 
C1 
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Output or costs for swamping, sIcidway construction, and tailing 
down on slddways have not been included in these tables. These 
operations: if properl:y organized, do 110t materially affect the cost 
ot skidding and accordingly do not influence the proper spacing of 
the railroad spurs or transportation routes. The comparisons as
sume, as is ordinarily the case, that tinlber skidded by tractor is 
felled downhill, limbed, topped, and skidded in tree lengths, whereas 
that skidded by horses :is in logs averaging about 16 feet. 

The points of chief interest brought out in the preceding tables 
are shown in condensed form in 'Tables 8 and 9. In Table 8 is 
given, for the various slopes, seasoIls~ and timber sizes, the point 
at which, and the width of strip or zone within which. the timber 
may be skicldecl by either horse or tractor at approximately the 
same cost. 

TABLE S.~Pr>i,llt (IUd. zOlle Of eqniva.lent cost (/8 oct-ween tnIetol" (Llld, horae 
8kidding, u/lder various O[lcrati1lg cOllditjo/l.~ 

I PoInt Zone of CostOperating conditions 	 of equal equnl perM'cost I cost 

oto 15 per cent slope:
Summer work- Feet Fut nollar&3 to 5 leg timber _________________________________________________ _ 


9 to 12 log timber_.___.._________••_____________________________._ 
 210 :~50 0.56 
2;0 450 1.07 

Winter work3 to 5 log timber__________________________________________________ 
270 450 .64 
330 550 1.1615 to 30 ~~;;nltO~I~~:ber-------------------------------------------------, 

Summer work3 to 5 log timber________________________________________________ ._ 

9 to 12 log timber_________________________________.._____________ _ 
 270 450 .49 

330 550 1. 08 
Winter work

390 650 .52~ ~~ ri~gi~TmJJg~r:::==:::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::\ 480 800 1.38 

I :,Beyond distances given, tractor skidding is more eCOllotniCIlI; sllort of those distanceS horse skidding bas 
the advantage. 

, Cost at point of equivalence or average cost for zone. 

TABLE 9.-Mo8t cconollvical di.st(/'IlCe8 bet-wcenrailroait 81Jllr.y all(le the "LOst 
econolll:ical itirect-skiddinu distal/CC8; clI/d t/~C combined C08t pcr tlwusallu 
Of r<£ilro(£{~ collstr'ltction mid skid(lilt!J 

Tractor skidding IIorse skiddIng 

!Stand Distance DistanceOperating conditions 	 Com- I Compor acre between betwoonbined blnedrailroad railroadcost costspurs I spurs I l 

oio 15 per l'ent slope: !lIft.b.rn. Feet nollars Feet nollar.•Summer work3 to 5 log timber ___________________..____ { 	 10 2,800 1.52 2,000 2.02 
20 2,000 1.18 1,200 1.49 

9 to 12 log timber________________________ { 10 2,.400 2.09 1,600 2.56 
20 1,800 1.71 1,200 1.04 

'Winter worka to 5 log tlmber_________________________ { 10 3,400 1.50 2,200 J.SS 
20 2,400 1.22 1,400 1.16

9 to 12 log timber________________________ { 10 3,000 2.09 1,000 2.51 
20 2,000 1.76 1,200 1. 91 

15 to 30 per cent slope:
Summer work3 to 5 log timber _________________________ { 10 5,800 ?.05 4,000 2.90 

20 3,600 1.57 2,400 2.1lS
9 to 12 log timber ________________________ { 10 5,000 2.93 3,000 3.98 

20 3,000 2.35 2,000 2.02 
Winter work

3 to 5 log iilDber---------------.---~--.-t 10 6,000 1. 97 5,200 2.43 
20 3,800 1,50 2,800 1.80

9 to 12 log t1mbor_________•____ • __ •_____• 10 0,000 3.30 4,4P,o 3.59 
20 I 2,600 2. 61 2,000 2.85I 

1 rrwlCe the maximum dIrect (listunce. 

http:lIft.b.rn
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: ANALYSIS OF LOG PRODUCTION 

The ngures in Table 8 illustrate again the effect of slope, season, 
and size of timber upon the relative efficiency of tree-skidding 
methods. Slopes of 15 to 30 per cent, winter work, and small timber 
tend to favor the horses. In other words, the point of equal cost 
for sk-:idding with horses and tractors will be advanced as slope 
increases, timber becomes smaller, or weather conditions change
from Sllmmer to winter. 

As an example, Table 8 shows that 3 to 5 log timber can be 
skidded in summer over 0 to 15 per cent slopes for a distance of 
210 feet at the same cost per thousand for horses and tractor. For 

. shorter distances, skidding with horses is cheaper, and for greater 
distances skidding with tractors is cheaner. On the same slope, 
under winter conditions, the distance at which the cost is approxi
mately identical increases from 210 to 270 feet for 3 to 5 log timber 
and from 270 to 330 feet for 9 to 12 log timber. On steeper slopes 
(15 to 30 per cent) 9 to 12 log timber can, under winter conditions, 

be skidded a distance of 480 feet for the same cost per thousand with 
either horses or tractors. This means that under winter conditions 
skidding can be more cheaply done with horses for distances up to 
480 feet and more cheaply with tractors for all greater distances. 

Table 8 also illdicates the desirability of giving thorough con
sideration in the planning of an operation to the possibilities of 
securing a lower average cost per thousand from stump to landing 
by the use of a combination of skidding methods. 

The combined cost figures given in Table 9 show the relative effect; 
of slope, season, and size of timber upon the combined cost of rail
road construction for each of the two methods of skidding. On 
either slope the spread between costs by the two methods is greater 
for summer than for winter conditions and greater for three to nve 
log timber than for the smaller size. It will be noted that the costs 
of handling the 9 to 12 log timber under w.inter conditions, particu
larly on the steeper slopes, favor horse work. 'Vere smaller logs 
being considered, the relatively greater cost for tractor work, due 
to these conditions, would be brouaht out even more forcibly. 

It is, of course, evident that the several items making up the 
total costs of skidding by horse and tractor will vary in their rela
tion from year to year for the same operating conditions. For 
example, the price of hay and oats might go up while that of gaso
line and oil might decline. Sufficient change might occur in the 
cost of certain items to shift the points at which the costs of the 
two methods are the same. This variation is brought out in addi
tional computations comparing the costs of the two methods after 
a 7 -year interval. The 3-year average cost per effective hour of the 
110rse skidding unit for 1927-1929 is 16 per cent less than that for 
the period 1920-1922. The cost per effective hour of the tractor
skidding organization, on the other llandf

, decreased 25 per cent 
during the same period. 

Because of this unequal decrease in the cost per effective hour 
over the same period of years, the distance. at which the cost per 
ihousand of the two methods is the same has been reduced an aver
age of 90 feet for the several different conditions given in Table 8. 
The greater reduction in the cost per effective hour of the tractor
skidding unit is due to improved machines sold at a much lower 
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price than formerly and to lower consumption per hour of gasoline, 
oil, and grease, all of which also declined in price. Durmg this 
period (1927 to 1929) good teams were inclined to increase in value. 
as did hay and oats. The reduction in the cost per effective hour 
during the 7-year period for the horse-skidding unit is due almost 
entirely to a decrease in labor costs. 

Tables 8 and 9 illustrate the way in which output data can be 
applied to operating problems. They could easily be refigured to 
fit the conditions of any specific problem. 

OUTPUT DATA AS A GUIDE TO PROPER UTILIZATION 
STANDARDS 

Logging-output data not only serve as the basis for a more profit
able log~g operation but also make possible the setting up of effec
tive utilIzation standards for the individual operation, by means of 
which it should be possible to leave the forest land in a much better 
productive state. The most profitable method of operation is often 
the least destructive and therefore the one in which both the operator 
and the public should have the greatest interest. 

Table 10 indicates the possibility of determining utilization stand
ards. The vllriation in output and cost from stump to landing or 
mill is here shown for timber ranging in size from 2 tu 22 logs per 
thousand feet. These figures are based on a horse operation for 
nearly level areas and steep slopes, at average skidding distances of 
200 feet and of 1,800 feet. Thus the influence of slope and distance 
upon the cost of logging different sizes of material is indicated. 
Table 10 also bdllgS out more forcibly than do Tables 8 and 9 the' 
difference in output caused by the factor of slope. 

TABLE lO.-Relative 0'llt1mt per hour and cost per thousand feet boarel measu·re of 
horse logging lurge and .~mall t'illlbcr at different distances and over different slopes 

Autotruck haul,Sawing Swamping Loading Unloading Totnl 
Size of tim· 1 mile pre

ber Gogs skid
per M) ding

Output Cost Output Cost Output Cost Ourpu! Cost Output Cost CORt 

2 ___________ Ft.b.7n. Dol/ar$ Ft.b.11l. Dol/ar3 Fl. h. 7n. Dollar.• Ft.b.1II. Dollars Jo't.b.1II. Dol/ars Dollars 
3___________ 1,200 0.86 1,650 0.211 10,950 0.26 18,400 0.08 3,600 0.86 2.32 
4. _____• ____ 1,280 .SIi 1.500 .28 10,900 .20 18,600 .Oi 3,600 .86 2. 32 
5__________ 1,230 .88 I,31iO . :ll 10,700 .27 18,-100 .08 3.liOO .88 2.42 
6 _______ • ___ I,I80 .92 1,200 .35 10,200 .28 1i,800 .08 3,300 .94 2.57 

I, lao .06 1,0rlO .40 9,600 .30 16,800 .08 a,IOO 1.00 2.74 
4 .. ____.. _ .. _ .. _ 1,060 1.03 030 .46 8.800 .32 IIi. 400 .on 2,800 1. 08 2.98 

1,0:10 1.00 S:30 .51 8,000 • a6 la.500 .10 2,650 1.16 3.19 
8_______..__ 
IJ. _____ ,, ___
10___ • ______ 000 1.10 740 .57 i,2.')() .30 11,600 .12 2.500 1.24 3.42 

050 1.15 6iO .()'1 ~1, 600 .-13 10,200 .14 2,'100 1.29 3.64 
]2 ___• _____ • 
ll ____ - __ . __ 

900 1. 21 620 .fiO 0.000 .48 9,200 .15 2,300 1.3·' 3.87 
860 1. 2i 580 .73 5,5.50 .M 8.500 .W 2,200 1.40 4.07]3 __________ 820 1.33 5-10 .70 5,200 .55 8,000 .17 2.150 1.44. 4.28 

15__________ 790 1.38 liOO .85 5,000 .57 7.1100 .18 2.100 1.47 4.45 
700 1.43 4110 .02 4,800 • .19 7,:«>0 .10 2,050 1. 51 4.6-1 

14 ____..____ 

16______ •• __ 740 1.47 430 .00 4650 .61 7,000 .20 2.000 1. ij.J 4.81
17 ___ ...... ,. __ .. 720 1. 51 400 1.06 .1:520 .6a 6.800 .20 1.050 1.58 4.98 
10__________ 
1S___.._____ 

700 J. 55 380 1_12 -1,400 .65 11,700 .21 1,020 1.(\1 5. J4 
680 1.00 300 I.1S 4,350 6,(100 .21 1,000 1.63 .1.2820__________ • fl6 

21. _________ fJ60 1.65 3·10 1.2.1 4,aoo .6(1 n,500 .21 1,880 1.6-1 5.41 
640 1. 70 a20 1. 33 4,250 .il7 0,500 .21 1,800 1.116 5.57

22 ___ .........._.. 620 J.75 aoo 1.-12 4,200 .68 1i,450 .2'2 1,850 1.67 5.74 
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TABLE 10.-Relative· output per hour, eto.-Continued 

Horse skidding Totallogging cost 

Skidding 0-15 per cent slope Skidding SO-50 per cent slope 
Size of tim

her (logs 0-15 per cent 30-50 per cent 
perM) slope slope200 feet 1,800 feet 200 feet 1,800 feet 

Output ('ost Output Cost Output Cost 1,800 1,800Output Cost 200 feet. 200 feetfeet feet 
'------~ -

2___________ "I.b.m. Dol/s. FI.h.m. Dolls. Ft. b. m. Dolls. Ft.b.m. Dol/.,. Dol/.•. Dolls. Dol/s. Dolls.3___________ 2,650 0.46 42!; 2.85 3,500 0.35 900 1. 34 2.m 5.17 2. 6; 3.664___________ 2,430 .50 400 3.02 3,100 .39 825 1.47 2.82 5.34 2. il 3.795___________ 2,200 .55 375 3.23 2, i25 .44 1.61750 2.97 5.05 2.86 4.046_________ •• 2,000 .60 350 3.46 2,400 .50 675 1_ 79 3.17 6.03 3.07 4.36l,8'JOi ___________ .66 325 3.72 2,150
1,660 .73 

.56 625 1.94 3.40 6.46 3.30 4.688___________ :lOO 4.03 1,930 .63 575 2.10 3.71 7.01 3.619___________ 1,530 .79 275 4.40 1,750 .69 52.5 
5.08 

2.30 3.98 3.887.59 5.4910__________ 1,430 .85 250 4.84 1.600 .76 480 2.52 4.27 8.26 4.18 5.9411._________ 1,340 .90 240 5.04 1,400 .S3 440 2. 75 4.54 8.68 4.47 6.3912__________ 1,260 .96 230 5.26 1,330 .91 3.021,180 1. 03 220 5.50 1,220 
400 4.83 9.13 4.78 6.89

13_________ • .99 375 3.23 5.10 9.57 5.06 7.3014__________ 1.120 1.08 210 5.76 1,110 1.99 350 5.36 5.373.46 10.0115__________ 1;070 1. 13 200 0.05 1,020 1.19 
7.74

325 3.72 5.58 10.50 5.64 8.17 
16._._.___ ._ 6.37 950 1. 27 300 4.03 5.83 11.0! 5.91 8.67

1,020 1. 19 190 
9S0 1.23 180 6.72 880 1.38 27517____ ...__ .... 4.40 6.04 11.53 6.19 9.2118_________• 040 1.20 170 7.12 820 1.48 250 4.84 6.27 12.10 6.46 9.82900 1. 34 100 7.5619____ ...... 770 1.57 240 5.04 6.48 12.71 6.71 10,18860 1.41 150 8.0720____ •••••• 710 1.70 225 5.38 6.69 13.35 6.98 10.66820 I. 48 140 8.64 650 1.8621. _____ •. " • 200 6.05 6.89 14.05 7.27 11.4622__________ 790 I. .53 130 9.31 600 2. 02 190 6.37 7.10 14.88 7.59 11.94760 1.59 130 9.31 560 2.16 175 Ii. 91 7. :l3 7.9115.05 12. 65 

The ratios of cost per thousand of handling 22-10g timber and 2-log 
timber (taking the latter as unity) for the various phases of the 
logging operation, are as follows: 

~~~~~gh;i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~ ~~ 
Loading autotrucks_______________________________________ 2, 6 
Unloading Ilutotrucks ______________________________ ..________ 2,8 
Skidding, 200 feet easy slopes _______________________________ 3, 5 
Skidding, 1,800 feet easy slopes _____________________________ 3.3 
Skidding, 200 feet steep slopes _____________________________ 6, 2 
Skidding, 1,800 feet steep slopes ____________________________ 5, 2 

In these ratios the influence of distance is shown by a comparison 
of costs in Table 10. Although the cost of skidding 2-log timber 
on a gentle slope is 6.2 times as great at 1,800 feet as at 200 feet, 22-log 
timber costs only 5.9 times as much at the greater distance. On It 

steep slope the big-timber ratio is 3.8 and the small timber ratio only 
3.2. This shows that the short haul has less effect in modifying 
the cost of logging small timber than it has in the case of large
timber. 

The influence of slope upon the output for large and small timber 
is shown in Table 10. At the 200-foot distance the case of skidding 
2-log timber on the 0 to 15 per cent slope is 1.3 times that for the 30 to 
50 per cent slope, and that for the 22-log timber is less, in the ratio 
of 0.7 to 1. A similar comparison at 1,800 feet indicates that at 
this distance slope ceases to favor large logs to quite the same degree. 
The cost for the large timber here is 2.1 times as much on the 0 to 
15 per cent slope as On the 30 to 50 pel' cent slope, whereas that for 
the 22-1og timber is 1.3 times as much OIl the gentle as OIl the steeper
slopes. 
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. At this point, consideration should. be given to the' relation of 
qd~cttosize 6rtllnber. TIlls may be very strikingly illustrated. On 

.,the 0 to. 15. per cent slope with a 200-£oot skidding dista\'lce, it is 
(,,,<evident that. timber of 2-log per thousanc~ size can be haJ'ldled for 

2',as low a n.et cost when 71.3 per cent defective as can perfcC;,tly sound 
'timber running 22 logs per. thousand under the same conditions. 
With .the same slope at the 1,800-foot distance, the defect in the 

. 2~log timber might be 69.4 per cent. The possible defect would be 
84.0 and 80.6 per cen.t, respectively, for the 200 and 1,800-foot 
distances on the 30 to 50 per cent slope. 

The effect of slope and distance on the cost of the total operation 
(horse skidding) from stump. to landing or mill is also shown in 
Table 10. Skidding by tractor instead of horses tends to favor large 
logs more at longer distances and 011 the lesser slopes. 

Table .. 11 illustrates the effect of different cutting methods upon 
the'logging cost. A typical ponderosa pine stand located in western 
Montana was selected for the application of these logging-cost data. 
The original estimate sheets covered an area. of 440 acres. The 
timber was lmeven aged, trees in all the 2-inch diameter classes 
from 10 to 40 inches being represented. The stand per acre aver
llged 12.17 trees 10 inches and over in diameter, containing 8,993 
board feet. The diameter of the average tree in the stand was 
slightly under 24 inches, and the timber as a whole ran seven ancI 
one-half logs to the thousand. . 

TABLE ll.-Comparison of horse-logging costs ~bnder clean cutting and diameter
limit cutting 1 on 440 acres of ponderosa pine in western Montana 

Logging costs under clean 
clltting 

Volume Skidding 200 Skidding 1,800 
Diameter breast uigh (inches) Gvernge Trees Volume Size of feet, G-15 per feet, 30-50 per

tree' per acre per acre timber 3 cent slope cent slopn 

Per 1\{ Per M 
ft. b. Pcr acre ft. b. Per acre 
ro." m."

------------\------------ ------------
Loysper

Ed. ft. N//,mher Rd. ft. lv[ Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
10____________________________________ 00 0.20 12 50.0 13.20 0.16 29.00 0.35 
12____________________________________ 04 .84 79 33.0 0.70 .77 19.05 1.5014____________________________________ 101 .80 81 25.0 8.00 .65 14.35 1.16 
16__________ -.________________________ 249 1.45 361 20.0 0.00 2.49 11.45 4.13 
18____________________________________ 328 1.18 881 14.0 5.60 2.17 8.15 3.15 
20___---------________________________ 484 1. 61 779 11.0 4.80 3. i4 6.90 5.38 
22'" ___ ._________--------....__________ 586 1.32 774 0.0 4. 2.>; 3. 29 5.95 4. 60 
24_,,_________________________________ 757 1.64 1,:141 7.0 3.70 4.60 5.10 6.33 
26___________________ ----------------- 070 1.64 1,601 6.0 3.40 5.44 4.70 7.52 
28____________________________________ 1,234 .77 050 4.8 3.10 2.94 4.30 4.08 
3\L__________________________________ 1,565 .39 610 -to 3.00 1. 83 4.05 2.47 
32____________________________________ 1,040 .18 349 3.5 2.90 1.01 3.90 1.36 
34______.--------------._------------- 2,282 .00 205 3.0.2.85 .58 3.80 .7836_______________________• ___.________ 2,523 .30 757 2.7 2.85 2. 16 3.75 2. 84 
38___ .________________________________ 3,060 .11 337 2.4 2.80 .94 3.70 1.25 
40______________________________ ______ .1_4 _4_6_6 __ ___ 1._70, 3,_33_0 __ 2._2 _2._80 1_.3_0 _3_.6_5 __ 

Total or average_______________ 70S 12.66 8,989 7.5 3.80 34.07 5.40 48.60
Under diameter limit cutting , ______________._ 8.19 8,060 ________ ________ 27.83 _._____• 38.31 

Difference iu volumeand eosL__ ________ 4.47 020 ________ ________ 6.24 ________ 10.29 
=1 ==1 -=== 

Pcr cent Per ccnt Per cent Per cent 
Reduction___ -----------------------_ ________ 35.3 10.2 ________ ________ 18.3 ________ 21.2 

'I Leaving 10 to 18 inch trees uncut. 
. 2 Volume of average tree for each diameter class . 
• Numher oflogs per thousand for dUferent tJ'ee diameters obtained from Figure -1. 
• Co~t !or sizes over 22 logs per thousand from Tablo 10 values curved. 

http:3.0.2.85
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Assuming an average skidding distance of 200 feet and slopesof 0 to 15 per cent, a clean cut of the area, involving the removalof all trees 10 inches and over in diameter, ,yould cost $34.07 peracre, A total volume of 8,989 board feet· would be removed. Ifall 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 inch trees were left uncut a volume of 8,069board feet per acre would be removed at a cost of $27.83. This is areduction of 3n.3 per cent in trees logged, 10.2 per cent in volume, and18;3 per cent in the cost of logging. In other words, by leaving4.5 trees per acre containing a scale of 920 board feet a saving of$6.24 per acre in the cost of logging is obtained. 'Vith the exh'emesshown. in Table 11 and an average. skidding distance of 1,800 feeton 30 to 50 per cent slopes, a clean. cut of .the acre would removethe total volume of 8,989 board feet at a loggmg cost of $48.60. Cutting to a diameter limit of 20 inches, on the other hand, would leave4.5 trees to the acre, ranging from 10 to 18 inches in diameter, andprovide a cut per acre of 8,069 bOltrd feet at a cost of $38.31. Thisamounts to a 21.2 per cent reduction in logging costs for a 10.2 percent reduction in volume. It should be stated here that certainlogging costs, such as charges for improvements and administration,have not been included· in either Table 10 or 11. These costs arenot reduced in total by a smaller cut and therefore the charge perthousand feet increases as the volume to be removed decreases.Owing to the small volume involved. in Tab~e 11 these cha~'geswould have but little effect upon the total loggmg cost and may bedisregarded in the comparisons.
The comparison afforded in Table 11 is presented merely as anindication of the eiI'ect of different cutting limits on the cost oflogging alone. There are, even here, several factors which must beconsidered if the most economical operation is to be made possible.The you:, .';81' or smaller trees to be left in selectiye logging shouldvary in SIze according to the slope of the timbered areas and alsothe distance which the logs are skidded oyer that slope. This pointis clearly illustrated in Table 11. Sixteen-inch trees skidded It distance of 200 feet on 0 to 15 per cent slopes can be logged for $6.90per thousand. It will cost $11.45 per thousand to log trees of thesame size when skidded a distance of 1,800 feet over 30 to 50 percent slopes. It may be possible, therefore, to log sound 16.-inch treesof good quality that .stand within an average skidding distance of200 feet from the landing, on °to 15 per cent slopes, and impractical,from an economic standpoint, to cut the same size and type of treewhen it occurs far up on steep slopes a long distance from thelan.ding. The percentage of defect in different-sized logs, whichdetermines whether such logs can be profitably taken or should beleft in the woods, also varies with distance and slope.
In determining the proper method of selecti \Te cutting to make possible the most econolnical operation, the value of the products cutfrom trees of different sizes and the lumber-manufacturing cost, aswell as the logging cost, must be considered. ManufacturlIlg costs,like loggirrg costs, increase as the size of the timber decreases. Inmost species of timber the products cut from small trees are less valuable per thousand feet than those cut from large trees. Detailed information is now available OIl the production costs and value of theproducts by tree sizes for a number of the more important timber 
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species in several of the lumbering regions" 'With such information 
available, it is now possible not only to place logging and milling 
operations on a more profitable basis by selective cutting but to keep 
large areas of timberlands productive through a sustained-yield. 
system of management. 

• Much of the mnterinl covering the effect ot tree size ou production costs is not yet 
in print. Titles at present amilabie Include: 
ASHE, W. W. 

1926. 	RELA.TIO:< OF SIZE OF TUE~; TO J.OGGI:<G COSTS, STU~IPAGE YALCES, .1.1<') 
l'[(OF[TS. Amer. Lumberman 2683: 7:~74. 

1930. SlULL TREES W.\STEPUL TO CUT POU SAW TDIBER. U. S. Dept. Agr. Lenflet 
55, 5 p., tllus. 

IlUADXER" M., and I~ULLAWAY, S. V., JR. 
lu27-28. SIZ!; OF TllIBEIl, AMOUNT- OF DEFECT-llIPOllTA:<T FACTORS IN LUMBER!:<G: 

AN A:<ALYS[S OF THEIR EFFECT UPO:< PIWDUCTIO:< COSTS .1.:<0 VALUES AXD 
THEIR CO:<SEQUE:<T IXFLUE:<CE OX l'ROF[TABLE TRE~; A:<O LOG UTILI7.ATIO:< 
IN THE I:<LA:<D EMPIRE. ~'imberman 29 (2) : 3S-40, 44-48; (3): 40-46;
(4) : 62-63; (6): 162-174. ~ 

IlRI1:<DAGE, M. R., KRUEGER, M. E., and DUNNI:<G, D. 
1933. THE ECO:<()~!lC S[GNIFIC.\NCE OF TUEE SIZE IN WESTERN SIERItA LUlIBEIlIXG. 

Unlv. Calif. Agr. Exper. Sta. Bul. 549, 61 p., mus. 
GARYEIt, 	R. D. 

1927. SMALL SAWM[LL UTILIZATION O~' SHOltTLEAF PINE. Lumber Trade Jour. 92 
(0) : 40-41. 

1930. SET.ECTI\'E T"OGGING OF SOUTHEIl:< P[NE. Lumbl'r Trade Jour. 97 (7) : 34-35. 

1t30. SET.ECTIYE LOGGING YEIlSUS CLEAIl Cl:=I:m [:< S:a:OIlTLEAF P[:<fl. Lumbel' 
Trade .Tour. 98 (8): 25-::!6, iUus. 

• . GIBBONS,. W. R., JOHNSON, R. 1\1., and $l'ELMA:<, H. R. 
1929-30. THE flFP~;CT OF TIlEE SIZES ON WESTERN YELLOW pr:<fl LUlIBER VALUES 

A:<D PRODUCTION COSTS. ,Timberman!30 (12): 44-48, 1929; 31 (1) : 241
244.; (2): 49-55; (3): 54-56; (4): 49-52; (5): 194-198, 1930. 

Zo:<, R., nnd GAIl\'EIl, R. D. 
19::!7. 	 SELECTIVE LOGGING 1:< TUE SOUTHERN IUUOWOODS OF TIn; LAKE STATES, WITH 

SPECIAL IlEl'EUE:<CE TO TUE COST Oh' HASDLI:<G SlIALL A:<D LARGE TREES. 
23 p. Oshkosh, Wis. 



APPENDIX 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE CONDUCT OF LOGGING-OUTPUT 
STUDIES 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

Some very definite considerations determine the feasibility and desirability 
of output studies in an~' branch of logging. The factors appreciably affecting 
output must be readily distinguishable and susceptible of classification both for 
the purpose of studr and for application of the results. The particular activity 
must have a definite effect upon the cost of logging, and the output must not 
be dependent upon that of some other branch of the operation. If operating 
conditions are so well standardized that little or no knowledge would be 
added over that acqui.red through cost accounts, output stuc1ies are unnecessary. 
Methods and equipment not cOmmonly employed, as weU as any abnormal 
conditions, are naturally excluded. 

In order that results may be applicable to specific conditions as found, the 
data must be collected, segregated, and compiled on the basis of definite natural 
factors which affect output and can be identified for classification. To insure 
permanency, all ,"alues which are subject to fluctuation, such as rate of pay, 
effective hours usually worked, and units of measurements for quantity of 
work done, must as far as possible be reduced to a constant by eliminating 
variable quantities. Further, to permit general application of logging-output 
data, only crews of standard size should be studied. 

Many factors which influence output in certain branches of logging will 
be found to vary with the region. Sawing and skidding in the ponderosa pine 
type of Montana and California may be taken as an illustration of this point. 
If nIl factors now used as a basis for measuring output were identical in the 
two regions there would still be differences in output. These would result 
from other characteristics such as climate, general broad regional form and 
height of trees, and a different general class of labor. The combined influence 
upon output of these and other broad regional characteristics can be accounted 
1:or only by separate studies. 

DEGREE OF REFINEMENT DESIRED 

The extent to which the integral palts of any pal:ticular job can profitably 
be studied depends upon the nruuber of variable factors involved and upon 
whether or not the conditions under whiCh or tile method by which the work 
is done can be corrected or changed along the lines indicated by the results 
of the study. "Then it is e,ident that output is governed by factors which 
Can not be controlled, it is of no practical value to determine the individual 
effect of these factors on output. 

The methods followed in gathering output data for felling and bucking are 
pertinent. For this bl'anch of the operation the whole tree has been taken as 
a basis. Stopwatch determinations might be made of the time required for a 
saw <.Tew to complete each of the minute parts of the work, such as gathering 
tools, walking frolll tree to tree, planning, swamping, barking, undercutting. 
wedging, oiling, etc. It lIas been found, however, that such information contains 
nothing of practical value. It was determined that for the Same crew, the 
relative variation in time needed to perform similar details of the work was 
greater than the time used in completing similar units of work, each of which 
was composed of all these details. ThiS is evident in view of the possible vari
ntionS in the conditions under which the details of the work are cal~ried out. 
'Vith the whole tree as a basis, a loss in performing one of the details may be 
compensated for by a gain in otllers. 

Some factors having a I:,'l-eat effect on particular phases of the work are either 
il].,tangible or impossible of classification. No two cuts in sawing are exactly 
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[. 
alike. If the optimum height of log from the ground aud position of the 

If" sa,wyer could be determined, the infOl'1llation would have no practical appli
cation. The conditions under which the work must be done could not be 
arra:nged to meet the specifications. 

Time variations caused by the human element further increase the difficulty 
of obtaining representative figures. One crew will take more time in planning 
and save time in bucking. Another crew will use more time swamping, wedging, 
and oiling but conserve time or energy or both in the actual sawing. Very 
much the same varilittion was evident in the work of skidding with horses. 

Therefore, to attempt the same refinement that has been applied in stUdies 
of many other industrial operations is futile in logging wOl'k. The elements of 
human judgment and skill, together "ith the inability to standardize condi
tions, enter so largely that even the closest study will not giYe reliable infor
mation. Refinement of methods used in these studies is therefore gauged by the 
nature of the work anc1 the practical application of the results. 

QUANTITY OF DATA REQUIRED 

It is impracticable to set a. definite standard as to the quantity of data 
that shou~d be obtained to arrive at a reliable average ouput for any particular 
unit crew. This depends to a large extent upon how consistent the crews are 
in their work. Much less information is needed for crews of long-experienced 
woodsmen than for crews of inexperienced men. Another consideration of 
importance is the number of factors used as a basis for separating output. 
and over which the data collected. must be distributed. 

The number of units of organization which should be included in each set 
of data must be determined on the basis of possible variation between such 
units. Obviously the variation will be greatest in work into which the hUman 
element enters to the largest extent. 

It has been found by experience about how many trees and trips aI1d what 
scale or time are necessary under each column of the office summary sheet to 
give the corresponding point on the curve a reasonable degree of accuracy. 
This statement presupposes that field datu have been accurately kept, and 
that all lost time not properly chargeabie against particular units of work 
has been excluded. Determinations are then made for the average time and 
scale values of each coluDlH in the summary sheet, fOl' worl{ clQne in one 
class and under standard conditions according to the method of. clasSification 
used. 

An average of about 15 hours for each diameter class ill sawing gives 
results of sufficient reliability. Thus, if sawing were done in a stand ranging 
from 12 to 40 inches in diameter, records covering about 15 hours' work 011 
each of the 2-1nch diameter breast high classes (15 in all), or a total of 225 
hours of effective time, should be obtained. If timber varied from 12 to 20 
inches in diameter, 135 hours would give results of equal value. In the former 
case, assuming the timber to average about 24 inches diameter breast high, 
scaling approximately 900 feet Del' tree, and the average outDut to be 1,100 
feet per hour during the 225 hours or 30 days, observation would be made of 
about 250,000 feet or 275 trees for each curve. If the trees averaged larger 
than this, obviously the number studied in this time would be less but the total 
scale greater. 

Skidding a distance of 100 feet would require about 15 team hours, pro
vided that all the timber skiclcled fell into the same log class as, for example, 
the 3 to 5 or the 9 to 12 log pel' thousand class; for a 2,OOO-foot distance, 
about 150 to 200 hours' observation of one such unit would be necessary to attain 
n sntisfactor;y degree of accuracy. Since the timber in this regioll is usually 
spread over' four or five log classes, four or five times as many data, or about 
750 to 1,000 team hours, would be required under each slope clilSsification. 
With an average output of 600 feet per hour, 600 to 700 thQusand fpet woule1 
be the basis for eac.h set of curves. 

The more complex the method of tl'anspOltation, the Simpler becomes the 
gathering of reliable information, since under the complex methods performance 
is more constant. Thus, in progressing up the line from horse skidding toward 
,railroad transportation, it is foum1 that fewer and fewer data are necessary 
to establish reliable output. 

The speed at which horses travel while skidding on the ground varies with 
the size of the load, the intangible cUl'ferences between two ski£1 tmils over 
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apparently similar surfaces, the time of day, the distance of haul, temperature, 
etc. What horses will do at one distance is not reliable indication of what the~' 
will do at another. Some of these variables are eliminated in hauling with 
drays or trailing in chutes. Notwithstanding, observations are still necessary 
at frequent intervals to take up the intangible variations. In chute trailing, 
the rate of travel is fairly constant; distance covered by each item is made 
quite uniform through relaying, and the time spent in hooking the loads varies 
less than in skidding, where chaining or dogging the logs is a different problem 
for each load. 

With power-driven equipment, owing to the fact that travel is over roads from 
which a large majority of the variables have been eliminated and that the logs 
have teen freed from contact with and influence of surface conditions, the rate 
of travel loaded and empty, size of load, and loading time hecome relatively 
constant. For these integral parts of the operation it therefore becomes possi
ble to determine averages which will have common application; those deter
mined for one distance may be applied to any distance. 

This method of obtaining averages for component parts of the operation has 
been used in the studies of autotruck hauling. Observations made at a few dif
ferent distances have been expanded to cover any desired distance. The same 
methods have been used in sleigh hauling and chute trailing, with somewhat less 
accurate results. 

From this discussion it becomes obvious that the amount of data needed per 
unit of distance hauled decreases as the distance increases. The longer the haul, 
the greater the reduction of variables in the methods commonly employed. 

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

In conducting logging·output and time studies of this character, pages 4 and 
5 should be carefully read, and the basic units of measurement therein de
scribed should be used unless a better and more logical classification can be 
devised. 

ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT OF STANDARD CREWS 

In determining the make-up of crews of standard size only those men are 
included whose work directly affects the output. For sawing, either contract 
or day work, the output per hour rests definitely upon the work of two men. 
Team and teamster and sWRlllller are taken as the unit crew in cOntract !lorse 
skidding. Sometimes one-half the time of chainel' or dogger is inclucled, Under 
d,ay work, swampers are not included, as swamping is usually .done in advance 
antI therefore tloes not interfere with skidding output. In contract work the 
teamster often assists in swamping, Thus output rests somewhat on the 
swamper. Brush conditions also are a factor. Output studies have not been 
made on operations where the team must wait ,a considerable proportion of the 
time on the smllnper. since this is not considered !l representath'c way of dOing 
the work, In swamping alone, in brush disposal, grading, or any other job 
performed independently, one man is taken as a unit. 

Tractor slddding is based on the work of l().ton machines with a crew of 
either two or three men. Some operations necessitate only It driver and a 
chokerman. In others a cill1"er is added to the crew. This varies with the 
nature of the terrain and size of timber, On level open ground with large 
timber" only two men are needed. Where a bULlching team and tenmster are 
used in the woods, they become [t part of the unit crew. A team and teamster 
used on the landing are not considered a pnrt of the crew, These lmve nO influ
ence on output and are generally required only because of the londing method 
in use. 

A standard organizlltion for trailing in chutes is one man and team. A 
teamster and two or four horses muke up the crew in sleigh hauling. 

Autotrucks used for hauling logs in this region are commonly of 5-ton or 
7'h-ton capacity. 

The unit for groulld donkey skidding includes the entire crew whether the 
worle is on a contract or day basis. This unit hns been {ldoptecl because, for 
example, the output of the londing Cl'ew is entirely depepdent on the one donkey 
skitldil1g to a certain landing, whereas the loading crew in tractor or horse 
skidding operations is usunlly loading from several skidways to which It 
number of units are skidding. 

The landing saw crew is taken as pnrt of the ullit crew in donkey slddcling but 
not in tractor wOl'k, In the former case the saw erew is an essential part of 
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the organization, and its output is governed entirely by the donkey. In trtlctor 
work, bucking may be done on the landing, or the same saws may be cutting 
for two tractors or one tractor and several teams. 

SEGREGATION OF DATA ACCORDING TO NATURAL FACTORS 

The natural factors which hayean important bearing on logging output and 
are used as a basis for the segregation of data are season, slope, surface, 
forest type, stand per ·acre, speCies, height, Iliameter, anll windfall and brush. 

FOREJST TYPE 

Type, by itself, has only a very general value in conveying information 
relative to logging output or costs. In conjunction with some of the more 
specific fS.ctors,. however, it assumes greater importance and tends to give to 
each of these other factors a clearer definition by narrowing the margin of 
possible variation within them. A wide variation occurs in the height of western 
larch in the various types in which it is commonly found. In any specific 
.forest type and rej.,'ion, however, the height variation is much less. It is for 
this reason that sawing output is divided for different types. 

A type classification has other advantages. There are a number of undefinable 
elements such as soil, brush, windfall, and surface which usually differ with 
type. Taken individually, each has a rathar small anll intangible effect on 
the work; in the aggregate, as expressed in type, they constitute a noticeable 
factor. This can be readily illustrated. 

The surface in a white pine or spruce type is often rough. The soil is soft, 
filled with roots, and subject to gouging. In a ponderosa pine type, as a rule, 
larger loads can be pulled over the gentler slopes because the surface is usually 
firm, smooth, and free from roots. Tln1s type has been made a. factor in 
skidding. 

Where these various elements are found to be the same in two types, the 
data are either combined or a study is made in but one type. In skidding, 
the types studied have been groupcll as larch-Douglas fir type, white pine, 
and ponderosa pine t~'pe. Each tn1c has been considered separately in com
piling sawing data. 

TIMBER SPECIES 

The species is ordinarily made a basis of segregating output data for sawing, 
swamping, and brush disposal. Where white pine and white fir or spruce 
and balsam fir occur in the same type, they have been combined because the 
output for the two speCies ill each group was practically the same. In other 
branches of logging the output for all species has been found to be about alike. 

HEIGHT OF TI1>fBER 

The effect of height on sawin~ is not shown specifically on the output 
graphs. It is accounted for within reasonable limits of variation by making 
individual curves fOr each species and earh type by regions. An illustration 
of this point has been given in the discussion of forest type. For a given 
region, type within tIJUt region, and species, tIle variable of height is confined 
to a reasonable margin. 'Vithout further classification this factor becomes 
suffiCiently specific for all practical purposcs. This presupposes, of course, that 
data have been collected o,'er sufficient exposure:;; and sites to obtain a 
representative height. 

sTAxn PElR ACRE 

A distinction in stand pel' arre has hC{)n made only fot' skidding, swamping, 
and brush disposal. In the other branches of operatious cO"ered by these 
studies stand has no appreciable effect; on the three mentioned it has but a 
small intangible influence. ~'he classification of the average stanel in which 
the operation is being conducted bns been made on the basis of 5 to 10, 10 to 
20, 20 to 40, and over -10,000 feet board measure pel' acre. 

SIZE OF TIUBER 

Two classifications are DllHle the bURis of l'ecor(ling Ri?:e of timber. In 
sawing, the rliumeter hreast high of earh tree to the nearCRt tenth of 1111 inch 
is recorded, together with the length and g-rORS scale of each log. This !,'ives 
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the total height utilized and the total scale. The logs per thousand for e'.lchdiameter class may tims be computed.

FOI; all skidding or moving operations the length and scale of each logare recorded in terms of gross scale per hour of effecth'e time. The .number oflogs and total gross scale for each trip or other unit of work are keptSel)arate. From these data the average size or logs Der thousand for eachtrill is computed.
The material is divided, according to size, into groups of 1 to 2, 3 to 5,6 to 8,9 to 12, 13 to 17, 18 to 25, and 26 or more logs per thousand feet board measureof cut. Output is shown on the basis of these classes. The 6 to 8 logs perthousand class in the output graphs lIlay include logs scaling anywhere from2 to 20 per thousand but averaging for one trip or load somewhere between5.6 and 8.5 per thousand. These are the limits of the 6 to 8 log class. Thesedata can be employed in determining the output for any body of timber wherethe average run of logs is known, through the use of a ("un'e representingsuch size. Interpolation must be made for sizes which can not be read directlyfrom the curves. 

SLOPEl 

For certain branches of the operation, slope has been classified in differentdiviSions according to its relative effect on the work and to the method of opera-·tion employed. In the fleW work, slopes are rf'tu.l as percentages with the Abneylevel and recorded by the groups into which the~' fall.The slope classifications used in sawing, swamping, and brush disposal afe 0to 30, 30 to 50. and over 50 Der cent. It hns been found that a finer distinctionis unnecessary and tends to complicate the work of the studies. Kot until slopeexceeds 30 per cent has it any appreciable influence on the output of thesephases of logging.
For skidding with horses or tractors br anr method in which the source ofpower itself moves between thc stump and the landing, the following divisionsof slope have been adopted: 0 to 15, 15 to 30, 30 to 45, and 45 to 60 per centdownhill, and 0 to 15 per cent uphill. The range includes the slopes over whichsJ,;idding by these methods is commonly carried 011. Very little uphill skiddingis ever (lone by any of these methods, except over short distances below railroadspurs or chutes.
The skidding trip fl'OIll stump to landing is in 1II0l't ('aSes over a slope whichdoes not vary more than 15 per cent from the maximum to the minimum. Often,l!owevel', this 15 pel' cent range will not coincide with the classification givPIl.In this event. the entire sl011e is thrown into the slope group which it mostresembles and which is most influential in determining the output. A specificc:1:ample will illustrate this.
Skidding is being done ovpr a total distance of 1,000 feet. Six hundred feetof this is on a 10 per cent slope; the other 400 feet is on a 2;) per cent slope.The clnssification here would ordinarily be the 15 to 30 pel' cent gl·OUp. One reason for this is bemuse the weighted avern;:e slo~ if: 10 per cent. But anothel'fact is of impol·tance in establishing the slope classification. In actual practice,smaller loads would be skidded OVPr tlle 25 pel~ cpnt slope than would be the ca~
if the entire 1,000 feet were 011 this slope. On the other hand, the loads for the
distance oyer the 10 per cent slope would bc larger than if tlte entire skid(ling
distance was on a 10 per cent slopp.
It is, of course. necessary to use judgment in deciding upon slope classitication. No skidding trip is made over It slope exac·t!y the sam!,' for the elltiredistance. Tilis is the prinCipal reason fo)' the rath!,'r broad classification. Sucha basis was essential to it~ practical applieatiOIl. In eases where there was ItcOllsiderahle difference in the percenta)!;e of slope for seyeral pOliions of theSkidding distance, a ~eparate reeord was kept of the time and lllllount skiddedover each section. At the time of the otlic'(> eompiIatioll it was 1)08Siblc to decideon tile mOf;t logical slO))(' clnssificathm. This wouW be base!l on th€' conditionwhich contributecl most to contrOlling the output. If skidding was done for 300fe('t oyer a 40 per cent slope and. then fOJ' 500 feet oyer a 10 per cent sl()pe, twotrips might be lle('('ssnry Over thE' hItter distam'(' to handle oue trail of logsbrought in o\'('r the 40 per cent slope. It is readily seen that the 10 pel' centSIOPl' would largely be the controlling factor, Classification would bc inadeaccording:ly.
For sleigh hauling, chute trailinl!'. find drayinJ!. slopes of 0 to 5. 5 to 10, anll10 to 15 per cent wIth distance for each are reCorded, )l'eariy all sleigh hnul
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ing is done over slopes from 0 to 15 per cent. A. 3 to 5 per cent slope is most 
nearly ideal. Greater slopes, within moderation, do not have any effect on out
put. More sandmen. would of course be required. By far the greatest factor in 
sleigh hauling is the kind of winter weather. This is a rather indefinable factor 
·which can be treated in only a very general manner at best.! A.utotrucks are normally used for hauling only OIl slopes of between 5 per cent 
uphill and 10 per cent downhill. Records were made in the field showing 
separatel~' the total distance traveled with load over uphill slopes of 0 to 5 
per cent and over downhill slopes of 0 to 5 and 5 to 10 per cent. Trucks 
equipped with 4-wheel brakes are sometimes operated on downhill slopes to a 
maximum of 25 per cent. No such slope conditions were encountered in these 
studies, llOwever. No distinction is made in the difference in slope or distance 
of the return empty wllich is nearly always made over the same route. Output 
ngures are segregated by types of road, as dirt, plank, and pole roads. 

The influences of slope conditions on ground skiddiug with a donkey are many 
/, and varied as compared with hOl.·se skidding in the same type of country. With 

steam power the logs are skidded up and down hill, and at every imaginable 
angle along the sides or diagonally across the slopes. Little sidehill skidding 
is necessary with horses or tractors, owing to the comparatively small cost of 
constructing landings and of moving equipment. Most of the timber is moved 
almost straight downhill; very little is taken uphill. Even skidding along the 
sidehill with these two methods does not present the difficulties from logs 
'roliing or hanging up behind stumps that m:e usual in ground yarding with 
donkeys. 

In c10llkey skidding, it has been assumed that the difference in output due 
to skidding up, down, or along the side of a hill is not sufficient to justify 
segregation for slopes under 30 per cent. The classification so far used, though
it has not been experimented with to any extent, is: Uphill 30 per cent to 
downhill 30 pel' cent; uphill 30 to 50 per cent; uphill 50 to 70 pel' cent; downhill 
30 to 50 per cent. 

WINDFALL AND BRUSII 

Brush and windfall are reported as lacking or as light, medium, or heavy, in 
comparison with the average quantities for the type in this region. The con
dition as to brUSh and windfall is used as u basis of showing separate output 
for sawing, swamping, brush disposal, and contract horse skidding. In other 
methods of skidding, swamping is either done in advance or not at all and has 
little influence on output results. The condition is, however, recorded and. 
shown on all graphs as a matter of general information. 

SlTllFACE 

Surface conditions are not differentiated in relation to output, because the 
difference caused by the greatest variation encountered in these studies was 
not appreciable. Classification of surface is in general terms, such as smooth 
or rough, and is used simply to indicate the nature of the area. In sawing, 
particularly, a rough surface in light stands decreases output and loss from 
breakage is greater. Logs must frequently be cut shorter than would be nec
essary had the break not occurred. 

SEASON 

Weather conditions haye a variable amI extremely important influence on 
tIle output of nen,,rly all branches of logging, work. No operator can afford to 
igilOre them. On two chances, similar in every respect, one operator will be 
forced to cease Ol1erations on account of weather conditions whereas the other 
will not only be able to continue but will turn the conditions to his advantage. 

In a logging chall('e on whieh hnlf the timber is on level ground and hnlf 
on slopes ranging from 30 to 50 per cent, weather conditions should receiye 
thorough consideration when the operation is I1lanned. Logging the steep 
slopes during the SU1llI1lel' months amI tIle flat ground in wint(>r will mnl,e 
the work 1I0t only continuous hut clleaDer. 

Provision should he ma(lc to take advantnge of seasonal changes, in so fat as 
1hey Cfin he unticipate<1, find to regulate seasonal output accol·dingly. Little 
cOllsidera tioll can be givPlI to minor varin tions in weather; adjustment must 
lie ba!'ell on broad classifi('atiolls on the busis of average summer ami Ilverage 
winter conditions. No attempt is made to IiJllow production HS affected by 
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changes within the seasons in spite of the great influence these exert over short 
periods. Instead, an average is obtHined by carrying the study over a period 
sufficient to include a fair representation of such conditions within the region. 

In collecting the data it was found necessary to draw a rather arbitrary 
line between summer and winter conditions. Winter conditions were assumetl 
to exist whenever the logs could be skidded without gouging through the frozen 
ground or snow to tlle soft earth beneath, when timber becomes frozen, or when 
the snow is deep enough to interfere "ith sawing. .A dail~' record was kept 

in camp of the d.epth of snow, of whether the ground was frozen or soft, and 
of the temperature. 

FmLD RECORDS AND EQUIPbmNT 

For gatllering data in tlle field, two sets of records al'e useU. The first set, 
for the actual field work, is in lwtebook form. Fignres 49 lind 50 show samvles 
of such forms, which are the usual type of notebook sheet. 

DATE:._______ TYPE:. _ ______________ OPERATION ____________ _ 

Tome Tome LOG Tree Top 
Spe- D.B.H of on scale diam Slope Brush Sur
c.es start -tree Length Gross eter facescale (\Ofeel (in.) (per

(in.) (min.) (feet) (10 feet b.m.) cent)b.m.) 

,(.lM;h 

P-'m.o z:, $.20 .50 I/, .30 '17 '1 20 H R 
It. Z$ 
It. ZI 
1'1 1'1 
Ii. 'I 

9.10 .5 ;I!. d.:tVm.. -~'j 

. 

.lU1m. .32 9.15 7S 14- 38 I.5H 10 m J 
..r~ II, 33 " 

10 l'f 

11-8 ~ 
1(' " ZIf 
,t. 1(' 

1'1 10 
I/, t. 
12 II I 10.30 

FIGURE 4!l.-Record form for sawing data 

In the use of these forms, the beginning of any unit of work, lost time,. or 
quitting time is recorded to th(} nearest e,en minute under "Time of st:ui:." 
The difference between the time of starting one thing and of starting the next 
is recorded in minutes, not hours and minutes, in the ne.'{t column, opposite 
the time of its start. When the clay's \V(ork is finished, the record indicates 
what was done every minute of the clay from the time the tools were picked 
up until tlley were tmt away. Following tile "Trip time" or "Tree time," 
there is eitller a record of the unit of work accomplished or an explanution of 
the diSPOSition made of that time. 

In suwing, the length and gross scale for e\'ery cut are gi,en. This applies 
whether the piece is a merchantable log, a cull, or a break which is trimmed. 
If no cut is made where the break OCCUi'S, whether in the top or elsewhere, 
the piece is SCaled as tllough it 'would make u merchantnble log. In this 
manner the composite effect of breaka!{e, fOl' the conditions existing On anr par
ticular chance, is taken into considel·ution. This record of brenkage and top 
diameter makes possible the construction of a yo~ume table based OIl actual 
utilization. The pel'centage of breakage lIIay also be determined, Should it 
be desired to base the volume table on a speCific top diameter, a recont can be 
made of the length of the top pie('e, to this diameter, left in the woods. 

In the use of the skidding f0I'111 the actual distance traveled along the slope 
while under load (not the horizolitnl distance), if 100 feet or more, is reCOrded 
for each. trip to the neare!)t even 100 feet; anything less thUll 50 feet is recorded 
as 25 feet. Long distallces, where appreCiable enol' is apt to occur in pacing, 
are cJ;1ained and markeU. up on stumps or stakes for future reference. 
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The second set (/1' records is m·ade up of camp summary sheets, ou which 
are recorded the tOtal or average daily recorlis. These sheets are also used 
for the collection ilf data on other jobs, varticularly swamping, as these data 

DATE ____________ _ 

TYPE ____________ BRUSH ______ wINDrALL ______ OPERATION __________ _ 

Time Trip Distance Slope LOG Trip Logs Size of 
of time skidded scale treeGross.start 	 Length

(per ~cale (10 feet {number ( logs
(feet) cent) (feet) (10 feet b.m.) b.m.) per MJ 

8.00 	 20 300 25 1(' IK 38 3 6-K 
lit /(, 

Jif If 

K.20 	 32 500 25 /2 3 1'1 'I 17-25 
IK 5 

" If 
/(, 3 

K.52 23 c£<,d ~-~ Aiffni 
'1.15 

FIOCllE 50.-RecOrd form for skidding nnd hnulill;; datil 

mar be collected in conjunction with the regular output work. Figure 51 
indicates the nature of this sheet. 

By ch:LD/,,'ing headings or adding others for number of men on loading or 
unloading crew, road monkeys, or sprinkle!: and rutter Cl·ew find teams, this 
form Illay also be used to record uny desired information with autotruck or 
sleigh haul or may he ada11ted to any study. 

A daily record is kept also of the distance to work, method of t1·U\'el, condi
tions of road or tl'llil, etc. From these data the number of effective hours for 
any job can be closely estimated. 

Effective Total camp unit Swamp- Chain- Tail-down Weather 
Date time scale creW5 ers men men condlhons 

(hours) llO feet. b.m) (number) (number) (number) (number) 

- ~ 

FIGCItE 51.-Camp slIInmnry form for sl<idding and drllylng opel'lItlonR 

The equipllent necessary to carry 011 th(' field studieS is as follows: Accurate 
timepiece, scnle rule-Scl·ibner c1ecimul a, steel tape (100 feet 11.11(1 menders), 
diameter tape (20 feet), Abne~' level (per cent), notebook, and timbel· crnyon. 

The din meter tape is used to determine diamcters of logs which can not 
be scaled llirl'Ctly with thc mlp. 

PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS 

It is cssential that men detailed to output studies have :l gE'nuine interest 
in them anc1 that thC'y plu("e rE'Iianee on the genE'ral principlE'S upon whiel~ 
such stUdies al·e based. Without this YieWllOint, it is doubtful whether any
one conducting obsen'ations o\"('r any lcngth of time will continue to maintain 
the necessary degree oj; accul'ac~' ·nftel· the novelty of tllC work wears off. 
The !Den must also, as in IIny worlt or this nature, hayC' the propel· conception 
of the yulue of aeCUl'acy :lIleI detllil, 

A majority of workmpn r especially woodsmen, objN't to stop·watch method';. 
Tact nml diplomacy is necessnry in nSso('iation with hoth laborers and snpen-i
sory staff. The (Jbserv('l' must refruin from statements that are liable to nffect 
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the normalcy of output. Experience in several specific cases has shown thatmen have either speeded up or slowed down as the result of unconsideredstatements, thus making the data collected worthless and misleading.The observer should make no remarks, criticisms, or suggestions to theworkmen in regard to their methods, output, scale, wages, or piece rate. Heshould collect information on what they do, as they d,o it. The camp foremenshould be given nothing which will lead to a comparison of the work of twocrews. Also, no new ideas on methods of conducting the specific operationneed be offered to the foreman. There is ordinarily a good deal more to belearned from this individuul than can be told him. The old-time practicallogger in charge of an operation has his head full of practical, everyday, common-sense ideas. He knows how to get his work done without too many preliminaries. He likes rule-of-thumb and short-cut methods. The observer should nottry to convert him but should study his methods of accomplishing his ends andlearn to apply as far as possible, what is good in tllem. There is no man moregenerous in his impulses and more willing to help anyone who is ambitiousand sincere in his efforts to learn the practical side of logging than this old,experienced logging foreman.

Work performed by any indiddual crew or unit of organization should notbe divulged to anl' one connected with the opemtion. If the men doing thework realize that this is the policy, there will ordinarily be no objection t~the methods followed in these studies and men will work at a normal pace.Ordinarily, someone with considerable experience in work of this kind shouldspend a day or two with men starting out for the first time on this work orchanging to a new job with which they have hud no experience. In thatlength of time it is possible to explain on the ground, during the actual processof collecting the dnta, the instruC'tions needed br the observer. Periodic visitsto each man are made every month or six weeks. Doubtful points, whichfrequently come up during the course of the work, are taken up and a generalinspection and check of the work accomplished are made. 
COMPILATION OF DATA 

The working up of the field notes into final form consists, briefiy, of th<:following steps.
(1) Determining the logs-per-thousand group of each load or trip.(.2) Transferring to large tabulation sheets the time and scale under theirproper diameter breast high columns for sawing, or distance for skidding orhauling, and then finding the total of this time and scale.
(3) Distributing the total lost time by prorating it against the total workingtime to which it is chargeable. ,
(4) Finding the gross output per hour for each (liameter class or distanceand evening-off the results by drawing a curve through these values plotted oncross-section paper. .Where logs llre skidded or hauled with horses in lengths as actually bucked,the number of logs per thousand in the lengths as handle(l is the element of sizethat go\'erns output. Calculation is, therefore, made on the basis of the actualnumber of pieces it wiII take to make a lliousand feet, without reference to therun of the timber in standard 16-foot logs. In tractor or donkey skidding, timber is handled in double-Iengfu logs, or often in tree lengths. Bucking into shortlogs takes place on the landing or in the mill. Size of material in this case isdetermined and expressed in terms of the number of standard 16-foot logs perthousand feet irrespective of lengths into which these are bucked. This difotinction is made because in tractor or donkey skidding the logs can be buckedinto any lengths without materially influencing the output. In horse loggingthis would not be true.

A number of unit crews may be working together, making the outpqt of anyone somewhat dependent upon the others, as where several teams are skiddingto the same landing or seyeral auto trucks are hauling between the sameloading and dumping grounds. The work of snch unit crews should be summarized together. On work where each unit is entirely independent of theoutput of others and in which the period of time over wbich observations werecarried on is not approximately the same, results of each l11uSt be summarizedand the output of each first determined separately. A tlat average of all Isthen found. To summarize tile time and scale for all units together would beto weigh the output of each on the basis of the amount of data obtained for
158823°--38----e 
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each crew. If the crew with the greatest output was observed over the 
longest :period of time, values would be abnormally high and not representative 
of the average crew. 

When the data are transferred from the field notes to the summary sheets, 
a separate summary sheet is provided for each set of conditions, each sheet 
bearing the heading of b,ut one type, season, slope, log group, and so on. 

Lost time, concerning all work dorie under conditions which go into the same 
curve or set of curves, is added together and not separated by logs per thous
and for transportation or by species for sawing. 

Table 12 has been prepared to show that in ordinlil."Y stands of timber it is 
unnecessary to consider diameter cll!.sses separately h ,'i)mputing output from 
the grapbs. However, in stands baving two distiIF:t si.i:e-classes of timber it 
is. necessary to give separate consideration to eacI) of.. t~e groups. 

TABLE 12.-Tlw computation of logs per. ifl.OI~lJalld for aa'lcing' 

} 

GrossLogs per Total Gro;a ! Total SawingDiameter breast high I (inches) Trees outputtree logs vohw!c i 'volume time
11\,rtt1.~ f per hour' 

----------1----------,,-----,,·_--------
Numbtr Num/;{.T Number ."1, li. """ Fl. b. m. Fl. b. m. HOUT!14._.____________________.______ 10 4 40 l,·! 2,100 600 3.516 ________ . _______________.______ 15 5 75 ;"i; 5,100 740 6.918______._______________________ 20 5 100 410 8,200 850 9.6

20______________________________ 30 6 180 580 17,400 945 18.4 
22______________________________ 10 6 60 690 6,900 1,030 6.724______________________________ ]0 7 70 970 9,700 1,100
26_____________________________ 5 35 1,170 5,850 1,160 8.8 

5.0 
1----1-----------------------560 __________ 55,250 __________TotaL____________________ ]00 58.9 

I The totals in columns 4 and 6 Indicate the average logs per thousand to be approximately 10. Reference 
to fig. 1 will show that white pine timber 20 inches In diameter will yield 10 logs per thousand. The total 
of column 6 divided by that of column 8 gives 938 feet as tha weighted average output per hour of all diameter 
classes. Fig. 1 shows the output per .hour for timber 20 Inches in diameter or 10 logs per thousand to be 
about 945 feet. This indicates that, in ordinary stands of timber, It Is unnecessary to consider diameter 
classes separately. However, in stands, for example, having a large percentage of the volume in 14 and 
16 inch trees and the balance in trees from 36 to 40 inches, it is necessary to give separate consideration to 
each of these groups. 

I White pine st.and on best site. 
I Output taken from fig. 1. 

LABOR AND SUPPLY COST TABLES 

In figuring the cost per thousand in any of the phases of the logging opera
tion co\-ered by the output graphs the wages of the different classes of woods 
workers employed or the cost per effective hour or day of the unit crew or 
organization used in dOing such jobs are necessary information. For those 
using the output data in this bulletin who do not have at band such informa
tlon, Tables 13 to 20, giving wage or unit ~osts, bave been prepared. These 
tables give the wages per hour, day, or month as the case may be of the sev
eral cl;isses of woo(\s workers, as well as the cost per effective hour or day 
of the unit crew employed in doing a specific piece of work. The tables are 
based on .. Inland Empire" wages and supply costs for periods of one to three 
years from 1927 to 1929, inclusive. III case the labor and supply costs given 
in tbe tables do not apply at the time It is desired to use the output data, 
similar tables can be prepared on the basis of the wages and cost of supplies 
prevailing at a particular time. 
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TABLE lB.-Sawing ana hauling ,crew C08t8 per effective day, ba8ed 01~ five aift~rent' estimate8 of freight and "/>"a.lldlvllg charges on prQl/)i8ion8 and 8upplie8' 

':;, Cost oC saw crew' Cost oc team and teamster'
Freighr.. :md handling charges

per pound 1921) 2·year 3-year 1929 2·year 3·yeara\'erage a\'erage average a\'erage a\'erage a'lerage 

No cost ,______________________
0.5 cenL ______________________ $8.40 $8.40 $8.40 $ll.5O $.00 $.001 oenL _______________________ 8.70 8.70 8.70 7.30 7.40 7.409.00 9.00 9.001.5 cents __ •___________________ 8.00 8.10 8.202 cents________________________ 9.20 9.20 9.20 8.70 8.80 9.009.50 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.70 9.70 

1 This t~ble is based on "Inland Empire" wages snd team e:<penses for periods of 1 to 3 years, and onmonths--.24 effective days.
, Includes cost oC flies, oil, and a pr;'IJortionate charge for time of tiler, but does not include depreciationon saws and other tools. In 1929 at least 90 per cent of all the sawing in the "Inland Empire" was contractwork at a cost of $1 to $1.45 per thousand for short logs. Contract felling and topping for tractor skiddingcosts between 50 and 90 cents pcr thousand. '1'0 the contract price must pe added the cost ofsaws and othertools, oil and saw.ming, and depreciation on the tools, which run ahout as follows per thousand: Saw andother tools, !j'cents; files and oil, 2 cents; saw filing, 8 cents; and depreciation on tools, 6 cents.3 Includes harn care, medicine, shoes, naUs, veterinary services, board and loss on hoard, and a normalamount for idle teams that averoges obout 12 to 15 per cent of the total; depreciation ou horses and harnessnot included; 40 pounds of oats and 00 pounds of hay per day per team., EXCE:pt such costs as are incurred on account of time o[ barn boss, bull cook, lnd clerk; applicable tocamps so located that there are no other freight or handling charges; seldom used. 

TABLE H.-Co8t of logger-type, 10-toll· tractor aua, dri'ucr per effective day' 

Item ('ost 

Driver______________________ ____________ $6.50
Gnsoline________________________________ 9.00Oil and grease___________________________ 2.00:Maintcnance____________________________ 7.50 

TotaL____________________________ 25.00 

I The abo\'c is a weighted average based on 2,400 effective doys in western ~rontana. Depreciation isnot included in the above table. The life of a logging tractor should be figured 8., 4 year~ logging and aresidual value of 20 per cent. This gives a straight depreciation of 20 per cent per year and amounts 1.9 about$5 per effective day_ The above costs are for ponderosa pine skidding.only and 10 bours' time. Drivers' wages are for erTectt"e daysWages, repairing, and all parts are churged to maintenance. Gasoline, oU, andother supplies were brought in by logging train or autotmck. The above costs are figured on gasolineat a price of 18 to 22 cents per gallon, oil at 70 to 75 cents per gallon, and grease at 16 to 19 cents per pound.E1Jective days per year 180 to 235 with an.average of 200.20 to 30 per year. Days laid up for repairing or repairs average 

TABLE 15.-Gcneral ·!IJ(l.ges ot 1roOtlS la.bO,.l 

Range-
Position 1921) ayer Range-

Position 19'29 aYerage age 

Locomotive engineer_________________ _ $5.00-$0. 00 Cont-hook men _______________________Locomotive brakeman _____ •_________ _ SwamPCTS_____________________ • ______ _ $3. 40-$4. 00Locomoti\'c firemen __________________ _ a.~·1.5O
3.00- 4.20 Cornman labor_. _____________________ _ 3.20- 3.00Jammer CDboinecr____________ •________ _ 3.20- 3.40Jammer hooker______________________ _ 5.25-0.00 Tractor engineer , _____ •__ •__________ __
3.4()- 4.00 Chokermon__________________________ .1 6.00- 7.00Top loader___ •_______________________ _ 3.80- 4.503.~ 4.50 Teamster--- ________________ •• -- __ ----I 3.00-4.00 

I Rate per S-hour day, Z Includes overtime reporring or greasing. 



1929 19ZJ 
'Positlon Position average Position average 

wage wage 

$135 Night watch___________ _ 
Logging foreman_______ _ ISO Supply man ___________ _ 
Loggiilg superintendent_ $95 

200 

Handy man_____________ SO Bull,cook_______________ 95 Clerk__________________ _ 
Straw boss______________ ~ 135' ______________ 105 Scaler__________________ _ 145"Bam,~:~~~~~~---============boss _ 

150 

1 Rate pe~ month. including cost of board; tbe 2-year and 3-year averagp-s are practically the same as those 
for 1929. . . 

TABLE 17.-Un·it cost of organizati{)n for horse skidding 

Cost per Cost perUnit 8-hour day hour 

ff::: ~~xr:~~~r~~~_~~:~~':~__================================================ ~: ~ One-half time, of chainer or dogger_______________________________________________ 1.70 
1----1---

Tot,aL --- ----------.--- ----------- --- __ --- _-- ___ -- _--_---- -- --- _---- _-- ____I 9. 65 $1.21 

TABLE 18.-UnU cost of O1'ga:~izaHon fOl' traotor skidding 

Cost per Cost perUnit 8-hour day hour 

Tractor depreciation and interesL______________________________________________ _ ~5.15 
11.00 
7.50Driver_________________________________________________________________________ _i\:'!i1~{~~a~:!L~~~~:~~::::===================================================== 6.50 

Total _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _____ ______ ___ ____ ______ __ ____ __ ___ _____ __ ______ __ ______ ____ 30. 15 

1===1,===Tractor uniL _____________________________________ ____ __________________________ 30. 15 
Chol!;er man ____ ---- ---------- _-- _-- _-- -___ . _____________ . ________ --______ -_ -- _,___4_._15_ _-_-_--_-_-_-__-_-_-

1Total_____________________________________ ________________________________ 34.30 $4.29 
Tractor unIL ___________________________________________________________________ __ __ __ __1===3=0.=1=5~1==_""=_==_=_= 
Choker man ____________________________________________________________________ 4.15 

Chaser___ _____ _ _ __ _ _ __ ___ ____ _____ __ __________ _________________ ___ __ ____ __ _ _ __ __ 4. 15 

Landing team and teamster_____________________________________________________ 7.40 


1----(·----Total __________ . __ ____ _________ ____ ____ ______ ___ ____ _____ __ ____ ____ ____ __ 45. 85 5.73
1===1,===

Tractor unit____________________________________________________________________ 30.15Choker man ______________ ,_______________________ ______________________________ 4.15 
Swamper_ _ ___________________________________________________ __________________ 3. 40 

1----1----Total _____________ , _______________________________________________________ ,-===37=.=70= 4. 71 

,Tractor uniL _________ ' ..______________________________• ________________________ '- 30: ;.5 I;~~~________ _ 
Choker man _______________. _____ .______________________________________________ 4. jo ___________ _ 

~~~~~~am-iind-teains-ter=:==:================================================== ~::8 ============ 
Total. _________ •_________________________________________________________ _ 

45.10 5.64 
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TABLIIl 19.'-Unit cost of organizatioo for loading autotr-ucks or sleighs 

Unit C08tper C08tpar
8-hour day hour 

Rfo19~~~rs===============================:==================================== 7.40
Tenmand teamsters____________________________________________________________TaU-down man__________________________________ ______________________________ _ 

~!g
3.70

Total••____________ __ ____ ______ ___ ___ __ __ _________ ___________ __ _______ ___ _I----~----22. 65 
$2. 83 

TAnLE 20.-Unit cost of organization for autotruok haul 

Unit Cost per Cost per
8-hour day hour 

Insurance.______~_______________________________________________________________fi~~~~~=~~;=;=~~~~======================================================= ~: ~2.00

f~=======:=:===:==::=::======:==:============:==============================Gasoline at 10 cents per mile ,___________________________________________________ 6: gg
Tires at 8 cents per mile________________________________________________________ 
2.40


Oil and grease at 1 cent per mile________________________________________________ . 
1.92
~ 

.24 
TotaL____________________________________________________________________ 

1----1----24. 70 $3.W 

, 12 trips per day, 2 miles per trip. 

GLOSSARY OF LOGGING TERMS USED T 

Bunch team.-A team used to bunch logs in one place for skidding orloading.
Chain.-A short length of chaIn used to fasten around n log or bunch of logsfor skidding with horses.
Chainer.-One who .places the chain around the log or bunch of logs inskidding.
Choker.-A short piece of cable or wire rope used in the form of a noose sotllat the log may be hooked to the tractor or donkey fol.' skidding.Choker man or choker setter.-The member of a skidding crew wllo fastensthe choker on the log.
Chaser.-A member of a tractor skidding crew who accompanies the tractorwith its load of logs from the woods to tlle landing to assist along the way andto unhook the chokers at the landing and see that they are returned to the woodswith the tractor.
Crosshaul.-A method of loading and decking logs by use of a chain or cableset across the load through a snatch block. The end of the loading chain orcable may be equipped witll either swamp hook or crotch chain.is generally supplied by horses or small tractor. 

The power 
Deck up, to.-To pile logs upon a skidway.
Dog.-A short heavy piece of steel bent and pointed at one end with an eyeor ring at the other. Two dogs connected by a short length of chain are usedto llook logs together end to end to form a trail of logs for horse skidding.Dogger.-One who connects the logs together end to end by means of dogs.Dray.-A singl'il sled, or two wooden sled runners with a crownpiece, slippedunder one end of a bunch of logs for dragging.
Ilang up, to.-To fell a tree so that it catche.s against another instead offalling to the· ground.
Gin pol~.-A pole secured by guy ropes, to the top of which tackle for loadinglogs is fastened. .Gyppo. Gyppo logging.-Small-scale contract logging; for example, when alarge company contracts with a gyppo and his crew to log outlying sectionsthat wIth the standard crew ~nd equipment would be handled less economically. 

7 The definitions are given with special reference to their meaning as useCl in the.. Inland Em!Jlre" region. 
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Horse.jammer.-A single pole or arrangement of poles equipped with loading 
tackle and used with horse power to load logs on sleighs, autotrucks, or cars• 
.An end horse jammer loads from a position at the end of the sleigh, auto
truck, or car. 

Jig team 'or make-up team.-A team of horses used in making up a trail of 
logs in a chute at a skidway, landing, or point of entrance. 

Plank road'.-A road constructed by placing parallel three or more poles 
of medium size lengthwise along the road and covering crosswise with 3 to 
6 ini;lL planking. Aduitional planks are sometimes laid lengthwise on top of 
these for the tread. The road is used to haul logs with autotrucks. 

. Pole road.-A road constructed of poles for hauling logs with autotrucks. 
Four poles (two on each side) are laid lengthwise upon mudsills or cribbing.
The outside poles are hewed to a flat surface to form the tread or track. 

Road monkey.-A woods laborer who keeps a logging road in proper condi
tion for operation.

Rutter.-A form of plow for cutting ruts in a sleigh road for the runners 
of the sleds to run in. 

Rutter crew.-The driver of the team that draws the rutter, and a helper
who assists in seeing that the ruts are properly cut in depth and line. 

sustained yield.--Outting a forest at a rate not exceeding the production
capacity of ,the area, thus giving a continuous and regular output of forest 
products , 

Swamper.-A woods laborer who cuts out the skidding trail and trims the 
limbs from the log preparatory to skidding.

Tail down, to.-To roli logs on a skidway to a point on the skids where they 
• can be easily reached by the chuting, fluming, or loading crew. 

Trail of logs.-Two or IDore logs dogged together end to end, for horse 
skidding or lying end to end to make up a load for trailing in a chute. 

Whistle punk or signal man.-One who transmits orders from the foreman 
of the yarding crew to the engineer of the yarding engine. 
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